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Beniﬁts

• Reduces or prevents yellowing during storage
• Enables production of pale shades and achieving of maximum degrees
of whiteness for optically brightened articles
• Can be included in the optical brightening or in the dyeing recipe
• Applicable by padding or the exhaust process
• Biodegradable
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Manufacturer of pre-treatment, dyeing & printing,
after-treatment auxiliaries and functional additives.

Environment-friendly

Cost-effective

High-tech products

MCH-917

MCH-919

MCH-206

Hydrophobic Block Silicone

Hydrophilic Block Silicone

Low temperature pigment binder

MCH-917 is a new technology
block silicone. It can give very
good slippery and very good
soft hand feeling

Obtain the swift hydrophilic effect as
well as full and silky handle feeling,
excellent washing durability

Soft handle, bright color, rub resistance
and high soaping fastness after
printing, environmental protection, no
emission of APEO and formaldehyde.

MCH-305

MCH-1688

MCH-197

Wet rubbing fastness
improve agent

Detergent and wetting agent

5 in 1 Scouring Agent

High conc. detergent and wetting
agent Used in pre-treatment process
of cotton, linen and blended fabrics
and yarns. Good penetration,
emulsiﬁcation, dispersion,
compatibility and degreasing ability.

Replace the traditional agents
of scouring agent (detergent),
oxygen stabilizer, chelating
agent, penetrant and caustic
soda.

Used for cellulose ﬁbre reactive
dyeing ﬁxation processing;
improve the wet rubbing
fastness of the fabric including
demin 1-2 level.

WUXI YICHENG CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
Factory: No.18-1 East Yong'an Road,
Economic Development Zone, Yixing
City, Jiangsu Province, P.R. China.
 +86-(0)510-87860386
 lutianfen@wxychx.com.cn
 www.wxychx.com.cn

Bangladesh Office
House# 69 (3rd ﬂoor), Road# Shah
Mokhdum Avenue, Sector# 12,
Uttara, Dhaka-1230
 01729-907560
 wuxi.yicheng@yahoo.com
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FABRIC
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An initiative by Textile Today Innovation Hub (TTIH) to optimize fabric usage and improve processes.
A result oriented six month project integrating People, Process & Technology.
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CUTTING ROOM

What we offer:
•
•
•
•
•

Cutting room standardization
Process standardization and a comprehensive SOP building
Surfacing out overall operation/technical loopholes
Cutting room planning automation
Fabric Saving

How we do it:
•
•
•
•
•

Management Preparedness
Baseline: Inventory & Operational tools
Physical Tracking System Establishment
Process Alignment (SOP) for IT Integration
Software Integration with Cutting Management

Contact:
Amzad Hossain Monir
Mobile: +880 1775 999 748
Email: monir@textiletoday.com.bd
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ZSCHIMMER & SCHWARZ Mosdorf
GmbH & Co. KG is a well known
Germany based textile auxiliaries
and specialty chemical manufacturer.
Their high performance auxiliaries are
easing the textile finishing process.
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Editorial

Decade-high cotton prices impact
on the entire industrial chain
Akhi Akter
World Cotton Day was celebrated
on 7 October across the globe
to provide an opportunity to
recognize the importance of
cotton worldwide. The day was
celebrated at a time when the
cotton price hit an all-time high in
the international markets.
According to the New York futures
market, the cotton price was $1.06
per pound. The price hiked as
demand for textiles rebounded
from a global financial crisis,
while India — one of the major
cotton exporters — was restricting
shipments to help its domestic
partners.
Apparel manufacturing countries,
including Bangladesh, are facing a
dire situation as garment product
is poised to be costlier for the
global cotton-price hike with its
cascading impact on the entire
industrial chain.
The highest growth rates for the
industry and demand for cotton
are continuing in Pakistan, India,
Bangladesh, Vietnam, Turkey and
China. The first four countries
mentioned are becoming center
points for the global textile
industry due to cheap labor. In
China and Turkey, the populations’
rising incomes will make
production less competitive. It is
assumed that domestic production
will not be able to fully meet the
demand of the industry in China,
and the country will have to
increase its imports.
According to the Bangladesh
Textile Mills Association (BTMA),
the price spiral of imported cotton
could boost the price of locally
produced yarns by 15 percent,
which would add up to the prices
of exportable readymade garment
products.

Top 5 cotton importing nations in FY 2020-21 (In million tons)
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RMG entrepreneurs have said that
local spinning and fabric mills have
been charging much higher than in
the global market, while spinners
have repeatedly clarified that they
hiked prices in line with cotton
prices.
Despite the recent increase in
export orders, the rising price of
yarn has led to a sharp rise in the
price of fabrics which has put
additional pressure on them.
Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) does
not have accurate figures on
how much the price of fabric
has gone up in the last year.
However, Bangladesh Knitwear
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BKMEA) said fabric
prices have risen more than 40% in
one year.
To come out from such conditions
textile and apparel producing
countries may concentrate on the
manmade fiber along with cotton
fiber. It might reduce the demand
for cotton to some extent.
Also, creating a cost-effective
recycling technology for cotton

Pakistan

Turkey

may be helpful to meet some
demands. It is also important to
be sustainable as now sustainably
made clothes are more wanted to
the consumers. The production
of cotton fibers involves a good
amount of water consumption, and
cotton recycling will significantly
reduce these volumes and
maintain the stability of natural
water resources.
As apparel manufacturers are
facing trouble with the old orders
they had. They should negotiate
rightly with buyers to adjust cost,
as well as they have to calculate
price properly for next orders as
such kind of cotton hike does not
hamper their business.

Author:

Akhi Akter
Managing Editor
Textile Today
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Do you know the eco-impact
of a deep colored t-shirt?

DEEP DIVE 2.0
A complete system for
maximum coloration efficiency
with enhanced fastness,
and dramatically reduced use of
water, chemicals and energy
SAFE
EFFICIENT

CASE STUDY: Indonesia customer, Jet dyeing machine, 100% cotton knit, LR 6:1

®

-18%

-31%

-34%

-17%

-33%

The Archroma Way:
Safe, efficient, enhanced
IT’S OUR NATURE
www.archroma.com
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Bangladesh's main
two markets are
the European and
American ones. Of
the total garment
export from the
country in a year,
some 64 percent
is sent to the
European markets
and some 23
percent is sent to
the USA markets.

RMG export
rebounding
strongly with
revival of European
and US economies
The local suppliers are overbooked with work
orders from international retailers and brands
Textile Today Analysis
Bangladeshi garment factories
are now overbooked with the
inflow of work orders from the
international clothing retailers and
brands with the reopening of their
stores in the European and the
American markets after the severe

(between May and August).
Bangladesh's main two markets
are the European and American
ones. Of the total garment export
from the country in a year, some
64 percent is sent to the European
markets and some 23 percent is
sent to the USA markets.
Both the markets have been
showing a very positive trend
in the way of recovery from the
fallouts of COVID-19.

EU retail sales
decreased by

1.9%
in July
2021 compared
to June 2021

fallouts of the COVID-19.
The local garment suppliers have
already received more than 25
percent work orders for the next
season (between November
and March) than the last season

Total EU sales
volume is

3.1%
higher
than in Feb 2020
An Innovation Hub
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The National Retail Federation
(NRF), the retailers’ platform for
the American retail businesses also
showed some positive trends for
the USA markets.
For instance the NRF this week
said despite falling consumer
confidence numbers amid the
recent rise in COVID-19 infections,
shoppers are continuing to spend,
National Retail Federation Chief
Economist Jack Kleinhenz said.
"With consumer spending
accounting for roughly twothirds of U.S. gross domestic
product, all eyes are closely
watching shoppers' ability to drive
the economy," quoted NRF as
Kleinhenz was saying.
"If consumer finances are any
indication, there is reason to be
optimistic: Households remain in
good shape, with consumers in the
aggregate underspending relative
to current income. Even though
enhanced unemployment benefits
have expired and are no longer
providing a boost to personal
income, the loss is easily offset by
the savings stockpiled since the
coronavirus pandemic began," the
NRF also said.
NRF also said consumers' midsummer savings rate of 9.6
percent rate was noticeably above
pre-pandemic levels and that
income growth going forward
should benefit from expected
strong employment gains and
higher wages while Child Tax
Credit checks being issued
through December will also
provide a bump.
In mid-September, the Fed
lowered its forecast for gross
domestic product growth for
the year to 5.9 percent from 7
percent, and the agency expects
unemployment to end the year at
4.8 percent rather than 4.4 percent.
Inflation, as measured by the
Consumer Price Index, was up 5.2
percent year-over-year in August,
fueled by consumer demand

and supply chain
disruptions, and a
Fed survey found
consumers expect
an equal amount
of growth over the
next 12 months.

Bangladesh's annual apparel export % in EU & USA

Apparel export %

80
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64
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40
Amid those
numbers, the
30
University of
20
Michigan Index
10
of Consumer
Sentiment fell to 71
0
in September, far
below its pandemic
high of 88.3 in
April and the lowest confidence
level since the beginning of the
pandemic.

Despite all that, August retail sales
as calculated by NRF rose sharply,
up 2.3 percent month-over-month
and 12 percent year-over-year.
That brought the first eight
months of the year to a 15 percent
year-over-year gain and on track
to meet NRF's forecast between
10.5 and 13.5 percent growth for
the full year.
"That strong momentum
shows there's a big disconnect
between consumer confidence
and consumer spending at the
moment and that the downdraft
in confidence may well be a false
scent," the NRF quoted Kleinhenz.
"There's a saying that you should
never underestimate the American
consumer – and its corollary is that
you should watch what consumers
do, not what they say.
Over the next several months, the
labor market is expected to play an
increasing role in the economic outlook.
While August job gains were lower
than expected, the upside surprise
was that wage growth had
accelerated to 4.3 percent yearover-year, and job openings were
at a record high of 10.9 million at
the end of July.
"That is a clear indication that
demand for labor is still strong and

23

EU

USA

We have been
receiving a
lot of work
orders from the
international
retailers and
brands now. We
are very hopeful
about a strong
recovery of our
business,"
Faruque Hassan
President, BGMEA

that a lack of available workers –
not a lack of jobs – remains the
major hurdle to robust hiring,"
Kleinhenz said.
"With the end of supplemental
unemployment benefits taking
away financial incentives to
stay home and the reopening
of schools easing child care
responsibilities for parents who
want to get back to work, stronger
growth should be on its way,"
according to Kleinhenz in the NRF.
Similarly, Eurostat has also been
showing some positive signs of
recovery of the European markets.
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The total sales volume in
the EU is now 3.1 percent
higher than in February
2020 before the Covid-19
crisis (2.6 percent higher in
the euro area), according to
latest data of Eurostat.
Faruque Hassan, president
of Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) has also
hinted at a massive positive
recovery of garment export with
the reopening of the stores in the
western world from the severe
fallouts of COVID-19.
"We have been receiving a lot of
work orders from the international
retailers and brands now. We
are very hopeful about a strong
recovery of our business," Hassan
said at a meet the press program
at The Westin Hotel in Dhaka.
Hassan also said the US retailers
have assured him that they
will continue sourcing from
the country as he held several
meetings with the American
stakeholders in the clothing
industry in his visit to the USA and

Canada last month.
The BGMEA chief also said the
international retailers and brands
have been coming to Bangladesh
with an increased volume of
work orders because they
regained confidence in the local
suppliers after the strengthening
of workplace safety with the
recommendations of Accord and
Alliance which mainly brightened
the image of the country.
For instance, currently of the top
10 green garment factories of the
world, nine are in Bangladesh.
Of the top 100 green garment
factories of the world, some 40 are
also in Bangladesh.
Currently, some 148 garment
factories are Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED)
certified by the United States
Green Building Council (USGBC)
are in the country. Of the number
some 44 are platinum rated and
some 91 are gold standard.

Hassan said the prices of garment
items also went up to some extent
because of the price hike of the raw
materials like cotton, yarn, chemicals
and freight in the supply chain.
The fright charge went up by 100
percent to 400 percent varying
cases, he said. This is why the
increased value cannot offset the
cost of production.
The cost of production went up
by 30 percent over the last eight
years.
The price of garment items déclassé
by more than 8 percent in the USA
over the last one year and 2.35 in
the EU during the same time.
So the increased prices could not
offset the cutting and making the
cost of garment items, Hassan said.
However, Bangladesh's garment
items are going to new value-added
items like man-made fiber items
now which will ensure better prices
for the local suppliers, he said.

Some 500 garment factories are
waiting to be certified on LEED by
the USGBC, Hassan also said.

APR proud sponsor of Indonesia
Pavilion at Dubai Expo 2020
Yeasin Miah
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) is a proud sponsor of the
Indonesia Pavilion at Dubai Expo 2020, and was
given the opportunity to introduce its sustainably
produced viscose rayon to valued partners from
Pakistan, Africa, Middle East, Central America and
the UAE at SMEs Build the Nation on 26 October.
Expo 2020 is a World Expo, currently hosted by
Dubai in the United Arab Emirates from 1 October
2021 to 31 March 2022.
Located in Pangkalan Kerinci, Riau, Indonesia, APR
combines state-of-the-art production facilities with
innovation and technological advances to ensure a
sustainable production of viscose rayon.
APR produces 100% natural and biodegradable
viscose rayon used in textile products. Made from
renewable wood cellulose, APR is committed to

Figure: In the picture is Muhammad Khayam (right), Director
General of Chemicals, Pharmaceutical and Textiles giving a
special token of appreciation to Amit Baid (left), Head of
International Business Development & Marketing at APR.

sustainable sourcing and efficient manufacturing,
producing top quality products that address
customer needs while touching the lives of the
communities around our areas of operations.
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Textile and
apparel sector
through
Intellectual
Property Rights
(IPR) lens

A copyrighted design gives
the innovator a monopoly,
and even if competitors or
anyone bring the same design
independently, s/he can his/
her registered design to
prevent them from selling it.

Sabbir Rahman Khan
Strengthening the textile sub-sector in terms of
higher productivity, quality, and creativity calls for
a holistic understanding of IPR. As industry-insiders
agree on the fact that innovation, creativity, and
originalities are the building blocks of an impactful
fashion and textile landscape. To date, innovation in
the textile and fabric industry has exerted revolution
in three main sectors - clothing, home, and technical
textiles. Also, the application of resistant fabric,
smart cotton, activewear has made wearables more
durable, comfortable, and attractive. Hence, it is of
no doubt how innovations added tremendous value
of the intellectual capital prevalent in the textile and
fabric industry.
In the current business models, the principal source
for ensuring competitive advantage is evolved
around pro-consumer innovation and unique creative
expressions. Given this, sectoral entrepreneurs
need to explore and capitalize on their unnoticed
intangible assets in a timely manner, further proofing
their business rationale and relevance, enabling them
to conduct analyses to determine which needs to be
protected by leveraging on the intellectual property
(IP) system. Evidently, little use is made of relevant
national and/or regional IPR law to register and
protect their unique creations. It is more prevalent
among small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) who pay little attention to protecting their
intellectual assets.
Fashion trends may come and go in a flash, some
never fade, hold their appeals for long. Among
them, some become classical pieces and turn into
collectibles. For instance, the classic “Kelly” Bag by
the French fashion house Hermès garnered critical
fame in 1956 after Princess Grace Kelly of Monaco
appeared carrying the bag on the cover of LIFE
Magazine. Another crude example, the famous

Burberry fabric still attracts new generations of
consumers many decades after it was first launched.

With these glaring instances, few countries and
regions, such as the United Kingdom and the
European Union (EU), encouraged IP protection
and offer flexible procedures for innovators to
protect their unique creations.
If you want your fashion unique item to get a long
life span, filing an application to register it may
be the best way to prevent others from using the
design. Evidently, technical innovation, protected
by patents, is an effective way to enable a textile
entrepreneur to win over the competition. A portfolio
of patents gives the signal that your company is
technically superior, for example, in inventing new
fabrics that do not crease, are softer, more weatherresistant, have greater elasticity, etc. Such kind of
patent portfolio can help entrepreneurs attract
strong partners or investors.
In light of the aforesaid discussion, a basic
understanding of IP protection is a must for the
sector people and, they can be sensitized from going
through the points briefly discussed here:
Patent documentation
Patent documents may contain information that
can lead to further improvements or increase the
quality of the output. Textile entrepreneurs may
license patented technology to gain a competitive
advantage or form a strategic partnership with
another company for technology transfer. Patents
hold information on the state-of-the-art, which
can help an enterprise to decide on resource
management, lead to minimum waste, save money
and time.
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Branding and trademarks
In this ever-evolving industry, especially the
technical textile segments, competition is fierce in
terms of brand creation and protection. Successful
businesses always capitalize on their brands’ journey.
For this to happen, they usually build rapport with
their customers with unique design, quality and
workmanship, and outstanding technical properties
embedded in their products. In this whole journey,
trademarks stand out as the most obvious means of
distinguishing one company’s products from those of
their competitors.
Copyright
Simply, it acts as a safeguarding tool for protecting
new and unique fabric designs. A copyrighted
design gives the innovator a monopoly, and even
if competitors or anyone bring the same design
independently, s/he can his/her registered design to
prevent them from selling it.
Geographical indications, collective and
certification marks
Collective marks are defined as indicators or signs
that distinguish valued characteristics common to
the goods or services linked to several businesses
using that mark, for example, their geographical
origin, materials used, manufacturing techniques.
This is usually a common case for the western
countries where the owner may be either an
association of which those enterprises are members,
including a state body or a cooperative. Products
originating from distinct geography may also use
geographical indications (GI).

It has been designed to identify a product originating
from a country or locality having a long-held
reputation for its unique qualities or characteristics.
Globally, several countries protect certification
marks, usually provided for maintaining compliance
following defined standards. For instance, the
famous “WOOLMARK” tag, which certifies that the
goods on which it is used are made of 100 percent
wool.
Trade secrets
Trade secrets usually range from a list of suppliers
and buyers to the use of software for designing,
to the logistics landscape of the value chain, to
processes and secret inventions. In some fashion
entities, trade secrets protect the business models
that are computer-implemented and software-based.
In this competitive world, having a strong grip on the
laws and systems in place, namely, World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO) administered Hague
System, Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), and
Madrid system, is a must. Also, it is high time we start
developing a comprehensive IP strategy to allow
IP consideration and IP risks to guide our business
decision.
About Author
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Benetton plans to increase sourcing from Bangladesh
Textile Today Report
United Colors of Benetton, a
renowned global fashion brand,
expressed willingness to increase
its apparel sourcing from
Bangladesh.
Monica Joshi, Head of Operations,
Benetton Asia Pacific Limited,
apprised BGMEA President
Faruque Hassan of Benetton’s
plans when she called on him at
BGMEA’s PR office in Gulshan on
October 14.
BGMEA Vice President Miran Ali
was also present on the occasion.
During their discussions, Faruque
Hassan highlighted the RMG
industry’s increased focus on
diversification of products,

especially non-cotton and highend segment.
He requested Benetton to
support and collaborate with their
suppliers in Bangladesh to build
their capacities in manufacturing
apparel products having higher
market demand.
He assured Benetton of all-out
support from BGMEA to expand
its suppliers’ base and sourcing
volume in Bangladesh.
The BGMEA President also pointed
out that increase in prices of yarn,
chemicals and other raw materials
in the global supply chain has
pushed up production costs in
garment manufacturing.

Figure: Monica Joshi, Head of Operations,
Benetton Asia Pacific Limited, met BGMEA
President Faruque Hassan at BGMEA’s PR
office.

In such context, he underscored
the need for justified price and
more empathy towards supply
chain partners to make the supply
chain sustainable.
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Vietnam garment exports hit hard
by labor shortage, disrupted supply
chains, and swelled freight fares
Sayed Abdullah
Vietnam textile and garment industry has been
hit hard by the fourth and most extreme wave
of COVID-19 from July to September with labor
shortages, disrupted supply chains, and swelled
freight fares imposing many textile and apparel
companies to shut down or operate at partial capacity.
According to a government figure, Vietnam has over
6,000 clothing and textile factories employing about
three million people.
While around one million RMG workers, or one third
the total number employed, have quit their jobs or
are staying away from work with or without pay,
VITAS projected. On top of it, workers making a
departure to their hometowns – intensifying labor
shortage.

Due to this most of the textile factories
face labor shortages and hindrance
in supply chains which is leading to
failing in export orders.
- Vietnam Textile & Apparel Association (VITAS)

VITAS projected that some one million workers in the
sector, or one third the total number employed, have
quit their jobs or are staying away from work with or
without pay, VITAS.
On top of it, brands and retailers are shifting their
orders to other countries due to the supply chain
glitches. Nike and Adidas suppliers stopped operations
in Vietnam earlier this year. Nike has cut its fiscal 2022
sales expectations and cautioned of holiday delays,
while Lululemon is moving production out of Vietnam.
While VITAS stressed that factories in the south have
implemented the stay-at-work and commute-to-work
models, but only managed to get 10-30% of their workers.
Besides, logistics costs – which is some 9% of
production costs of Vietnamese garment and textiles
– have gone up steeply. Making it tough for factories
to maintain production and ensure timely delivery of
goods. As a result, in September, Vietnam’s garment and
textile exports declined by 9% to $3 billion month-onmonth. The figure for the year-to-date was $29 billion.
For the month of October, the Vietnam’s government
predicted that the country’s garment exports will fall
short by $5 billion – achieving $34 billion of textiles
exports, shy of the targeted $39 billion.

9%

increse in
production costs

1mn RMG

workers quitted jobs

Sept, Vietnam’s garment &
textile exports dropped 9%
to $3 bn m-o-m

Oct, Vietnam’s govt. predicted

exports will fall by $5bn – achieving
$34bn, shy of targeted $39 bn

VITAS has three dissimilar export scenarios subject
on how the COVID situation turn out: it believes
shipments of $33.5-34 billion this year if the
pandemic lingers until early December, $36-36.5
billion if until November and $37.5-38 billion if it is
reduced by October.
Truong Van Cam, Vice Chairman, Vitas said, "It is
very difficult for the sector to realize the export
target of $39 billion set for this year." While the
government painted a grim picture and said in a
statement that the last three months of this year will
be an extremely difficult time for Vietnam’s textile
and garment industry.
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Bangladesh’s
scope to grab from
$180bn technical
textile market
Shariful Islam Arvi
Bangladesh has secured its leading position as one
of the leading global suppliers in the textile and
garments sector. It is a challenge to maintain the
country's position despite the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic epidemic. Sustainable growth and value
addition can be achieved, if the sector expands
towards the production of Technical Textiles (TT) and
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
German-based Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) – with support
of BGMEA – conducted a study titled ‘Feasibility
study on scaling up the production of Technical
Textile (TT) including Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) in Bangladesh’ concluded that Bangladesh,
still in the primary phase of technical textiles, and has
a vast perspective to grab the big technical textile
markets of EU and USA.

Technical
textile market
expected to grow

$224.4bn
by 2025

Bangladesh
exported

$618mn
worth PPEs &
masks

155 BGMEA

member
factories export
masks and PPEs
PPE market
expected
to grow

$93bn
by 2025

Figure 1: Global technical textile market and Bangladesh’s export scenario.

Lack of awareness of market
requirements
Inadequate technical expertise
Difficulty in sourcing highperformance raw materials
Compliance and certification
requirements
Need for capital investment
Figure 2: GIZ study identified five key reasons
behind Technical Textiles challenges.

According to BGMEA, 155 members export masks
and PPEs. Masks have been exported to 19 countries
and PPE to six countries. The complexity of raw
material sourcing and testing or certification
standards is one of the reasons for Bangladesh's
backwardness in technical textile exports. The
current size of the global technical textile market
is about $180 billion and projected to grow to
$224 billion and $93 billion respectively by 2025,
according to the findings of the feasibility study.
The results of the study were unveiled to the public
through an online platform at the BGMEA head office
yesterday. President of BGMEA, Faruque Hassan,
and German Ambassador to Bangladesh Achim
Tröster were the spoke persons at the event. Country
Director of GIZ Bangladesh Angelika Fleddermann,
Textile Cluster Coordinator Werner Lange and
Business Scout Thomas Hübner, and BGMEA Director
Abdullah Hil Rakib and Managing Director of TEAM
Group were also present. Charles Dagher, Consultant,
GFA, and one of the authors of the feasibility study
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supported by his study team colleague presented a
list of the most important critical gaps that currently
limit the potential growth of the sub-sector and new
development strategies.
The study called for Bangladesh to capitalize on
the country reputation as a consistent and certified
trading partner in the EU and the United States
market. Once, Bangladesh has built its confidence
and reliability TT and PPE's product sector, advanced
technology can be introduced. These will help to
diversify and refine the product portfolio, providing
more profit. While a limited number of products
adhere to high-quality standards, a host will open the
door for niche sections and products. Encouraged
by the success of start-up manufacturers, more
companies will jump and the sub-sector will grow.
Still, some big obstacles remain to be overcome.
Charles Dagher presented a list of the most
important critical gaps that currently limit the
potential growth of the sub-sector in his study.
Table: Identification of critical gaps:

Strategy 1:
Create Effective Coordination and
Support Policies

Strategy 2:
Build Collaborative Infrastructure for the
Supply Chain

Strategy 3:
Build Compliant and Trusted 'Made in
Bangladesh' Brand

Strategy 4:
Implement Lean Manufacturing Practices

Strategy 5:
Ensure Transfer of Management and
Technical Skills
Figure 3: 5 strategies adopted by GIZ to impulses for
further development of the technical sub-sector.

Critical Gaps

Degree of
impact

Lack of collaboration within the
industry

High

Stage 1 - Short- and Mid-Term TT/PPE Sub-sector:

Low international recognition as
suitable TT/PPE sub-sector supplier

High

Promotion of Bangladesh TT/PPE supply chain
(Limited number of products).

Lack of marketing intelligence and
branding

High

• Reliable, compliant, and trusted label product Made
in BD'

Little awareness amongst key
players in traditional T&A sector

High

Lack of certification for raw and
processed materials

High

Uncontrolled unit costs and lead
time negatively impacting sector
competitiveness

High

Inadequate capacity to master new
technologies

Medium

Limited training for technical or
management human resources

Medium

Slow customs clearance and other
procedures

Low

Stage 2 - Long-Term T&A Sector:
Increase Product Diversification and Sales.

German development cooperation, GIZ textile cluster,
is enabling local stakeholders to address some
of these challenges. German Ambassador Achim
Tröster assured the continuation of support, outlining
the successes of GIZ interventions in the textile and
garment sector during the event. GIZ developed 5
Strategies and 22 Sub-strategies with 94 Key actions
and 142 outcomes. Achim Tröster said, “GIZ is highly
encouraged to collaborate with Bangladesh in the
textile sector and to provide the strategic impetus
for further development of the technical textile subsector through this research.”
The application of each strategy has different
numbers of results, including two stages.

• Innovative ideas - product development and
diversification.
Germany is the third-largest exporter of technical
textiles in the world with a 9% share. Thomas Hübner
said, "If Bangladesh can overcome the critical gaps
shown in the study, then the Bangladesh textile
industry can export technical textiles like RMG
products."
The study suggested establishing reliable material
supply channels, ensuring accurate quality products,
and focusing on a limited number of products to
achieve the required product certification. The study
identified 18 products, of which 16 were classified
as medical and two as non-medical. These products
belong to more or less the same product family,
which allows traditional textile and apparel (T&A)
manufacturers to adapt their existing activities to
new product lines with minimal technical training.
Charles Daghe said, "Only the most affordable and
efficient companies can thrive in the competitive and
complex TT / PPE sub-sector".
Bangladesh should not be marketed primarily as a
low-cost and low-wage supplier. Rather, the country
should be branded as a reliable supplier of complete
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package services and competitively priced products
- in terms of quality, safety, and testing standards - to
markets like EU and US," he added.
Once a successful manufacturing system is achieved,
the sub-sector will be able to further promote the
'Made in Bangladesh' PPE label in the international
market, start relationships with major PPE sourcing
agencies and attract more foreign and national
investors for further development. Sector, it has
recommended.
However, manufacturers are already having small
doubts about the growing demand of medical PPE
market. The world is moving towards vaccination.
The covid-19 situation is already declining in
several exportable countries. Director of BGMEA,
Tariqul Islam and Assistant Director of Snowtex said,
"Manufactures should think twice because it is becoming
more of a seasonal requirement than a necessity."
At first, the textile industry in Bangladesh did not
have testing facilities for the production of technical

textiles. When making medical PPE, manufacturers
may be faced with having to follow international
standards for making medical PPE. But Bangladesh
has overcome the difficulty of starting production of
international standard medical PPE.
Abdullah Hill Rakib said, "With the initiative of GIZ
and proper testing facilities, Bangladesh can make
potential improvements in capturing the technical
textile market."
Faruque Hassan, President of BGMEA said, "At
the moment we need investment and technical
knowledge from the developed part of the world.”
Bangladesh textile industry is ready to face the
growing market of the textile industry TT and PPE.
Bangladesh has joined hands with brands, testing
service companies, and technology providers to help
make the country's potential a reality.
Faruque Hassan said, “Bangladesh Textile Sector will
implement GIZ Feasibility Project in seven days with
proper support of joint ventures.”

RMG workers save Tk 2.04 billion in no-frills accounts
Staff Correspondent
Apparel workers’ deposits through
no-frills accounts in several banks
increased by over 10 percent to
Tk2.04 billion in the last fiscal year.
A no-frills account is a bank
account that can be opened with
an initial deposit of Tk10/50/100
and maintained with a zero
balance.
It offers zero or nominal
charges and does away with the
unnecessary services or frills in favor
of various underprivileged people.

According to Bangladesh Bank
(BB) data, in the no-frill accounts
opened with Tk10, RMG workers
deposited Tk2.04 billion in the
fiscal year 2020-21, which was
Tk1.85 billion in the previous year.
The number of Tk. 10 Accounts for
the RMG workers grew by 1.3 to
0.5 million as of June 2021, which
was 0.4 million in June 2020.
“The no-frill account allows me to
run a bank account free of cost.
I have opened an account and
deposited money from my salary,”
Sadia Akter, an apparel worker of
IDS Group, who resides in Mirpur
13, told the Textile Today.
Keeping the money at home
is risky and that is why I have
opened the account and deposited
the money. When I need money, I
withdraw and use it, she added.

Figure: According to BB data, in the no-frill
accounts opened with Tk10, RMG workers
deposited Tk2.04 billion in the fiscal year
2020-21. Courtesy: Experience Group

“The option of no-frill accounts
for the RMG workers is a
good initiative, which helps
the workers to save money. It
encourages workers to save
money,” Bangladesh Garment

Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) President
Faruque Hassan told Textile Today.
On the other hand, workers’
income increased. Now, they can
save more, which pushed the
saving up, said Hassan.
It is mentionable that the use
of Digital Financial Services has
been increased significantly for
the payment of salaries of RMG
workers in the recent time that
tends to decrease the use of bank
accounts, said the Bangladesh
Bank in its review on no-frills
accounts.
The quarterly change of deposits
in these accounts has shown
positive growth of 16.78 percent
and 10.01 percent over the
previous quarter and the previous
year respectively, said the central
bank.
Here, the positive trend in both
quarterly and yearly amounts of
deposits reflects the recovery
tendency from the effect of the
Covid-19 pandemic, it added.
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How R&D and inhouse design studio
giving apparel
makers an edge
Sayed Abdullah
As the world slowly getting back
to normal, fashion consumers are
becoming more health conscious
and want more value-added
apparel products for work out
and other outdoor activities. This
transformation in customer’s taste,
demand and trends, the brands
churning out new collections every
month, sometimes every week.
Fast fashion brands are adjusting
to this new trend and bringing new
styles on the shop floor almost
every day. Having said that, in the
western world, designing is really
costly for brands with high-end
designers. On the other hand,
brands and retailers struggled to
stay profitable amid decline in the
fashion industry since 2019.
Which gave Bangladeshi textile
and apparel makers gave a unique
edge by setting up their own
design studio to attain a ‘value
chain up gradation’ in the fastgrowing competitiveness in the
global market.
Leading RMG manufacturing
companies are focusing on the
implementation of product
development – integrating from

manufacturing to designing – by
setting up design studios and
innovation centers. Which will
ultimately boost the country’s
capability to compete in the global
apparel market and fetch better
prices.
Asif Ashraf, Managing Director,
Fakhruddin Textile Mills Ltd. said
to Textile Today, “This concept
(having own design studio) mainly
comes from the value-added
aspect and another thing is that
now many buyers and retailer
brands are shutting down their
own design studio to reduce the
cost and they want support from
us in this regard.”
“Our main strategy is to show our
caliber in designing and product
development to attract the
potential buyers and I think it’s
a kind of company branding and
marketing. Hence, there will be
more business opportunities with
these buyers,” Ashraf added.
Many RMG sector leaders opined
that will help balance short-term
drawbacks and pave the way to
long-term competitiveness.
According to the Bangladesh

It is also true that
setting up an
in-house design
studio needs big
investment. RMG
factories should
establish it by
accepting the fact
that no return of
investment (ROI)
will come from
the design studio,
rather it is the
future exertion,
which will protect
and sustain the
business in the
long-run.

Garment Manufacturers and
Exporters Association (BGMEA),
at present there are more than
100 RMG factories with in-house
design studios, research, and
innovation centers and 25 of them
are modern and world-class design
studios.
Value addition in design studio
Industry leaders unanimously
agreed that having an in-house
design studio adds 20% more
profit than the basic cut and sew
products. Liable on the creativity
and innovation of the designs and
how retailers liked these.
Usually, design teams make
numerous designs as options
and provide them to the buyer
to select. Then with necessary
correction when buyer select any
design it becomes the customer’s
unique stuff in the market.
For instance, Zaber & Zubair
Fabrics Ltd, a leading integrated
textile producer in Bangladesh,
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organizes Zaber & Zubair (Z&Z)
fabric week every year and
leading buyers like H&M selects
70% of their developments.
This year, showcased 153 newly
developed products focusing on
the Autumn-Winter season of
2022-23 for their customers. The
fabric samples were presented
in an innovative way this time
by turning them into garments
beside leg mockup form so that
customers can observe the end
product look with the fabric.
Their most selling Core Products,
new and sustainable products
like polyester recycled fabrics,
stretchy fabrics, textured fabrics,
and fabrics best for everyday
use were presented in different
segments along with the products
of their brand Blue Jeans at the
exposition.
ZnZ makes a vast investment in
R&D to design and manufacture
new products by steering market
studies so that they can assist
buyers selecting fabrics for
their products rather than only
depending on the buyers.

R&D and in-house design studio in factories
• More than 100 factories have in-house
design studios & R&D
• 25 factories have world-class design
studios
• Buyers selects around 70% of designs
In-house design studio benefits
• Increases 20% profits
• In-house designed 10000 pieces can make
same profit of traditional 100000
• New product development
• Attract more work orders
•M
 otivating factories in R&D & new products
like polyester recycled fabrics, stretchy
fabrics, textured fabrics
• Lead time reduction
• Country branding

In R&D, ZnZ has an enhanced
team including technically savvy
people from Italy, Sri Lanka, and
India to develop new and trendfocused products.
“We want that after 10 years
Bangladesh will attract buyers
as a trusted source of quality
products no just for the cheap
ones,” Anol Rayhan, Sr. Manager
(Brand & Customer Care) ZnZ
Fabrics Ltd. said while talking about
their R&D department’s capacity
and goals with Textile Today.
RMG leaders told that inhouse designed 10,000 pieces
apparel can make same profit of
traditional 100,000 pieces.
It is also true that setting up an
in-house design studio needs big
investment. RMG factories should
establish it by accepting the fact
that no return of investment (ROI)
will come from the design studio,
rather it is the future exertion,
which will protect and sustain the

Figure: Zaber & Zubair (Z&Z) organizes fabric week every
year and leading buyers selects 70% of their developments.
Courtesy: Zaber & Zubair (Z&Z) fabric week

business in the long-run.
A topnotch design studio needs
$2 million or about Tk1.7 million in
investment or more excluding ROI.
Asif Ashraf said, “Infrastructure
investment is not very high to
launch a design studio but we
have many regular basis costs
that we have to maintain. The
main component of cost is hiring
the designers, the second one is
buying the latest fashion trending
product from abroad, where
innovation could be driven.”

“Definitely a
design studio
will add value
to your industry
but you have to
know enough your
customers, their
buying pattern,
their thinking
etc. then you can
approach to design
studio rightly.
Alternatively, if you
have such business
plan that you want

to catch the real up-market then
you can think of design studio. More
importantly, it is not very easy to
cherish a design studio because it
will not give you direct revenue,”
added Ashraf.
It is constant innovation and
value addition in order to sustain
in the global market keeping
sustainability as a core value by
creating fashion from nature.
RMG leaders agreed that the
government should motivate large
companies to establish design
studios. If needed, the government
can support them.
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Apparel diplomacy
to widen the horizon
Faruque Hassan, President, BGMEA
We cannot help but take pride and
feel happy when Secretary-General
of the United Nations António
Guterres terms Bangladesh
a "development miracle" and
showers heaps of praise on our
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina for
achieving this miracle.

prestige for the readymade
garments (RMG) entrepreneurs,
workers and other stakeholders
that the apparel sector is playing a
key role behind the country's SDGs
progress and UN status graduation
from a least developed country
(LDC) to a developing one as well.

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina is
truly "the jewel in the crown"
in Bangladesh's development
journey. The way she has been
leading the country towards
becoming a knowledge-based
developed country defying all
odds is unparalleled in the presentday world. Even in the time of
the worldwide coronavirus crisis,
thanks to her bold and astute
leadership, the pandemic situation
in Bangladesh is much better than
that in many developed countries
and the economy is rebounding
pretty fast.

Moreover, the sector has a crucial
role to play in materializing the
long term development vision
of the country. The sector has
immense potential. But it will
be difficult to tap into these
potentials if we cannot properly
highlight the sector's capacity,
progress towards sustainability
and other positive stories.

Congratulations are also due to
the premier for achieving "SDG
Progress Award" while attending
the 76th UN General Assembly. It
is a testament to her leadership
capabilities, riding on which
Bangladesh managed to maintain
steady progress in achieving
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) in spite of the pandemic.
However, while the premier is
leading from the front to transform
Bangladesh into a developed
country as envisioned by Father
of the Nation Bangabandhu
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, all
patriotic citizens of the nation are
required to do their bit from their
respective positions.

Here apparel diplomacy
can play a crucial
role. That is why we
are working to make
apparel or economic
diplomacy one of the
core components of
Bangladesh's foreign
policy. Be it finding
out ways for retaining
or extending market
access facilities after
LDC graduation, signing
new trade deals such as
free trade agreements
with potential exporting
countries, branding
"Made in Bangladesh"
products, attracting
foreign investment or
enhancing the country's
image and exploring
new markets, apparel
diplomacy can do
wonders for the RMG
sector in particular and
the country in general.

As a part of our apparel diplomacy
with a renewed focus on the
export market, I along with former
BGMEA President Md Shafiul Islam
(Mohiuddin), Vice President Miran
Ali and Director Abdullah Hil Rakib
have toured around the US and
Canada, two of our main export
destinations, throughout the
month of September.
During our visit we met with
various stakeholders of the
fashion supply chain, especially
buyers and delegates of brand
associations, and focal persons in
the government, media, academia
and development organizations,
and non-resident Bangladeshis
(NRBs).
In total we held more than
30 meetings with various
stakeholders, including the USBangladesh Business Council of
the US Chamber of Commerce,
American Apparel and Footwear

It is a matter of great pride and
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Association (AAFA), International
Cotton Advisory Committee,
International Finance Corporation
and Worldwide Responsible
Accredited Production, and
with brands like VF Corporation,
Ralph Lauren, Amerex Group,
Dreamwave and Canadian Tire
Corporation Limited.
In those meetings I highlighted
the country's continued economic
growth over the last one decade,
political stability, massive
infrastructure development,
favourable investment climate
and so forth. I asked US
businesspeople and the NRBs
to invest more in Bangladesh,
requested US brands and retailers
to ensure ethical sourcing by
giving fair prices, and urged
the US government to consider
reducing duty on apparel products
from Bangladesh.
I also called upon the AAFA,
Bangladeshi missions and NRBs
to promote Bangladesh as a safe
and sustainable apparel-sourcing
destination and encourage
consumers and buyers to source
more garments including noncotton items from the country.
We can increase the RMG sector's
global market share significantly
through industry upgradation,
particularly in the areas of skills,
efficiency and technology, and
diversification of products. In this
regard I urged US brands and
buyers to collaborate with their
suppliers in Bangladesh to build
their capacities in manufacturing
those items which have demand in
the US market.
Diversification of products is very
important to ensure sustained
growth of Bangladesh's apparel
industry. I also sought support and
cooperation from the US Green
Building Council to portray the
positive image of Bangladesh as
a sustainable apparel-sourcing
destination in the world and
highlight the significance of the
green price issue among brands
and buyers.

Besides, we want cooperation
and support from our foreign
missions as well as national and
international media in telling the
world about the achievements
and positive stories of the
apparel industry of Bangladesh,
by dispelling the myths,
misconception and propaganda
against us in the international arena.
Bangladesh is scheduled to
graduate from its LDC status to a
middle income country in 2026.
With an extra three years to
prepare for a smooth transition,
Bangladesh could avail the
European Union's Generalized

Diversification of
products is very
important to ensure
sustained growth of
Bangladesh's apparel
industry. I also sought
support and cooperation
from the US Green
Building Council to
portray the positive
image of Bangladesh as
a sustainable apparelsourcing destination in
the world and highlight
the significance of the
green price issue among
brands and buyers.

Scheme of Preferences (GSP)
facility till 2029. But if we
can achieve the GSP plus
facility through our diplomatic
manoeuvres, we will have the
opportunity to enjoy tariff free
export to the EU, which is one of
our main markets accounting for
more than 60 percent of our total
apparel exports.
With this in mind we have held
several meetings in Brussels with
Bangladesh's representatives in
the European Union on the postGSP tariff facility "GSP Plus".

We requested that one of the
conditions of GSP Plus be
exempted from the import
threshold of 7.4 percent or an
alternative formula be introduced.
Upon request, the EU removed
this import threshold condition
in their proposed 2024-2034
GSP regulation. As a result if
Bangladesh loses GSP benefits,
there will be no major barriers to
getting GSP Plus benefits.
We want to work in coordination
with our foreign missions to
explore new markets. Our RMG
industry can no longer just depend
on the two traditionally preferred
business markets: the US and
the EU. While we need apparel
diplomacy to keep the benefits of
the traditional markets alive, we
should also explore and exploit
non-traditional markets like
Japan, South Korea, Russia, Latin
American countries, and even
China and India. Moreover, this
year we are going to take part in the
Dubai expo with a view to expand
our market to the Middle East.
During our North America tour
we met with the chiefs and other
high officials of Bangladesh's
mission in the US, UN and Canada,
where we requested them to
keep up diplomatic efforts so that
Bangladesh can enjoy duty-free
export benefits for 12 years after
LDC graduation.
All the international forums must
be told forcefully that Bangladesh
needs duty-free export facility so
that it can recover from economic
impacts of COVID-19 and
sheltering of more than 1.1 million
Rohingyas, and also for countering
terrorism through economic growth.
We also hope that our foreign
missions will take steps to properly
disseminate positive stories of
Bangladesh's apparel industry,
especially the sector's remarkable
progress in the areas of workplace
safety, social and environmental
sustainability and workers' wellbeing.
Under the visionary leadership
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of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
Bangladesh is now marching
forward on the highway of
development, following the
footsteps of Father of the
Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman. We have
already achieved the status as a
developing country and hope to
become a developed country by 2041.
However, we do not have sufficient
foreign investment yet to become
a developed country, although
there are a lot of potential sectors
for investment. In fact Bangladesh
is an ideal country for investment
in the textile sector; especially the
scope and potential for investment
in high value-added apparel
products in the manmade fiber
sector is quite high. Almost 75
percent of the total consumption
of global textiles is non-cotton,

Opinion

where the share of Bangladesh is
only 25 percent.
Bangladesh is also heavily
dependent on imports to
meet demand for non-cotton
fabrics. Therefore, the scope for
investment in non-cotton textile
is wide open, which can provide
us import substitution as well. We
hope non-resident Bangladeshis
will come forward to invest in
these potential and fast-evolving
sectors, and thus they can make
an important contribution to the
national economy.
In its journey of four decades,
the Bangladesh RMG industry
has gone through tremendous
changes, overcoming a myriad of
problems. Especially the changes
in the last one decade in terms
of workplace safety, workers'
wellbeing and empowerment,

and social and environmental
sustainability have attracted
worldwide acclaim.
Hong Kong-based supply chain
compliance solutions provider
QIMA ranked Bangladesh second
in "Ethical Manufacturing" in the
world. The famous brand Walt
Disney has decided to reinstate
apparel sourcing from Bangladesh.
These are the sweet outcomes of
our hard labor, massive investment
and patience, and we have to
convey these messages to the
consumers and buyers across
the world through fruitful and
persistent apparel diplomacy. In
this way we can tap into the full
potentials of the RMG sector.
The author is the president
of the Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association.

FBCCI and COMCE sign a memorandum
to further enhance economic relations
Textile Today Report
Recently, the Federation of
Bangladesh Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FBCCI)
and the Mexican Business Council
for Foreign Trade (COMCE)
have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) to further
enhance economic relations
between their respective countries.
State Minister for Foreign Affairs
Shahriar Alam and Bangladesh
Ambassador to Mexico Abida Islam
were present at the signing ceremony.
Simultaneously, FBCCI President
Md. Jasim Uddin and COMCE
Asia Pacific Vice President
Agustin Garcia Rechy signed
the agreement on behalf of their
respective parties.
According to the MoU, the two
organizations will help protect the
business interests of both Mexico
and Bangladesh through increased
visits, networking, and investment
by trade delegations.

Under the initiative, both FBCCI
and COMCE have agreed to
increase their investment in the
Mexican-Bangladeshi joint venture
and provide as much assistance
as possible to overcome any
complications in this regard.
Besides that, they will also work
to encourage the participation of
Bangladeshi and Mexican business
entities at trade fairs, exhibitions,
conferences, seminars, and other
business activities in both countries.
In addition, the MoU stipulates
that the FBCCI and COMCE will
undertake joint research activities
to improve trade relations between
their respective countries.
Also, the two organizations
will exchange information on
various publications and business
prospects, including various
magazines and directories.
Besides, the FBCCI and COMCE
will provide technical skills training

Figure: The MoU stipulates that the FBCCI
and COMCE will undertake joint research
activities to improve trade relations
between their respective countries.
Courtesy: Collected

and technology transfer among
their members.
Currently, the average annual
trade volume between Mexico and
Bangladesh is more than $ 400
million, but this is expected to
increase to 1 billion as a result of the
various activities undertaken under
this Memorandum of Understanding.
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BRONGO, a name for
Sustainable Garment
Technologies
BRONGO Story
BRONGO has been a foremost Italian brand for
more than 60 years making industrial washing
and dyeing machines including garment washing,
garment dyeing, linen washing, garment sampling
etc. machines.
Tradition for quality, skills for the technology
and experience for reliability are the family DNA
of BRONGO which made it famous since 60s.
Continuous innovation guided it towards the future
and diversified into the product categories.

consumption. This is our contribution for a fashion
and sustainable garment industry.
For washing and finishing operations, BRONGO is
a name for world’s leading technologies. The Italian
brand’s automatic robust washing and dyeing
machine with 6mm solid thickness of inner drum,
made out of premium 316 L grade stainless steel.
BRONGO is the best in laundry productions because
of its unique design of the beaters, super-efficient
holes of the drum with only 2.0 cm Drum to Shell
depth which ensuring the savings of water, chemical
and process time of each batch.
With BRONGO, factories will require a minimal
quantity of water with zero discharge, low liquor
ratio, 40% less space, less chemical, fewer energy
consumptions, minimum water consumptions, and
needs 20% less time than any other similar class
machines available in the market.
BRONGO’s HH 1500 Frontal Loading
It is easier load and unload. It requires less time and
cost.
• Automatic adjustment
• Forward tilting to easy unload after extraction.

Figure: BRONGO’s HH 1500 Frontal Loading machine

BRONGO’s machines are still hand built
using traditional craftsmanship, but following
sophisticated, accurate and technological researches.
Durable strength, Sustainability, Efficiency are the
three key factors of the company.
BRONGO and Sustainability
BRONGO cares about the environment and
manufactures products with the intent to preserve
the planet. Continuous innovation of BRONGO’s
machinery ensures less water, chemicals and energy

In HH 1500, the drain is located in the same line of L
4200 and 5200 models. The hydro-extractor can be
installed in line and on the same waste water channel
of the washing machine without the requirement of
special base.
HH 1500 is a very compact model. The electric box
is installed on board. The keyboard is on the front
panel for a fast control and operation. The gradual
increase of spinning speed and damping and
balancing system avoid HH 1500 hydro-extractor to
vibrate dangerously at high speed.
The use of an inverter allows to fit the right speed of
extraction to the kind of fabric treat.
An Innovation Hub
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ECO-SUSTAINABLE &
ETHICAL TECHNOLOGY
brongo

The application of nebulization products allows to
carry out numerous treatments with a significant
saving of water, steam and chemical products,
reducing production costs.
It can be combined with B SAFE , the innovative
suction and filtering system for vapors and
pollutants in air suspension. It drastically increases
the healthiness of the work area, almost eliminating
the associated risks for the staff.

B-SAFE
Product
Units
Measure

Hypochlorite 14% in
water (ratio 1:5)
mg/m3

No B-SAFE
Hypochlorite 14% in
water (ratio 1:5)

NO

mg/m3

10,50

0,72

— Work area contamination
— Workers health hazzards

Filtered airborne 94%

HH 1500

Horizontal Hydroextractor

HH 1500 is a very compact model. The electric box is
installed on board. The keyboard is on the front panel for
a fast control and operation.
The gradual increase of spinning speed and our damping
and balancing system avoid HH 1500 hydro-extractor to
vibrate dangerously at high speed.

Easier load/unload

Less time

Less cost

Sole Agent

DHAKA OFFICE

CHITTAGONG OFFICE

"City Center" (11th Floor), Suite # 10/A-1, 10/B-2, 90/A
Matijheel C/A, Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh
Tel: +880-2-9574049, 9586426, 47118327
Fax: +880-2-9553664
Mail: manik@eastmanbd.com, info@eastmanbd.com

Khulshi Town Center (4th Floor),
Room: 4k, 4, Zakir Hossain Road, South
Khulshi, Chittagong-4225, Bangladesh
Tel: +880-31-2858184, 2858185,
Email:eastmanctg@eastmanbd.com
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KERS
The hydro-extractor is supplied with KERS, Kinetic
Energy Recovery System.

It is an electronic device which recollects part of the
kinetic energy of the drum during the brake phase
and reverts it into electric energy. Customers can
reuse the electric energy to move other machines.
BRONGO’s B-SAFE Airborne Filtering System:
•	Avoid the risk of contamination in the work area
•	Interacting with the Spray System
•	Works during the main phase of the process
•	Capture the smallest particle of chemicals
• Cloud suction for safe sampling
BRONGO’s B-SAFE testing results show that 14%
Hypochlorite per mg/m3 in 50 liters of water (ratio
1:5) measures 0,72. While without B-SAFE, 14%
Hypochlorite in water (ratio 1:5), measure is 10,50. It
filters 94% airborne particles.

Sale peaks on Durga Puja
Staff Correspondent
After 18 months of struggle due to
the pandemic, Shopping centers,
fashion houses, and retail outlets
got a breather on the occasion of
recent Durga Puja. As shoppers
celebrated the biggest religious
festival of the Bengali Hindu
community.
“Domestic fashion industry has
been in bad shape for the past two
years due to the pandemic,” said
Soumik Das, Manager of fashion
house Rang Bangladesh.
In fact, it is the only festival that
has not faced any lockdown.
Bangladesh was in a severe
lockdown when the epidemic
started during almost all the
festivals. Most of the sales of
domestic fashion brands come
during the Eid festival.

“About 70% of retail
sales in Bangladesh
are during Eid, the
rest during the Pohela
Baishakh and Durga
Puja.”
- Sharifunnesa Reba
Director, SaRa

Retailers had a difficult time for
the pandemic. Nevertheless,
recently the rate of coronavirus
infection has dropped, allowing
the economy to thrive and
businesses to come up with a new
plan around Durga puja.

local fashion brands like Aarong,
YELLOW, Sailor, and Cats Eye
about the recent sales rate of
clothing. All the fashion brands
have replied that they have
received good positive responses
from their consumers.

The pandemic has recently
receded after a massive collapse
of coronavirus infections, with
customers flocking to shopping
malls, markets, and street vendors
to buy clothes, footwear, and
other items ahead of the annual
festival. Sales increased seven days
before the start of Durga Puja and
continued for three more days
after it began.

Aarong, Yellow, sailor, and other
domestic fashion brands create
exclusive clothing collections for
the Durga Puja festival.

“Generally, many people go to
India for shopping before the
festival which was not possible at
this time due to the epidemic so
the sales of sarees this year are
much higher than last year,” said
Monira Emdad, owner of fashion
store Tangail Saree Kutir in Dhaka.
So this time the local fashion brands
have intensified their marketing
campaigns offline and online.
BTT has interviewed some famous

However, fashion brands have yet
to recover from the economic
damage of the epidemic. A
representative from the ‘Sailor’
said, “Sales are higher than usual
which is a positive aspect of the
market but on the other hand, the
fashion business has not recovered
from the financial loss of the
pandemic”.
The Durga puja is a fresh start
for retailers. Businesses are now
in full swing. Fashion houses are
having a good time at the Aziz Cooperative Super Market, as student
attendance has increased since
the reopening of the institution
after a long hiatus. Now, retailers
are hoping there will be no more
lockdowns for further festivals.
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Innovation in
Textile Chemicals
for a Sustainable society

Surface Science is
our core technology
having more than
79 years history in
chemicals from
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Exclusive Interview

Focus on innovation and
image enhancement are
paramount for Bangladesh’s
next level competitiveness
Prasenjit Tito Chowdhury, Founder and CEO, FashioNXT

Prasenjit Tito Chowdhury is a
renowned name in the fashion
industry. His ‘FashioNXT’ runway
show– started in 2012 – has
gained huge reputation and
featured in TIME Magazine as
the topmost fashion event in the
USA outside New York Fashion
Week. FashioNXT has earned an
unparalleled acknowledgement
by showcasing independent
designers’ collections and large
brands from USA.
Tito Chowdhury completed his
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
and Electronics Engineering from
BUET back in 1993 and completed
his Masters in Electrical and
Computer Engineering from the
University of Texas at Austin in
1996. He served 16 years as the
Senior Microprocessor Design
Engineer in Intel Corporation.
Then from 2018 onwards, Tito
Chowdhury became a Sourcing,
Manufacturing, and Global Supply
Chain Specialist.
Recently he had an interview
with Textile Today talked about
recent fashion trends, product
development and new design
innovation etc.
Textile Today: What was your
motivation to work in the fashion
industry?
Prasenjit Tito Chowdhury: I got
drawn to the fashion industry
as it's in the intersection of art,
technology, and commerce. I
wanted to be more consequential
to impact the big picture by
working collectively with a
wide range of stakeholders -designers, consumers, media,
and talent development.
Successively, it got expanded to
supporting academia, industries,
business accelerators, and even
government entities in several
continents as a consultant and
an advisor -- from creating
innovative new design and
media-launching fashion lines
to giving keynotes and advice
on the creative economy to
judging fashion and technology
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accelerators in the US, Brazil,
Spain, etc. The path to that was
inspired through my serving in
leading art and culture entities,
like in the cultural boards at my
city, Portland’s Art Museum and
State University that elevate
art and culture to patrons. That
inspired me to create FashioNXT,
supporting an underserved
creative sector -- fashion, in a
unique way upon combining
my technology foresight and
corporate skills gained from
working at Intel. It led to
enhancing my unique value-add
for projects with global lifestyle
brands -- Intel, HP, Lexus, and
Mercedes Benz to fashion brands
across the world including Nike,
Adidas, Perry Ellis, Pendleton,
Tiffany Jewelry to the global
apparel manufacturing supply
chain.

require stronger input from the
visionaries.

Textile Today: What are the
recent fashion trends? How do
you evaluate the importance of
fashion trend analysis and how
should Bangladeshi exporters
focus on it?

Here are a couple of reasons why
it’s important at this time:

Prasenjit Tito Chowdhury: Just like
the designs themselves, trends are
everything for the global fashion
export volume, as consumer trends
translate into garments demand.
Various entities, from consulting
firms like Mckinsey & Co to
business publications like Business
of Fashion to trade groups like
International Textile Manufacturer
Federation (ITMF) publish business
trends for where the business
demand is shifting. But they can
be overly focused on numbers and
generic recommendations.
For identifying future action items,
trends, they need a balanced
alignment of industrialists,
visionaries, and policy-makers for
a given phase of the industry. In
Bangladesh, the industry is highly
factory-owners driven. So the
investment is highly weighted by
short-term ROI. That worked fine
for the development phase. But as
Bangladeshi exporters are facing
the challenge of stagnation, they

As of now, lockdown from the
huge event of COVID-19 not only
creates a change in consumer
fashion choice (which translates
into what kind of materials to
source) but also how they shop.
It’s upending the labor market
and supply chain. Bangladesh can
outplay its competitors in public
relations by taking on a stronger
lead in those.
Textile Today: How can product
development and new design
innovation help to get new
buyers?
Prasenjit Tito Chowdhury:
Creating designs for brands is a
value-add for brands in the form of
savings in design-service, sample
making, and sourcing which saves
lead time.

•	Direct to Consumer brands of
today can’t happen without your
own designs. China is already
there with several multi-billion
dollar companies that are only
selling to consumers online
outside China. It's a long game
as it requires the deployment
of talented designers, creative
directors, and marketers.
•	For global brands, through
COVID, most of the growth
is happening in the Digital
space. Data-driven orders will
demand a quicker turnaround.
Brands will be seeking strategic
partnerships with RMG partners.
(McKinsey Report 21). Without
adding versatile services in the
value chain, RMGs will limit their
offerings in that partnership.
There are various aspects of
product development, and
offering new designs is a very
critical part of that.
Some Bangladeshi RMGs are
already creating designs for
brands. I am pleased to notice
that the new BGMEA President is
bringing up design collaboration
with other foreign markets. Based

Strategic
relationship with
international brands
that helps optimize
the supply chain,
lead time, sourcing
optimization,
infrastructure,
etc. Bangladesh is
making progress,
but not fast enough
(McKinsey Report
2021)

on my observation or personal
engagement in efforts with
several countries, Bangladeshi
companies get to engage design
creative directors well versed in
western style to lead their design
teams and/or teach Bangladeshi
designers. These extensive
efforts will require recruiting
talents, investing in their training
both home and abroad. From
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my understanding with RMG
owners programmed with massmanufacturing sales orders, it’s
not an easy transition for most of
them to appreciate the complexity
of and invest in this new segment.
A continuous supply of a talent
pool with good contemporary
design knowledge will require a
cohesive plan involving academia,
policymakers, industrialists, and
collective investment.
Textile Today: What are the
possible ways Bangladesh can
sustain itself strongly in the
global apparel market?
Prasenjit Tito Chowdhury: This
is the question of the time.
In garments export volume
Bangladesh losing 2nd position to
Vietnam caused a shock wave in
Bangladesh this year. Bangladesh
needs to look at the impact of
the export positioning in both the
contexts -- relative and absolute,
later being more consequential.
After the Trump tariff, some
orders to China went to Vietnam
in a bigger proportion as in many
western perceptions they are
China-lite. Due to proximity, social
structure, better infrastructure
and technical manufacturing
capabilities there are greater
similarities between them.
However, with the increasing
geopolitical and economic
polarization of the West vs
China, there will be increasing
interest in the western block to
empower diverse sourcing and
manufacturing centers away from
the China block. Bangladesh needs
to present itself as a deserving
alternative for gaining that
business by utilizing its strengths
in skills in scale. However, due to
the recent extreme backlog of
supply chains, western companies
for the first time are examining
all aspects of the existing
procurement channels. Backlogs
in the ocean cargo is making them
look at more near-shoring like
South America.
With those competing
variables in mind, here are my
recommendations for Bangladesh

to elevate its competitive edge:
•	Strategic relationship with
international brands that helps
optimize the supply chain, lead
time, sourcing optimization,
infrastructure, etc. Bangladesh
is making progress, but not fast
enough (McKinsey Report 2021)
•	Taking a bite from other aspects
of the fashion industry valuechain is a must as Bangladesh
will lose much of the tax and
quota preferences after it’s
solidified into middle-income
ratings in 2026/27. Developing
machinery, automation tools
including robotics, materials
innovation, fabric innovation
are now overwhelmingly
centered in China, Taiwan, and
South Korea. Bangladesh’s
technology universities and
firms need to look into such
multi-disciplinary innovation
in this sector considering
the huge local market and
the import policies they can
influence. It should welcome
Direct Foreign Investment (FDI)
in all those sectors as it comes
with knowledge transfer as well
(McKinsey Report 2021)
•	Acquire fundamental design
skills at a much deeper and
broader scale, which we already
discussed above.
•	Elevate its image to the global
community. Bangladesh is doing
a poor job in Public Relations,
often letting others in the
west define Bangladesh with
their own bias. Here are some
recommendations based on
my observation, or personal
engagement in efforts with
other countries:
•	Present fashion shows in the
western countries with the
best in fashion, textile, and
innovations of Bangladesh.
Use those shows strategically
as a centerpiece to engage
the consumers, media, and
influential members of those
communities.
•	Leverage digital media to
share images of the ingenuity

of Bangladesh’s history of
exquisite textiles and craft.
Also, better highlight leadership
in green factories, circular
economy in fashion production,
as sustainability is of higher
importance to the consumers
to value a brand (even when
they aren’t always practicing it
themselves).
•	Engage influencers and
influential personalities to
amplify the messages.
•	Elevate the image of this
industry locally to attract
better talent in design and
management, not to mention
research and automation. Within
the country, the perception of
the fashion industry is, “lower
caliber” people are in RMG, and
fashion design is not a serious
profession. Even India has a
much better stature for the
fashion profession.
Textile Today: Why is man-made
fiber-based apparel production
paramount for Bangladesh?
Prasenjit Tito Chowdhury: The
global man-made apparel trade
stood at around $179 billion in
2019 where Bangladesh held
only 5% market share. Vietnam
held 10% of the man-made
apparel trade. As you can see
the huge headroom for growth
for Bangladesh. New BGMEA
President has been more proactive
in creating awareness and seeking
business in this segment. Being
man-made, there’s tremendous
scope of innovation from materials
to finished goods. Even for cut and
sew, buyers of synthetic garments
see Bangladesh unfavorably
because of the sourcing lead time.
There are a few factories making
synthetic fibers as well as fabric
from imported fiber in Bangladesh.
However, unit cost differential with
imported products, even if you
find the comparable quality in the
desired quantity, also adds to the
challenges.
I see a groundswell locally
regarding the need for policymakers to create incentives for
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Virtuoso duet performance
Shaft and Jacquard machines for creative fabric compositions
Perfect the patterning of your imaginative fabrics through harmonious
interplay with Stäubli’s shaft and Jacquard machines.
Whether outerwear fabric, necktie cloth, terry, damask, carpeting, or
technical textiles – with Stäubli’s shedding machines you will produce
your high-quality fabrics with maximum cost efficiency.
Count on the virtuosity of Stäubli systems – and delight your customers
with fascinating designs.
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capital investment to take this
segment to a competitive level.
Moreover, materials innovation
gets to happen for the next level
of competitiveness. Bangladeshi
synthetic materials manufacturers
get to be in front of the sourcing
and creative directors of brands, like,
participating in the materials shows/
showrooms visited by brands when
they plan their future products, as
the companies already do.
Textile Today: Worldwide
Bangladesh is recognized as a
cheap clothing manufacturing

Te x t i l e P e o p l e

county. Don’t you think that push
from the fast fashion brands and
retailers is responsible for the
production of cheap products
worldwide? Please share your
thought regarding this.
Prasenjit Tito Chowdhury: Buyers
negotiating a better price shouldn’t
be a surprise. The era of orderingdecisions based only on only
manufacturing price is shrinking.
To negotiate a higher price you
get to have two things -- more
imperative value-add to make
yourself compelling and have

options available to walk away to.
On a negotiation table perception
of your value proposition is equally
important as the actual value
itself. That needs to be supported
by significant Public Relations
efforts to enhance the image of
Bangladesh in the buyers’ markets.
Made In Bangladesh, which is
attached to every piece of cloth
made here, must signify higher
value to the consumers for buyers
to feel confident to put orders of
higher price-point segment of their
orders in Bangladesh.

BGAPMEA elections: 16 Directors elected in
Dhaka while 11 contesting for 5 in Chattogram
Desk Report
Bangladesh Garments Accessories
& Packaging Manufacturers &
Exporters Association (BGAPMEA)
– an association of 1,800 members
– election for 2021-2023 Board
of Directors has been going on.
Already 16 Directors from Dhaka
constituency has won unopposed.
While 11 contenders from Chattogram
are fighting for the remaining 5
representatives from the port city.
This is the first time in BGAPMEA’s
election history that members are
competing to get elected.
Mozaharul Haque Shahid, Second
Vice-President & Managing
Director, Bismillah Industries Ltd.
will unanimously act as the panel
leader for this election.
According to BGAPMEA
constitution, the organization holds
election in every two years. However,
for so long, the representatives were
being elected through consensus
among themselves. There was no
need for direct elections.

of Bismillah Industries Limited,
Al-Shahriar Ahmed of Adji Trims,
Salay Ahmed Babu of Twice
Polybag and Thread Industries
Ltd., Omar Farooq of Shenzhen
Metal Limited, Md. Moniruzzaman
Molla of Union Label & Accessories
Ltd., A. K. M. Mostafa Selim of
Sans Packaging & Acc. Ind. Ltd.,
Mohammad Moazzem Hossain
Moti of Classic Carton Limited,
Hasanul Karim Tamiz of Golden
Crown Printing & Packaging Ind.
Ltd., Khan Nazrul Islam Hannan
of Shimulia Fashion Wear, Md.
Saiful Islam Sabuj of SND Square
International, Md. Sultanul Islam
Tareq of Nixon Box Industries, Md.
Rafiqul Islam Chowdhury of Selina
Accessories Limited, Md. Abdun
Nur of SS Thread, Md. Atiqur
Rahman of AZ Trim Ltd., Monir Uddin
Ahmed of Paramount Accessories
Ltd. and Jahir Uddin Alamgir of
Hridoy Rifat Industries Ltd.

This successful discussion was
initiated by the present president
of the organization Md. Abdul
Quader Khan and two advisors
Refaz Alam Chowdhury and
Saifullah Chowdhury respectively.

With 1,800 members, BGAPMEA
elects a 21-member committee
is formed for a two-year term
through the election of the
BGAPMEA. The committee is
headed by a President and a First
Vice-President, 3 Vice-Presidents
and the rest will be Directors.

The 16 elected directors in Dhaka
are Mozaharul Haque Shahid, head

Mozaharul said, “In Dhaka, 16
eligible Directors have been elected

through negotiations. But we have
to wait for the result of the election
in the end for the election of the
representative of Chittagong.”
Al Shahriar Ahmed, Director of the
current committee of BGAPMEA
said, “For the first time in the history
of BGAPMEA’s election, the highest
number of candidates have purchased
56 forms to contest in the election.”
Al Shahriar Ahmed, Director of the
current committee of BGAPMEA
said, “For the first time in the history
of BGAPMEA’s election, the highest
number of candidates have purchased
56 forms to contest in the election.”
“I hope that the qualified and
honest people will be elected as
directors and top officials of the
Board of Directors of BGAPMEA
to take the accessories sector
forward,” Ahmed said.
“We want those in charge to play
a leading role in realizing all the
opportunities that the government has
at the policy-making level by highlighting
the contribution of this sector.”
“The present committee has
already started working in
coordination with the leaders of
the BGMEA. This coordination will
make it even stronger, and we have
that expectation from the new
committee,” he added.
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Textile Today Question of the Month

Prices of raw materials including cotton, yarn, fabric, chemical etc. have increased a lot which hit so hard the
apparel industry. According to BTMA, the cotton price has gone up by 47% from January to August 2021. Due to
the increase in yarn prices, fabric prices increased drastically. Shipping costs also increased up to 700%.

How are you handling the old orders those were placed before these price hikes?

Faisal Samad

Mirza Shams Mahmud

Director, BGMEA
MD, Savartex Group

Fazle Shamim Ehsan
Vice President, BKMEA
MD, Fatullah Apparels Ltd
Usually, in this volatile market,
we don’t go for advance order
booking without keeping
raw materials stock, but the
problem arises when a regular
buyer wants to place repeat/
increased orders with us.
In those cases, we have only
two options: 1st to go back and
ask for price adjustment. In
most of the cases, my buyers
do agree to participate in it,
even not fully at least partially.
But sometimes few of my
buyers don’t agree to increase
the required price. In those
cases, we keep our offer in
placed order and face losses;
which is part of our business,
but we always respect our
commitment.
From BKMEA, we are trying to
give more policy support, so
ease of doing business can be
better, which will help directly
to manufacturers to be more
competitive.
Also, BKMEA is corresponding
with the supplier’s association,
so an increased rate should be
fair. Besides that we appeal
to buyers to give us “FAIR
PRICES”, But at the end of the
day it’s an individual business,
so each factory should have
its own bargain capacity to
increase the price.

I see it on a macro and micro level the overall situation.
Macro from a industry prospective and micro
from my own business.
First macro scale industry not only in Bangladesh
but globally complete supply chain has become
disruptive over night when prices began to rise
exponentially. Initially the industry tried to manage
within her resources but as prices of raw materials
did not stop to rise even after the first spike,
industry could not handle the pressure and ended
up taking extra liabilities in the form of loans to
adjust between the selling and buying prices.
Net result liabilities have increased which will
take few years to adjust.
Unfortunately industry did not have any choice as
shipments had to be honored for the sake of operating
factories.
In only very limited case buyers paid slight
upcharge s for the yarn to cover cost!
Most likely not more than 5-7 % of the total cost
increase. This is very challenging for the industry
and all RMG factories have to try and have a plan
on how to adjust these liabilities over a period of
time through export. Soft loans or long term adjust
plans need to be duly considered.
In case of micro or my own industries, as a knit
composite industry we buy yarns in advance
having a close and tight supply chain therefore
procuring the raw materials on time we were
able to be ahead of the spike on the material
increase and offset with some price increases
leading to less liability than the general industry
I believe. Effective planning is the key to avoid
such disasters which can happen just like 2007
-2009 where I lost at the time.
Hoping BGMEA will discuss with the banks
to find a more sustainable way to reduce the
interest on liabilities and the overall losses and
treat as business force major for at least the
initial 6 months and now even if material is
rising our net garment prices we are able to
adjust on current marketing.

CEO, SM Sourcing
The COVID-19 crisis has caused
considerable damage and hardship
across the global garment industry,
affecting brands, manufacturers and
workers in various ways. The pandemic
also has exposed acute vulnerabilities
in garment supply chains and the
impact that sourcing decisions (by
global buyers) have on supplier
factories and their workers.
The base cost of the raw materials like
Yarn price and shipping charges have
been skyrocketing owing to the supply
chain disruption. Businesses across
the world are struggling to cope with
the twisting and turning supply chain
demands, requirements and dynamics.
Though in the past, in order to save
costs and improve efficiency, many
enterprises advocated zero-inventory
production and tried to reduce the
inventory in the production link, but we
realized very early on that, the smooth
operation of zero inventory production
depends on the efficient global supply
chain system. Once a problem occurs
in the global supply chain system, it
can lead to chaos in the whole supply
chain system. In order to tackle the
issues raised from this unprecedented
yarn price hike and global supply chain
disruption, we focused on effective
demand and risk forecasting, precommitments on materials, production
and transportation capacity and
delaying stock-keeping quantity
decisions for as long as possible. We
also appealed to our buyers to consider
the overall increase in the prices of
fabric, which has resulted in an increase
in the cost of manufacturing of
garments and requested them to revise
the prices of garments to achieve a
win-win situation.
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Key features of Robintex’s MS LaRio
• Fastest in the world with top speed of 70
meters per minute
• Production capacity for knit fabric: 15-20
ton/day and woven fabric: 65-70,000 m/day
• Water based ink, No need of screen, 100%
Nickel free in bulk production
• Sustainable solution to Digital AOP arena :
Water-consumption reduced by 70% and
electric consumption by 30%
• No cost for ETP, completely sustainable

ROBINTEX GROUP

Compliance:

Corporate Ofﬁce: House 108 (5th
Floor), Road 11, Block C, Banani,
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Factory: Vulta, Rupganj,
Narayanganj Bangladesh
+88 02 9886218
 mail@robintexbd.com
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Secrets behind
the success of
Cute Dress
Industry Ltd

Denmark collaborates
with BGMEA to lean
towards the future of
green transition

Opex & Sinha Textile
Group shut its
Kachpur factory
operation

Cute Dress Industry
Limited- world’s 9th
greenest factory- has
made a paradigm
shift by working on
small-scale orders
for various buyers
across the globe.
The secret behind
its uniqueness
is adopting the
modular production
system of garments
manufacturing which
helps the company
to achieve a higher
profit margin by
exporting lesser
products.

When most of the traditional RMG factories focus on big volume orders
from big buyers, a factory has stood out from this traditional practice and
made swift progress since its beginning. Talking about Cute Dress Industry
Limited. The factory has made a paradigm shift by working on small-scale
orders for various buyers across the globe. You can even place an order of
50 pieces of a garment in this factory! They will work for you which is almost
impossible in other traditional factories.

Secrets behind the success
of Cute Dress Industry Ltd
FT Research Team
The interesting thing is that by
following this policy the Cute
Dress Industry has achieved
manifolds profit than the
traditional manufacturers. When
it makes a profit margin by
exporting 5 million dollars, other
factories would make the profit
by exporting large quantity
production of 20 million dollars.
The secret is its uniqueness
in adopting the modular
production system of garments
manufacturing. Besides this,
it also focuses on efficiency
improvement, product
diversification, fabric R&D,
competitive price negotiation,
adopting the latest technology,
and sustainability. And, the factory
is a LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environment Design) certified
factory in the Platinum category

and globally in 9th position.

Modular system

While talking with Textile Today,
Sheikh H M Mustafiz Managing
Director, Cute Dress Industry
Limited said, “I have worked myself
in research and development to
develop diversified products by
using different combinations of
fibers apart from the traditional
practices. For example, instead of
working with traditional cotton
blends, I developed a cotton-linen
blend which gave me higher profit
than 100% cotton.”

According to IE & Planning
Manager Md. Muraduzzaman, Cute
Dress Industry uses four types of
modular garment manufacturing
systems. These are:

Though the productivity of the
modular system is comparatively
low than the traditional process
of RMG making, the higher price
of making small quantities and
diversified products makes Sheikh
H M Mustafiz’s business ultimately
more profitable.

•	Tailoring module: In this module,
a multi-skilled operator makes
5-10 pieces of garments at a
time. The operator uses a set
of required machines to make
the garments and the machines
are placed face to face so that the
operator can move from one machine
to the other easily. Less standard
minute value (SMV) products usually
manufacture in this module.
•	Multi-process modular line: In
this module, 5-6 operators work
to make a single garment. And
a single operator performs more
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Denim Première Vision
showcases circularity and
new innovation

BGMEA for highlighting
Bangladesh’s achievements
in environmental
sustainability at COP26

BGMEA President seeks
Germany’s support to continue
duty benefits in EU for 12
years after LDC graduation

BGMEA urges government to
speed up airport development
projects to boost trade

“

Industry Best Practices

I have worked myself in research
and development to develop
diversified products by using
different combinations of
fibers apart from the traditional
practices. For example, instead
of working with traditional cotton
blends, I developed a cottonlinen blend which gave me
higher profit than 100% cotton.
- Sheikh H M Mustafiz

”

than one operation to make
a garment. The operators use
a single machine or multiple
machines to perform operations.
Usually, in this module orders of
100 to 400 pieces of advance
basic garments are executed.
•	Basic style modular line: In this
system, the factory executes
orders of about 500-800 pieces
of garments. Seven multi-skilled
operators and two helpers
work in this section. Often the
workers perform two or three
operations by using single
or multiple machines. Other
conventional factories usually
use 16 operators in this module.
•	Critical style modular line: With
this system, the factory executes
the orders of garments with
more than 8 minutes of SMV.
Usually, the quantity of the
order is more than 800. The
cute Dress Industry uses only
32 machines to make critical
garments in this system where
traditional factories use more
than 50 machines for the same
work.
Nazmul, a multi-skilled operator
who works in the multi-process
modular line said, “I produce 5060 garments multiple processes
per hour here and I don’t feel
any problem in working with
multiple machines though it was

Figure 1: Sheikh H M Mustafiz talking to Sanjay Kumar Saha of FT Research Team.

initially difficult to cope up with
the system.” He conducts three
operations by using two machines
to complete his tasks.
Upskilling workers
“Lots of practice and a strong
mindset of the workers are very
important for performing well in
this system of RMG production,”
Md. Muraduzzaman thinks. It is
a tough job for many workers to
become efficient in operating multiple
machines and it requires great
perseverance to achieve this skill.
The Cute Dress Industry recruits
about 90% of operators as fresh
and trains them for 3 months
in their training center before
placing them on the sewing line.
An operator learns how to operate
two to three machines at the
beginning and after a few months
of work in the sewing line, they
are up-skilled to learn to operate
more machines and conduct more
operations.
Standing out in the market
By visiting several global markets,
Sheikh H M Mustafiz found that
there is a huge demand for small
quantity orders of garments
production around the world.
Especially the small brands who
have just started their business are
struggling to manufacture their
products as big factories don’t

want to execute small orders.
Observing this market gap as
an opportunity, he decided to
establish a factory with a modular
production system.
Ensuring a good work environment
and running the factory efficiently
with such small orders became a
big challenge for the Cute Dress
Industry. It was also challenging
to ensure a good supply chain
network, rise in efficiency, human
resource development, and so on.
“But at the end, dealing with
such small orders has made
my business more profitable
compared to the traditional RMG
businesses,” Sheikh H M Mustafiz
said. Though productivity is
comparatively low considering the
big quantity orders in the modular
system, the price that we get for
these small orders makes the business
ultimately profitable, he added.
Any factory can make a profit in
such a way by managing resources
efficiently, ensuring a good supply
chain network, and building a
robust merchandising team,
Mustafiz believes.
Sustainability at the core
As the 9th LEED-Platinum certified
factory in the world, Cute Dress
Industry is very concerned about
sustainability and they put it into
real practice. The factory practices
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Industry Best Practices

a data-driven sustainability
practice where they document
all their performances in terms of
managing water, energy, and waste
and strive to continuously improve
their performance. They also focus
on recycling the wastes generated
during production to prevent the
loss of resources.
“We regularly record the data of
how much energy we are using from
the national grid and how much
from our solar plant, how much
ground-water do we are using and
how much we are recycling, we also
enlist the generated waste in our
factory,” Mustafiz said.
Cute Dress Industry has achieved
Oeko-tex, GOTS, OCS, GRS, RWS,

Figure 2: Md. Muraduzzaman, IE & Planning Manager, Cute Dress Industry sharing the
four types of modular garment manufacturing systems.

BCI, audited by amfori BSCI and
ACCORD; they are in process of
Higg Index, Fair Trade, WRAP &
C-TPAT certifications besides such
sustainable approaches.

Thus, the industry can be
considered as a true practitioner of
sustainable ready-made garment
(RMG) manufacturing in the world.

Centro Tex celebrating its 15th founding anniversary
Rahbar Hossain
Centro Group started its journey
in 2006 with only 13 employees
and within a decade, it is now
a leading apparel sourcing and
manufacturing company in
Bangladesh with around 3000
employees. Today 18 Oct is the
15th founding anniversary of
Centro Tex Ltd.
Congratulations to us all for all
that we have achieved so far.
To all my colleagues, I cannot put
into words how much I appreciate
the effort that all of you have put
into our organization, and the
immense appreciation I have for
you all for putting the organization
before any other priorities, I

understand how difficult it can get
sometimes and that only increases
the immense pride and gratitude
i feel towards each individual
working towards our shared goal
All I can put into words is; thank
you for helping us achieve our
dreams which have become our
prioritized goal.”
Centro Tex Ltd. is the group’s
apparel sourcing and designing
company. The group is also
operating two apparelmanufacturing units M.I.M
Fashion Wear Limited & Manami
Fashion Ltd. Products range
including knitwear, woven wear,
denim, sweater, active wear and
sportswear.
Centro Tex Ltd. achieved many
certifications from worldrenowned organizations such
as BSCI, SEDEX, WCA, BW,
GOTS, OCS, OEKO-TEX, RCS,
BCI GRS, ISO, LEED and most of
the partners are also RSC (RMG
Sustainable Council) listed.

Figure: Centro Tex team with Santanu
Barua (middle), Group CFO.

Centro Tex Ltd. also the Premium
Corporate Member of Textile Today
and helping to steer innovation in
the textile and apparel industry.

expressed his
feelings in

I will start off by
expressing my
gratitude to all of
my partners without
whom all of what we
have achieved so
far would’ve been
impossible, I believe
that we have been
blessed from the very
beginning.

Tahsin Uddin Khan
Chairman, Centro Group
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Denmark
collaborates
with BGMEA
to lean
towards the
future of green
transition

Denmark is committed to
assisting Bangladesh in
achieving this sustainable
economic transition.
H.E. Winnie
Danish Ambassador
to Bangladesh

Denmark's technical solution
can help Bangladesh find
more suitable solutions for
the industry
Faruque Hassan
President, BGMEA

Shariful Islam Arvi
The Trade Council of Denmark - Bangladesh, in
collaboration with BGMEA, organized a webinar
on 5th October 2021 to create awareness about
technological solutions from Denmark for green
building and industrial processes for transition to
sustainable and environmentally conscious practices.
The purpose of the webinar is to facilitate the
sustainable economic transition of Bangladesh.
H.E. Winnie, Danish Ambassador to Bangladesh,
“Denmark is committed to assisting Bangladesh in
achieving this sustainable economic transition.”
Denmark has maintained successful bilateral relations
with Bangladesh for almost 50 years. So, Denmark
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Figure 1: LEED’s five aspect for digital-based open API platform.

wants to bring their technological solutions to help
Bangladesh with the transition.
“Denmark has kept its commitment to the UN
Sustainable Goals and to do so, Denmark has been
establishing itself as a global sustainable fashion
hub”, said Winnie. Bangladesh is also establishing
itself as a sustainable manufacturing hub in the world.
Faruque Hassan, President of BGMEA said,
“Bangladesh has the highest number of green
garment factories in the world with 148 LEEDcertified green factories by from the United States
Green Building Council (USGBC)”.
BGMEA is working on industrial symbolize,
digitalization, product development, and innovation
to take Bangladesh textile & RMG to the next level.
Bangladesh's textile industry is now moving towards
renewable and clean energy.
“Denmark's technical solution can help Bangladesh find
more suitable solutions for the industry”, said Hassan.
However, Bangladesh Textile Industry is already
running a large number of projects for sustainable
production with LEED. In Bangladesh, a total of 135
number of Projects have been Certified already &
500 number new Projects have been registered for
LEED certification, by U.S. Green Building Council.
In 2021, Bangladesh received the USGBC Regional
Leadership Award.
LEED is a certification administered by the United
States Green Building Council (USGBC). LEED green
building rating system is the energy Efficiency certification
An Innovation Hub
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standard. A green building is an environmentally
sustainable building, designed, constructed, and operated
to minimize the total environmental impacts.
LEED has created a digital-based open API platform
to measure building performance in the case of
green scores in five different aspects: Energy, Water,
Waste, Transportation, and Human Experience. LEED
recently introduced the 'Safety First Pilot Credit' for
the COVID epidemic situation.
But the implementation of these certifications and
technology requires a huge amount of investment.
The global manufacturing industry was facing a
huge financial crisis due to the epidemic. However, in
terms of sustainability, the Bangladesh government
is very supportive with green taxonomy and
sustainable financing.
Khondkar Morshed Millat, General Manager,
Sustainable Finance Department (SFD), Bangladesh
Bank said, "central bank of Bangladesh has been
very much passionate about Green Banking, green
financing, and sustainable financing since 2009".
Sustainable Finance Department of Bangladesh
Bank has taken an effort to prioritize the priorities
based on their contribution towards sustainability
with respect to environmental, social, economic, and
governance issues those are in conformity. Its primary
objective is to help steer private capital to activities
that benefit the environment in the long term.
Bangladesh Bank has four types of funds for the
manufacturers who work on green energy, green
product, and initiatives. If an ideal fund size for green
building and green industry is almost BDT 1.50 to
2.00 Billion. Against this requirement, the maximum
fund from the BB refinancing scheme will be BDT
0.20 billion for green building and 0.50 billion for
green industry and the rest will be on the owner's
bank's own finance & equity. Interest Rate will be:
6% (Tenor upto 5 Yrs), 6.5% (Tenor 5 — 8 Yrs). 7% (8
yrs & above)
Bangladesh Bank has a stronghold on sustainable
financing with green Governance, Structured
Sustainable Finance Policy, strong Screening
Mechanism, Stricter, Monitoring and Supervision, BB
Refinance Schemes availability, MIS, Knowledge Hub,
Awareness, Capacity Building, Green Marketing &
Innovation, Checklist for Structured Documentation,
and Disclosure.
But there is also the challenge of establishing proper
sustainable financing: High initial investment and
cost, Lack of public awareness, Communication Gap,
Proper Documentation, and Lack of motivational
approaches from the top-level management.
These challenges can be overcome with the help
of appropriate and affordable technology. In the
webinar, Denmark proposed five technological

Green Products &
Initiatives BDT 4 bn
Disbursement 5.91 bn
till Sept.30, 2021

Technological
Development
Fund

Green Transformation
Fund $200 million
Disbursement 126 mn
Euro 200 mn
Disbursement Euro
around 30 mn

Shariah based
Refinancing
Schemes for Green
Products

REFINANCING
SCHEMES

Figure 2: National approach Bangladesh Bank’s refinancing scheme.

solutions for Bangladeshi textile and RMG industries.
•	Water efficiency and sustainability by IFC
•	Danish Water Technology by Roserve Enviro Pvt. Ltd.
•	Danish Water Technology by Grundfos Pumps
•	Danish Building Technology by JS Ventilation
• Danish Building Technology by Hempel Paints
Water efficiency and sustainability by IFC:
International Finance Corporation IFC is part of
the World Bank Group. IFC launched Partnership
for Cleaner Textile (PaCT) in 2013 to enhance the
competitiveness and sustainability of the RMG sector
in Bangladesh. The textile sector is using 15 billion
liters of water per year so the water table level is
declining by 2.5 meters per year. Nishat Shahid
Chowdhury, Program Manager of IFC said in her
presentation that factories that joined the PaCT
program were able to save 19% water on shirts, 27%
on denim pant, and 20% on a single shirt.
Danish Water Technology by Roserve Enviro Pvt. Ltd.:
ROSERVE is a Joint Venture between Danish
Climate Investment Fund (DCIF) and Concord Enviro
Systems which offer Wastewater Recycle Solutions
to Industries reducing the consumption of Fresh
Water / Ground Water & moving towards Zero Liquid
Discharge (ZLD).
ROSERVE provides a blend of advanced technology
and _ financial solutions delivering a ‘Pay as you
Treat’ solution especially for industries looking to
achieve Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD). The Solution
shifts the responsibility of wastewater management
to ROSERVE including Investment, Operations & Compliance.
The treatment philosophy is to recycle the
wastewater to the process using less energy and
keeping the cost of recycled water to the lowest
possible thus ensuring that the 3R’s of Sustainability
viz. Reduce, Reuse Recycle.
Turbaashu Bhattacharya, Business Unit Head of
Roserve Enviro Pvt. Ltd. said, "Recycling allows
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Cumulative
results till
June
5 PaCT
Policy
Reforms

381
Factories
reached

618,779 metric tons/year
GHG emissions reduced

Customs duty increase
on harmful chemicals
(from 5% to 25%)

3,218,049 MWh/year
Energy use avoided

Green Transformation
Fund- $200 million

27,637,931 m3/year
water use avoided

Customs duty reduction
on 52 capital machinery

Private to private power sell
Private to private power purchase guarantee

IFC
Investment

Investment in 5 RMG
manufacturers in Bangladesh

Total exposure is US$ 94 million
• US$ 91.8 million as debt
• US$2.0 million as equity

Figure 3: Result & infographic PaCT program in Bangladesh.

Figure 4: Animation of COOL Ceiling system of JS Ventilation.

meeting >90% of your total daily water consumption
thereby reducing the intake of freshwater significantly".
The cost of recycled water is that there is a lot of
infiltration in wastewater treatment, especially in
reducing the use of freshwater which does not have
a very visible result.
Cost of recycled water = Cost of wastewater
treatment & Recycle — Cost
Danish Building Technology by JS Ventilation:
Danish joint venture ABG JS Ventilation Ltd has
launched COOL Ceiling and Customized Ventilation
Products for the Bangladesh market. Chairman Søren
Duval, and Managing Director SM Gofranul Hoque
of ABG JS Ventilation Ltd, said they would be able
to supply their “high quality” products at “a more
competitive price and shorter delivery time”.
Danish Building Technology by Hempel Paints:
Hempel Paints will provide corrosion protection
and passive fire protection in the textile sector of
Bangladesh. Corrosion protection coatings protect
assets exposed to various levels of corrosivity (from
C2 to CX) and durability requirement (from low to
very high) in accordance with ISO 12944.

Hempel Paints offer an intumescent coating for
passive fire protection of structural steel in cellulosic
fires including both solvent-borne and water-based
products, with protection rating from 30 mins to 120 mins,
and tested in accordance with BS 476 and EN 16623.
Danish Water Technology by Grundfos Pumps:
Grundfos is the largest pump manufacturer in the
world, based in Denmark. Grundfos pumps, on the
other hand, typically last 15-20 years before needing
a replacement or repair. Shankar Rajaram, Sales
Director of Grundfos Pumps said, "Grundfos Pump
system can save 15% energy in the system existing in
the market".
Ali Mushtaq Butt, Head of Trade Denmark moderated
the webinar to present these technological solutions
with Danish companies. Kim Hor Toh, Chief Architect
of Surbana
Jurong Bangladesh Limited,
Nazli Hussain, Managing Director of Process of
Certification: Praxis Architects Ltd, Terrence Goh,
Regional Specifications Manager and Tarun Kumar
Seerapu, Regional Business Development Manager
of Hempel Paints, Kim Waage Weinkouff Cook,
Financial Sector Counsellor, Embassy of Denmark
were the distinguished guests of the webinar.
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Opex & Sinha Textile
Group shut its Kachpur
factory operation
S N Abdullah
In an official announcement, Opex & Sinha Textile
Group said that it has shut its Kachpur factory
operation.
Opex added that it continued to run the factories
by taking loans and selling the land, paying salary
allowances and other expenses.
But the factory was severely hit by the COVID-19
pandemic as well as regular mayhem by its workers,
workers reluctance to work, and stopping its
operation several times. Which greatly hampered its
ability to continue operation, the Group said. Led to
the closure as the management was struggling to
make any profit.
Now Opex’s Kachpur factory does not have the
financial consistency to continue the factory.
“In this situation, for the safety of the factory and all
those associated with it, according to section 16 (ka)
of the Bangladesh Labor Act, all the garment units of
Kachpur branch, including the garment and wash plant
are declared permanently closed,” it said.

Made for your Success!
We produce the fastest, most versatile and economic
discontinuous dyeing machines of the industry and
ensure dramatically shorter process times.
Our machine systems are not only a robust and
reliable system, but the benchmark of the industry.
Our passion for perfect fabric quality makes sure that
you produce the widest range of fabrics at lowest cost.
You can feel it’s Benninger!

It also added that in case of payment clearance, the
decision will be taken and paid in consultation with
all concerned including the Ministry of Labor/Labor
Department, BGMEA, BKMEA and workers.
Opex & Sinha Textile Group commenced in 1984,
was once one of Asia's biggest garment and textile
manufacturers. The Kanchpur factories had around
45,000 workers even some years ago but it was
down to 12,000 when the closure was declared.
Faruque Hassan, president of the BGMEA said to
media that it was very painful to witness one of the
leading and pioneer companies in the country's
garment sector shut down factories.
"Multiple factors including a gas crisis, regular air
shipments due to production delays, work order
cancellations during the pandemic's peak last
year, payment delays by international retailers and
brands and regular labor unrest and disturbance in
production are responsible for the shutdown of such
old and good factories," he said.

Benninger AG
9240 Uzwil | Switzerland
T +41 71 955 85 85
F +41 71 955 87 47
info@benningergroup.com
www.benningergroup.com
Figure: Opex & Sinha Textile Group
factories at Kanchpur of Narayanganj that
have been shut down since October 19.
Courtesy: Sanad Saha

A Jakob Müller
Company
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SGS Bangladesh serving
with excellent lab capacities:
SGS-AATCC webinar
AATCC Story
AATCC- the American Association of Textile
Chemists and Colorists- is the world's leading notfor-profit professional association that provides
test method development, quality control materials,
educational development, and networking for textile
and apparel professionals throughout the world.
SGS is collaborating with AATCC for many years. In
Bangladesh, we supported the industry to conduct
the AATCC training yearly twice, encourage and

(including local ones), and US universities. The
session was effective and impactful to provide an
SGS Bangladesh overview and virtually show our lab
capabilities, capacities and activities.
“We are privileged to get the opportunity to speak
about activities of SGS Bangladesh and to show
our capability and capacity of Laboratory virtually.
Congratulation AATCC to celebrate 100 years and
this journey will continue more,” stated Country

Figure: SGS has arranged an online global program with AATCC on 30th September 2021.

describe to Textile personnel for AATCC membership
benefits, Assist Industry to develop the testing
program in factory premises and as well as support
technical personnel. SGS is the world’s leading
testing, inspection, verification, and certification
company. We are recognized as the global
benchmark for quality and integrity.
As new normal, a lot of AATCC activity for this past
year has been conducted online and therefore they
have promoted local Section and local Student
Chapter activities, to the entire membership. By
considering live virtual events as well as celebrating
its 100th anniversary, AATCC has invited SGS to
organize a virtual lab tour.
SGS has arranged a global program with AATCC
on 30th September 2021. It was an online session.
We are the pioneer laboratory among all south
Asian regions, arrange such kind of online program.
Different levels of participants of members attended
the online session- from brands, manufacturers

Manager Engr. Abdur Rashid at his opening speech.
Physical Lab Manager Muin Uddin presented the
overview of SGS Bangladesh Limited. He emphasized
on below topics during the presentation.
“At a glance SGS GROUP, History, Introduction
to SGS BANGLADESH, Development Milestones,
Business Benefits, Industries, Connectivity and
Products, Softline services- Physical/Chemical/
Safety test/ Functional testing/Leather/Footwear,
Disposable medical PPE, Calibration Services,
Hardline testing, Inspection Service, Collaboration
with AATCC.”
This was an excellent event in association with a
global platform AATCC based in the USA to promote
SGS Bangladesh and our laboratory to the different
industries/communities across the world which was
highly admired by AATCC and different brands. This
also upholds the image of SGS Bangladesh being
chosen by AATCC.
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Trusted means Tested

Today’s consumers demand safe, eﬀec�ve, and quality products with increasing levels of sustainability. With the rise in
technology, consumer purchases can take place anywhere from the high street to the home, at the �p of their ﬁngers.
From the phones they use and the clothes they wear, the toys in the nursery and the chair they sit on, to domes�c
appliances in the kitchen and even the lo�ons they put on their skin, consumers put their trust in brands and retailers to
oﬀer products that are safe to use and deliver on their promises.
We provide the world's most comprehensive range of inspec�on, tes�ng, cer�ﬁca�on and advisory services, powered
by leading technology and digital tools. Our global network of experts supports you at every stage – from design,
produc�on and regulatory compliance to the import and export of goods.

SGS IS THE WORLD’S LEADING INSPECTION, VERIFICATION, TESTING AND CERTIFICATION COMPANY.
Established in 1878... More than 89,000 employees globally... More than 2600 oﬃces around the world.

CONTACT US
CORPORATE OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
2nd, 6th -10th, 13th Floor, Noor Tower;
110, Bir U�am C R Da�a Road,
Dhaka- 1205
t: + 88 02 967 6500;
m: +880 1755 607 022
e: lab.bangladesh@sgs.com

GULSHAN OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
House 37, Road 24, Gulshan- 1,
Dhaka- 1212
t: +88 02 986 2740;
e: sgs.bangladesh@sgs.com

CHITTAGONG OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
IIUC Tower, 7th and 11th Floor,
Plot 9, SK. Mujib Road, Agrabad,
Chi�agong- 4100.
t: +88 031 715 037, 715 074, 715 082
e: lab.chi�agong@sgs.com

WHEN YOU NEED TO BE SURE

Tra d e & B i z
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Automatic Bank Reconciliation process in Oracle
E-Business Suite implemented for DBL Group
Zakir Hossain
Automatic Bank Reconciliation
process in Oracle E-Business
Suite has been successfully
implemented for DBL Group
through integration with HSBC
Bank.
M. A. Rahim, Vice Chairman of
DBL Group launched this new
digital transformation service at
an internal event. From DBL Group
Khandaker Zahidul Alam, Chief
Information Officer, and Billal
Patwary, Executive Director, Group
Finance along with other high
officials of the Finance department
of DBL Group attended this event.
With this new digital automation,
DBL Cash Management team
will be able to tremendously
improve operational efficiency by

Figure: M. A. Rahim, Vice Chairman of DBL Group launched this new digital
transformation service at an internal event. Courtesy: DBL Group

eliminating manual processes of
bank statement reconciliation with
accounting ledgers.
This implementation was

commenced by DBL Digital Ltd., a
new entity of DBL Group offering
digital transformation consultancy
and implementation services in the
local market.

Fineotex joins ZDHC Foundation
Ashraful Alam
Fineotex Chemical Limited
recognizes the critical need to fully
erase all kinds of industrial releases
of hazardous chemicals into the
environment.
Thus joined The ZDHC (Zero
Discharge of Hazardous
Chemicals) Foundation’s
Roadmap to Zero Programme as a
contributor.
Becoming a ZDHC contributor is in
line with the company’s ambitious
sustainability goals.
Fineotex’s entire product line
that goes into myriad industries
will substantially see a reduction
in chemical footprint. Fineotex
is keen to work collaboratively
on this task through an active
engagement with all stakeholders
needed to create systemic change

through open and informed
dialogue to stay committed.
As of today, all of Fineotex’s products
used in the textile industries have
been certified as being free of
harmful ingredients, thus making the
textile chemical production supply
chain greener than ever.
But the company does not stop
here. With constant innovation,
it wants to create a value chain
that is planet and people-friendly.
Fineotex is putting its new R&D lab
in SASMIRA to develop greener
chemistry and it strongly believes
that manufacturing and profits
can be achieved without depleting
resources from the earth, and
without spewing out noxious waste.
Fineotex cannot undermine the
fact that today, the key aspects

to manufacturing are: balance,
conscience and optimized
production, which place the
planet, people and profits on an
equal footing.
The company is in line with
ZDHC’s belief, “empowering every
point of the value chain towards
safer manufacturing, we are
building a new status quo. Our
dynamic, determined community
helps to reduce the industry’s
environmental footprint. Step-bystep, we want to build a better
future for everyone.”
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BGMEA for highlighting Bangladesh’s achievements in
environmental sustainability at COP26
Textile Today Report
BGMEA President Faruque Hassan
met with Md. Mostafa Kamal,
Secretary, Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change at
the secretariat on October 12 to
discuss on the issues and priorities
that would be highlighted by
Bangladesh in the 26th UN Climate
Change Conference of the Parties
(COP26) in Glasgow on 31 October
– 12 November 2021.
BGMEA Vice President Shahidullah
Azim and Vice President Miran Ali

were also present at the meeting.
They stressed on the importance
of sharing the steps taken by
Bangladesh and its experience to
address the challenges of climate
change. They also emphasized
on strongly placing Bangladesh’s
expectations from COP26.
Leaders of BGMEA including
President Faruque Hassan are
expected to join the Bangladeshi
delegation to COP26 where global
apparel brands would be present.

Figure: Faruque Hassan met with Md.
Mostafa Kamal, Secretary, Ministry of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change.

They would highlight the strides
of Bangladesh’s RMG industry
in the area of environmental
sustainability at the global
platform -- COP26.

BGMEA President seeks Germany’s support to continue
duty benefits in EU for 12 years after LDC graduation
Textile Today Report
The newly appointed Ambassador
of Germany to Bangladesh, H.E.
Achim Tröster, paid a courtesy
call on BGMEA President Faruque
Hassan at BGMEA office in Dhaka
on October 4.
BGMEA Vice President Shahidullah
Azim, Vice President Miran Ali and Ms.
Caren Blume, Head of Development
Section at the Embassy were also
present at on the occasion.
The BGMEA President welcomed
the new German Ambassador

and apprised him of the present
situation of Bangladesh’s
apparel industry, its challenges,
opportunities and future priorities.
Highlighting the progress made
by the industry in the areas of
workplace safety, environmental
sustainability and workers' welfare,
Faruque Hassan requested
the envoy to promote the
RMG industry positively to his
government, buyers and other
relevant stakeholders.

Figure: Ambassador of Germany to
Bangladesh, H.E. Achim Tröster, paid
a courtesy call on BGMEA President
Faruque Hassan at BGMEA.

BGMEA urges government to speed up airport
development projects to boost trade
Textile Today Report
BGMEA President Faruque
Hassan said the mega projects taken
by the govt. for upgrading airports
in the country including construction
of the 3rd terminal of the HSIA will
help to meet future demand of air
transportation and contribute to further
economic growth in Bangladesh.
“Global merchandise trade
has begun to recover from the
impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic
and trade flows are expected

to continue in the coming days.
Many countries are relaxing their
travel restrictions depending
on their Covid situation. As a
result, both business travel and
air transportation of goods are
increasing,” he said.
Hassan requested the govt. to
speed up implementation of the
projects in Dhaka, Chattogram,
Cox’s Bazar and Sylhet.
The call was made when leaders

Figure: Fruque Hassan met with
Honorable State Minister for Civil Aviation
and Tourism Md. Mahbub Ali at the
Secretariat in Dhaka,

of BGMEA met with State Minister
for Civil Aviation and Tourism Md.
Mahbub Ali at the Secretariat.
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Denim Première Vision showcases
circularity and new innovation
Sayed Abdullah
Denim Première Vision’s denim for Spring-Summer
23 in Milan offered a much broader range of uses
and characteristics than normal. Hybrid genres,
materials, styles, usages, arts: nothing is off the
table. A comfort denim, relaxed and a denim by
night, sophisticated, inspired by silk. The best way to
describe the second edition of the Denim Première
Vision trade show.

Themes presented at the Superstudio Piú show
floor
Sustainability and an extensive range of substitutes
to raw cotton and chemicals for clothing that
put onto vintage and workwear-inspired styles.
Sustainable materials made of multi-purpose insulation
board made from wood fiber set up at the entrance.
In addition, themes like everyday utility and athleisure
hybrids, as well as the industry-wide effort to use virgin
cotton substitutes such as hemp, recycled cotton and
100 percent constructions to streamline recycling.
Denim mills incorporated a low-key approach, predicting
the adoption of jeans as the post-pandemic uniform.
Counting on hero products with a retro flair and apprising
them to reflect present pursuit for sustainability.

Figure 1: Denim Première Vision for Spring-Summer 23 in Milan
offered a much broader range of uses and characteristics than
normal. Courtesy: Denim Première Vision

1,225 participated exhibitors were positive, and
amazed, about the vigor that ran through the
Superstudio Più venue, where the trade fair took
place. While 2,525 person participated online.
Among the participants Turkish mills were garnered
a strong presence while a few Italian mills also joined.
While companies from India and Bangladesh could
not attend due to COVID-19 related restrictions.
“Despite logistics difficulties, the outcome was
exciting. Traffic was terrific, and visitors were
premium with a great combination of denim brands
and luxury labels,” Fabio Adami Dalla Val, Show
Manager, Denim Première Vision said to WWD.
“Denim is a versatile and malleable product and
denim companies adapted swiftly to the pandemic
reality, adjusting to the impact on unsold stock. I
don’t believe that denim garments experienced a
rebound because of its casual quality that could
fit with the WFH routine, but I’m seeing younger
generations embracing it again after years of
domination of trackpants,” Dalla Val added.

Prosperity Textiles revealed its plant-based polyester
– ‘Galactic’ collection, which offers constant elasticity
and recovery. Prosperity Textiles also presented
‘Once More’, a line of salt-and-pepper effect fabrics,
made in partnership with Sodra, a Swedish firm that
blends wood pulp with up to 20% recycled textiles to
make rayon.
Prosperity also showcased organic hemp denim dyed
with Dystar’s pre-reduced indigo.
Sharabati Denim added recycled yarn made fabrics.
Its collection was inspired by hope and sanguinity and
thick with post-industrial recycled cotton plus postconsumer recycled cotton, organic cotton and Tencel.
Çalık Denim showcased its new Re-J collection
made from 100% recycled fibers like pre- and postconsumer cotton and Eco Lycra. The Turkish mill is
also working to meet the demand for hemp fabrics
by presenting fabrics made with up to 20% hemp
and offered all levels of elasticity.
Pakistan-based Kassim Denim showcased fabrics made
with recycled modal, Tencel, Refibra and hemp sourced
from France. The company is also investing intensely
into virgin cotton alternatives, mainly recycled cotton.
Italian Officina+39 brought back vintage-looking jeans
in new jeans by worn-in pairs. In Denim Première Vision
show, the company bowed NovaScrapper Indigo, a
procedures that uses laser instead of manual rubbing
to achieve natural aging effects. Officina+39 stressed
that it delivers ‘unparalleled quality and accuracy,
requiring less manpower and less rejection rate when
compared to manual scraping.’
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Pakistani millers’ stress ban
on cotton yarn export
Sujon Sazzad
Pakistani value-added textile millers’ has recently
wanted an immediate ban on cotton yarn export and
total elimination of the regulatory duty on import of
raw material.
In a press conference, Mian Kashif Zia, Zonal
Chairman of Pakistan Hosiery Manufacturers and
Exporters Association (PHMA), said that value-added
textile sector was playing a key role in creating job
opportunities and therefore the government must
resolve its issues on priority basis.
Sector leaders opined that despite 80% extra
production of cotton, value-added textile sector is
facing a cotton shortage of 35% to 45% and to fulfill
this gap, entrepreneurs have to import cotton.
They demanded that the government must impose
a ban on export of cotton yarn and lower the
regulatory duty on its import to zero.
Atif Munir Sheikh, president Faisalabad Chamber
of Commerce and Industry (FCCI), said, “We would
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Figure: Pakistani value-added textile millers’ has recently wanted
an immediate ban on cotton yarn export.

have to depend on 70% imports for our exports as
we are playing at 30-70%.”
Sheikh added, “The sector was indebted to the
government that had cleared Rs275 billion refunds
of the last 11 years. However, it was a demand of the
sector that the government should ensure availability
of raw material at reasonable rates.”
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One of the Global Leaders in Viscose Staple Fibre
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) is the first fully integrated viscose rayon producer in Asia –
from renewable plantations to viscose fibres. Our 240,000-tonne capacity mill located in
Pangkalan Kerinci, Riau, Indonesia uses the latest viscose rayon production technology to
produce consistent, high-quality rayon for use in textile and personal hygiene products.
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One of the Global Leaders
in Viscose Staple Fibre
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) is the first fully
integrated viscose rayon producer in Asia –
from renewable plantations to viscose fibres.
Our 240,000-tonne capacity mill located in
Pangkalan Kerinci, Riau, Indonesia uses the
latest viscose rayon production technology to
produce consistent, high-quality rayon for use
in textile and personal hygiene products.

From plantation to sustainable fashion that's good for the environment.

Product details

EXPORT COUNTRIES
Turkey
Pakistan
Bangladesh
UEA
Malaysia
Hongkong

India
Vietnam
Sri Lanka
Egypt
Brazil

Nepal
United States
Germany
Portugal
Argentina

Dtex

Length (mm)

Spinning Type

Blend

1.33

38 mm

Ring, OE and MVS

100 Viscose

1.33

38 mm

Ring, OE and MVS

PV and VC

EXTENDING PARTNERSHIP
PRODUCT
INNOVATION

TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW
SUPPORT

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
AND MARKETING SUPPORT

CERTIFICATIONS:

Jakarta Office
Jl. MH. Thamrin No.31, Jakarta 10230, Indonesia
Tel: +6221 31930134 Fax: +6221 3144 604
For inquiry: Sales_apr@aprayon.com

Singapore Office
80 Raffles Place UOB Plaza 1,
#50-0, Singapore 048624
Tel: +65 6216 9368
Fax: +65 6538 4668

Bangladesh Office
AIE Fiber Resource and Trading (India) Private Limited
3rd Floor, Megana Towers, Ayyappa Society Road,
Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081, Telangana, India
Tel : +91 – 40 – 6658 3451 | Mobile : +91-8950277552
Email: Chandan_gulati@aprilasia.com

www.aprayon.com
asiapacificrayon
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR)
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The entrepreneurs in
the apparel sector of
the country need to
be more focused on
price calculation and
be more cautious in
price negotiations with
foreign buyers.
Obtaining GSP Plus
status in the EU
market will not be
difficult if the EU
finally adopts the
proposed rules without
the threshold criteria
- Faruque Hassan

BGMEA
President
urges buyers
for ethical
sourcing
Akhi Akter
Order cancellation and demanding discount by the
global apparel buyers during COVID pandemic has
strengthened the demand of ethical sourcing. While
Bangladesh is taking many steps and investing to make
the industry and the supply chain sustainable, US buyers
are offering underrated prices, which is not showing an
example of a responsible business partner. Long-term
cooperation between brands and suppliers can create a
future growth strategy for the apparel industry.

The Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and
Exporters Association (BGMEA) President Faruque
Hassan made the remarks at a press conference
while expressing his post-US visit experience with
journalists on 2 October in the capital.
BGMEA leaders paid a month-long visit to the
United States and Canada for branding the
country’s ready-made garment sector as a part of
‘Apparel Diplomacy’.
During the visit, they joined in various meetings
with various government and non-government
organizations, stakeholders and buyers where they
discussed on various issues related to the interests
of the country’s apparel industry.
They conducted almost 30 meetings with various
stakeholders including the US-Bangladesh
Business Council of US Chamber of Commerce,
American Apparel and Footwear Association
(AAFA), International Cotton Advisory Committee,
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IFC, Worldwide Responsible
Accredited Production (WRAP),
and with brands like VF
Corporation, Ralph-Lauren,
Amerex Group, Dreamwave, and
Canadian Tire Corporation.
The decline in price has already
been a trend in the global apparel
market. While the apparel industry
of Bangladesh is struggling
to come out from the COVID
led disruption, the items have
witnessed a sharper fall in prices
to the US markets. According to
the BGMEA, in the US market,
the price of ‘made in Bangladesh’
apparel items declined by 8.04
percent between August last year
and July this year.
Bangladesh has the highest
number of Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED)
green factory buildings certified by
the United States Green Building
Council (USGBC).
Moreover, of the 10 LEED-certified
garment buildings of the world,
nine are in Bangladesh, and of the
top 100 such structures, 40 are in
the country. Another 500 garment
factories are waiting to achieve
LEED certificate by the USGBC.
Considering such investment,
global buyers–including US
buyers—should offer a good price
for their importing items.
Bangladesh was receiving an
increased volume of work orders
from international retailers and
brands as demand rose thanks to the
reopening of the global retail stores.
Faruque Hassan said, “The
entrepreneurs in the apparel
sector of the country need to be
more focused on price calculation
and be more cautious in price
negotiations with foreign buyers.”
Highlighting the bad impact of
accepting any order at a lower
rate he said, “Selling products
at a price lower than the cost of
production will not benefit any

BD's apparel price trend in US market
Price growth 2020-21 (Y-O-Y)
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of them in the long run rather it
will only make the situation more
difficult.”
He requested the manufacturers
to diversify their capacity. “We
shouldn’t be limited to a few
products because the overcapacity is one of the biggest
weaknesses,” he added.
BGMEA President announced
a good news regarding the
Generalized Scheme of Preferences
(GSP) in the EU countries.
“Obtaining GSP Plus status in the
EU market will not be difficult if
the EU finally adopts the proposed
rules without the threshold
criteria,” he said.
Already the bloc has proposed to
update rules to allow a growing
number of graduating LDCs to
qualify for the preferential trade
benefit.
A least-developed country’s share
in the EU’s total import can’t
be more than 7.4 percent to be
suitable for the duty-free export
facility under the GSP. Fortunately,
considering the BGMEA’s
relentless request on September
22, the European Commission,
the executive branch of the EU,
dropped the threshold in the
proposed new GSP scheme.

“We arranged several
meetings in Brussels
with the Bangladesh
representatives of the
European Union (EU)
on the post-EBA tariff
facility –GSP Plus.
I requested them to
exempt Bangladesh
from the import
threshold of 7.4% or an
alternative formula be
introduced,” he said.

Europe is the main destination
for Bangladesh where 60% of
products are being exported.
“Our duty-free access to this
market will change with the
graduation from the least
developed countries. However, the
current facility will remain in force
till 2029,” he added.
The government and the BGMEA
are working together to ensure
that the facility (EBA) remains in
force for at least 12 years.
Emphasizing on current challenges
the industry facing BGMEA
President said, “Our garment
exports are gradually turning
around as the global pandemic
situation continues to be normal.
However, some new challenges are
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also being created in the industry
like, container fares have increased
200%-300% due to the collapse of
global freight management.”
Moreover, there is a tendency of
“Nearshoring” among the buyers
to reduce the cost of this freight.
Buyers are now buying clothes
from nearby countries at a slightly
higher price to reduce lead time
and total import cost. This a big
concern for Bangladeshi apparel
exporters.
Among the local problems,
the number of loan repayment
instalments required to pay the
wages and allowances of the
workers needs to be increased
from 18 to 36.

Industry Best Practices

The obligation to have a bonded
warehouse license for locally
procured raw materials, yarn and
accessories through local back-toback debentures also need to be
abolished, according to him.
BGMEA also demanded the
elimination of the complexity
of including HS code and raw
material details in bond licenses.
BGMEA President also
emphasizing on producing apparel
items using man-made fiber, and
he urged to invest to produce
man-made fiber as there is a
brighter future ahead. Almost 75
percent of total consumption of
global textiles is non-cotton, where
the share of Bangladesh is only 25

percent.
BGMEA’s top office bearers
including Syed Nazrul Islam,
First Vice President; Md.
Shahidullah Azim, Vice President;
Khandoker Rafiqul Islam, Vice
President (Finance); Miran Ali,
Vice President; Rakibul Alam
Chowdhury, Vice President;
Barrister Shehrin Salam Oishee,
Director; Asif Ashraf, Director; Md.
Mohiuddin Rubel, Director; Md.
Khosru Chowdhury, Director; Faisal
Samad, Director; Abdullah Hil
Rakib, Director; Rajiv Chowdhury,
Director, Barrister Vidiya Amrit
Khan, Director and M. Ahsanul
Hoq, Director were present in the
press conference.

Fortune 2021 Change the
World List recognizes LS&Co.
N Tania
On 12 October, Fortune published its 2021 Change
the World list, ranking Levi Strauss & Co. 22nd out of
53 companies honored.
LS&Co. is doing well with their Buy Better, Wear
Longer campaign and paid family leave and paid sick
leave policies.
As per Fortune, “The global appetite for fast,
throwaway fashion has serious environmental
consequences, something that Levi Strauss is
attempting to change with the Buy Better, Wear
Longer campaign it launched in April.”

benefit-eligible employees in the United States and
the paid sick leave of part-time retail employees.
As well as salary allowances and the ability to take
care of oneself or loved ones, and often, the absence
of these principles affects women of color and
women unequally.
So, it is gratifying that these steps have been
recognized by Fortune.

To buying cloth and highlighting their shared
responsibility for the environmental impacts of
apparel, Buy Better, Wear Longer encourages their
consumers.
Besides, it speaks to the ambition of their own
sustainability programming and their willingness to
talk openly about over-production. Also, the overconsumption, topic has long taboo in our industry.
In fact, to make it a strong company, it must support
the people, the two main recent steps in that effort
are to increase the salaries of corporate and retail

Figure: The Change the World list recognizes companies that have
had a positive social impact through activities that are part of their
core business strategy.
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BLUESIGN®
FINDER
GET FREE ACCESS TO THE HIGHEST
LEVEL OF APPROVED CHEMICALS!
Simplify your chemical change
management with bluesign® FINDER:
■ Web-based advanced search engine
■ 18,000 bluesign® APPROVED chemical
products from 200 chemical suppliers
■ All products at ZDHC Level-3 conformance
■ Updated regularly
■ Specific manufacturer information included
■ Minimized risk for people and the environment
■ Highest-level of consumer safety

Need help? Contact
Shahan_Reza@bluesign.com
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APR’s second sustainability report,
touching lives with renewable fibre
APR Story
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) has
published our second sustainability
report, Touching Lives with
Renewable Fibre. The report
showcases our achievements
and progress towards our
sustainability commitments during
an unprecedented year in which
the global pandemic presented
unique challenges to our people
and business.
The report documents how,
despite the impediments caused
by the pandemic, we worked to
keep our people and communities
safe while building towards our
goal to be at the forefront of
sustainability in the global textile
fibre manufacturing sector.
“This past year, after just two
years in business, APR is the
market leader in Indonesia,
contributing almost half of the

country’s viscose staple fibre
(VSF) production. In the coming
years, we will continue on this
growth trajectory through capital
investment and productivity
improvements to grow sustainably,
increasing our production capacity
from 240,000 tonnes of fibre
per year to 600,000 tonnes in
2023. Notably, we received the
Indonesian Industry 4.0 Readiness
Award from the Ministry of
Industry after undergoing an
extensive year-long assessment,”
said Basrie Kamba, APR Director.
Certification, industry engagement
and our sustainability initiatives
underpin our business growth
strategy.
“As a leading producer of viscose
staple fibre from certified
renewable forest plantations, we
work to ensure thriving landscapes

and inclusive prosperity of the
communities that surround our
operations, “ added Kamba.
Highlights in 2020 included
our successful shift to 100%
renewable energy to power our
entire production facility. We also
saw across-the-board reductions
in energy, waste, and water
consumption intensity from 2019
and a 90.75% sulphur recovery
rate.
During the year, APR became
active members of the Indonesian
Business Council for Sustainable
Development, the United Nations
Global Compact, the Singapore
Textile and Fashion Federation,
and the Sustainable Apparel
Coalition. We were also a signatory
of the UNFCCC Fashion Industry
Charter for Climate Change.

Courtesy: APR
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Mostafiz Uddin of Denim Expert Ltd named in
2021 Rivet 50 most influential people in Denim
Industry Report
Mostafiz Uddin, Managing Director of Denim Expert Ltd
has been titled in the 2021 Rivet 50, as one of the most
influential people in Denim.
For long, Mostafiz Uddin has been urging the wider
denim community for sustainable practices.
He posted in his LinkedIn, "Thanks to Sourcing Journal
for including me in the Rivet 50, an annual index of the
most influential leaders in global denim industry, this
year 2021 again after the 2018 as an agent of change."
He weighed a letter-writing campaign in March to
Western leaders notifying them on the struggles in
garment sourcing countries.
The 2021 Rivet 50 featured sustainable fashion
designers, product developers, tech entrepreneurs and
philanthropic business leaders in the denim business.

Figure: Mostafiz Uddin, Managing Director of Denim Expert has
been titled in the 2021 Rivet 50. Courtesy: Collected

Norsel Textilmaschinen AG
NORSEL AG, Switzerland

Reduce the number of human error caused of hand writing on grey fabric.
Saving fabric wastage by decreasing of marking size.
No more re-working because of lost information on the fabrics.
No mix up of fabric roll and easy sorting.
Full control of fabric inventory.
Track and trace fabric roll through all textile process.

www.norsel.com
BD hotline: +8801760385555
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R|Elan™ GreenGold – A Superior
choice for Eco-Fashion
R|Elan Story
Growing need for genuine sustainable fibres
Global Solid waste volume is projected to increase
drastically in the next few years. Most of the bottles
produced every year end up in landfills taking ages
to degrade. It has become imperative for the entire
value chain to deal with eco-pollution.
Reliance Industries Limited, India believes in the
power of recycling and recycles more than 2 billion
post-consumer PET bottles annually across different
manufacturing sites.
Smart fabric that is sustainable
R|Elan™ range of fabrics offer multiple possibilities
with infused technologies that bring about special
and lasting benefits in the garment for the consumer.
Eco-friendly fabrics form a core part of the R|Elan™
product portfolio, with R|Elan™ GreenGold fabric at
the forefront of enabling sustainable fashion.

manufacturing of finer yarn counts (40s -100s)
•	Superior whiteness index for light and pastel
shade applications for knits, shirting and home
textile applications
•	Increased fibre strength leading to higher yarn
strength
•	Lowest CV% of fibre properties allowing high
manufacturing speeds, better yarn and fabric
quality and lower rejections
•	Uniform dyeing performance enabling better
fabric quality
•	Possibility of adding functionality such as moisture
management, anti-microbial, thermal insulation,
bio-enhancement
•	Possibility of pre-coloured (dope-dyed) fibres
in 40+ shades, thus reducing the need for wet
dyeing in subsequent processes.
This eco-sensitive fabric that offers traceability is
demanded and bought by some of the most renowned
brands across the globe after stringent audits.
R|Elan™ GreenGold is backed by extensive technical
support for downstream manufacturing, including
carefully designed technical literature for fabric
processing. Reliance also has the capability to cater
to large orders for better consistency.
In addition to the wide variety of GreenGold staple
fibres, Reliance has now introduced high-quality
filament yarn (DTY and FDY) in the GreenGold
sustainable range of products.

State-of-the-art manufacturing process
To ensure high-quality of staple fibre, Reliance
follows an efficient, modern recycling process, from
collection of waste PET bottles to converting them
into recycled fibre.
R|Elan™ GreenGold is made from 100% postconsumer used PET bottles, collected through more
than 100 bottle collection centres spread across
various regions of India. This is in line with our
commitment towards recycling only 100% used PET
bottles and avoiding the use of virgin PET bottles in
the manufacturing process.
Technical superiority that empowers high-quality
sustainable fashion
•	Super fine staple fibre (0.9 denier) for

R|Elan™ GreenGold - demonstrating superior
performance
Through a comprehensive Hub Excellence
Partnership (HEP) program across global textile
hubs, Reliance has been able to establish a strong
network of more than 50 high-quality value chain
partners to create relevant fabrics, including ecosensitive R|Elan™ GreenGold fabric that can be
showcased to brands and retailers.
Speaking on R|Elan™’s eco-friendly solutions for
the fashion world, Gunjan Sharma, CMO – Polyester
Division, RIL, said: “Sustainability is at the core of
R|Elan™ initiative, especially, R|Elan™ GreenGold –
made by recycling 100% post-consumer waste PET
bottles. R|Elan™ GreenGold has established itself as
the preferred choice amongst the leading brands
and retailers, as today’s consumers are demanding
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sustainable and environment-friendly fashion
solutions without compromising on functionality
or aesthetics. It gives us immense pleasure to
partner with the leading textile company - NR
Group, Bangladesh. With the technological edge of
Reliance combined with NR Group’s manufacturing
capabilities, we are able to support brands looking
for high-quality eco-friendly apparel.”
On the collaboration with Reliance and R|Elan™
GreenGold , SM Shofiqul Hoq, General Manager - NR
Group, Bangladesh said, “At NR Group, our efforts
have always been to create eco-friendly, sustainable

products. R|Elan™ GreenGold has been a perfect choice
for us to produce sustainable yarns that have superior
technical properties, apart from being highly ecofriendly. The introduction of the same in our product
portfolio has been a key move for us towards creating
impactful solutions for sustainable brand programs”.
R|Elan™ GreenGold fabric thus comes as an
innovative solution to not only the value chain in
coming up with high quality eco-friendly fashion but
also to the consumers as a next-generation fabric
that is in line with the latest fashion trends at the
same time fulfilling their sustainable lifestyle needs.

Higg launches traceability partner
program for supply chain sustainability
Abu Hasnat
Higg, a technology platform
that enables consumer goods
companies to measure,
manage, and share the social and
environmental impacts of their full
value chain, announced a new program
enabling comprehensive traceability
across the global supply chain.

The Higg traceability program,
a global collaboration beginning
with technology partners atma.
io by Avery Dennison, FibreTrace,
and TrusTrace, aims to fast-track
global brands’ efforts to track
the hidden impacts within their
manufacturing processes, ensure
fiber integrity, and to understand,
communicate, and accelerate
product sustainability.
The Higg traceability program
is designed to enable consumer
brands to identify and share the
supply chain provenance of billions
of items with their upstream value
chain partners, highlight and disclose

sustainability information, on their
own and other ecommerce platforms,
to the public and other stakeholders.
“Consumer goods businesses
face a tremendous urgency
to accelerate sustainability
improvements and need
comprehensive tools and
contextualized data that can
illuminate untracked areas of the
supply chain,” said Higg CEO
Jason Kibbey.
The program launches with a
cohort of innovation partners
including atma.io by Avery
Dennison, FibreTrace, and
TrusTrace: leading solution
providers in the end-to-end
tracking of materials and product
origins, and unified in identifying
and illuminating essential
sustainability management data.
These providers will be integrating
their unique services onto the
Higg platform in order to connect a
network of 45,000 users, 500 brands
and retailers, and tens of thousands
of manufacturers’ factories, bringing
product chain-of-custody tracking to
the robust platform.
“atma.io connected product
cloud is built on Avery
Dennison’s leadership in digital

ID technologies that combine
physical and digital worlds. In
collaboration with the Higg
platform, we are helping reimagine
supply chains for the greater
good by combining item-level
traceability data from atma.io
together with environmental and
social impact data from Higg,” said
Max Winograd, Vice President,
atma.io & connected products,
Avery Dennison Smartrac.
FibreTrace brings a unique
advantage to the program because
the technology is implemented
at raw fiber source, tracing and
verifying that fiber throughout
the global supply chain in retail in
addition to collecting primary farm
data that is third party verified, adding
a new layer of data and depth.
“Without transparency we
can’t improve the impact of the
global textile industry for future
generations,” said Shannon Mercer,
CEO of FibreTrace.
Higg’s traceability partners will
enable blockchain technologies
to support tracking and tracing
of a product’s chain of custody,
streamline certification claims,
and address material movement,
supplier data, consumer
engagement, and brand protection.
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Salim Osman re-elected as
the President of BKMEA for
the sixth consecutive term
Textile Today Report
AKM Salim Osman has been
re-elected as the President of
Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers
and Exporters Association (BKMEA)
for the term of 2021-23. This is Salim
Osman’s sixth consecutive term
in the post. On Monday, BKMEA’s
selection board, headed by former
FBCCI vice-president Mohammad
Ali, announced that Salim Osman
had been re-elected.
The newly-elected 35-member

board of directors has been
announced at the Dhaka office of the
city’s trade body, a statement said.
BKEMA, at its last annual general
meeting, created the posts of
Executive President and Senior Vice
President, increasing its directorial
position from 27 to 35. The
company has included the extended
posts in the memorandum to the
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies
through the Ministry of Commerce.

AKM Salim Osman
President, BKMEA

Fazlee Shamim Ehsan
Vice President

Amal Podder
Vice President

At the 10th Board Meeting on
14 August, BKMEA constituted
an Electoral Board and Electoral
Appeals Board for the biennial
elections for the term 2021-23.
The Election Board announced
the election schedule on 1 August.
According to the election schedule,
the date for submission of papers
and October-October nomination
papers was announced. The election
was scheduled for November 12.

Mohammad Hatem
Executive President, BKMEA

Gauhar Siraj Jamil
Vice President

Mansoor Ahmed
Sr. Vice President, BKMEA

Md. Morshed Sarwar
Vice President (Finance)

Md. Akhter Hossain
Vice President
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Ashiqur Rahman
Vice President

Monjurul Hoq
Director

Md. Mostofa Monwar Bhuiyan
Director

Shyamal Kumar Saha
Director

Abu Ahmed Siddique
Director

Mostafa Jamal Pasha
Director

Md. Shahadath Hossain Bhuiyan Khandakar Saiful Islam
Director
Director

Md. Shamsuzzaman
Director

Md. Tareq Afzal
Director

Rajib Das Sujoy
Director

M.I. Siddique (Selim Mahbub)
Director

Ratan Kumar Saha
Director

Nanda Dulal Saha
Director

Md. Kabir Hossain
Director

Mirza Md. Akbar Ali Chowdhury
Director

Ahmed Noor Faisal
Director

Md. Abdul Hannan
Director

Imran Kader Turjo
Director

Fakir Kamruzzaman Nahid
Director

Mohammed Shamsul Azam
Director

Gazi Md. Shahid Ullah
Director

Md. Asadul Islam
Director

Akkas Uddin Mollah
Director

Al-Haj Mohammad Zakaria Wahid
Director

Let's join hands with
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Md. Lutfor Rahman
Director

Md. Harun Or Rashid
Director

for steering innovation in T&A indusrty
Contact. 01775 999 748

Reactive Dyes and Dye Intermediates

Introducing PCA free
Reactive Black Dyes
DYECOL Black Dyes are new generation
reactive black dyes designed for the
following requirements:
1. Energy saving, green production.
2. Smaller quantities of dyes are required to
achieve the desired shade.
3 Higher fixation leaves less color in the effluent
and lower water temperatures and easy
wash-off.
4. Uses less energy and water during
manufacturing.
5. Are made using the dye intermediate contained
para chloro aniline (PCA) at the minimum by an
unique method.
6. The PCA content in the Dye is between 5- 30
ppm which is under limit as mentioned in
various brand owned MRSL list.

ZDHC
GATEWAY / REGISTERED

Chemistry
Behind
Colors
LOW PCA Reactive Black Dyes are-

Dyecol Ultima Black CEG
Dyecol Black DR
Dyecol Ultima Black CEM

GOTS/
Approved

ZERO WASTE
MANUFACTURING

SHREE PUSHKAR CHEMICALS & FERTILISERS LTD
301-302, 3rd Floor, Atlanta Centre near Udyog Bhawan
Sonawala Road, Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400 063, India
MOB: +91 8657 4091 50, PHONE: +91 22 4270 2525
E-MAIL: nnm@shreepushkar.com
WEBSITE: www.shreepushkar.com

Fashion & Retail

Textile Today Report
H&M Group was announced
as Global Compact LEAD,
which demonstrates that the
leading fashion brand’s ongoing
commitment to the United Nations
Global Compact and its Ten
Principles for responsible business.
With its participation in UN Global
Compact action platforms, H&M
Group is working together with
other businesses, Global Compact
local networks, leading experts,
civil society, governments and
UN partners, to solve complex
and interconnected issues and
innovate around the sustainable
development goals.
Leyla Ertur, Head of Sustainability
at H&M Group takes part in the
panel discussion during the Global
Deal Forum.

Leyla Ertur shared her thoughts
regarding this achievement.
“While it is an honor to be the only
fashion company on the list, this
also encourages us in our ambition
to lead our industry by example
and inspire more industry players
to join forces.”
“This initiative is a great example
of how collaboration for
responsible business practices
and sustainable innovations can
contribute to a powerful change
that goes way beyond our own
organization and industry.”
“We as H&M Group, have been
investing Social Dialogue more
than a decade in our Supply
Chains, and we stay committed to
create resilience together with our
Industry Partners.”

“

We are proud that
UN Global Compact
lists us as one
of the 40 global
LEAD companies
across the world
and thereby
acknowledges
our continuous
work for a more
sustainable future.

“

Role of global brands to
shaping a more sustainable,
inclusive and fair postpandemic garment industry

- Leyla Ertur
Head of Sustainability
H&M Group

Since 2001, H&M Group is a
signatory of the UN Global
Compact. UN Global Compact
is a strategic policy initiative for
businesses that are committed
to aligning their operations and
strategies with 10 universally
accepted principles concerning
human rights, labor, environment
and anti-corruption.

Need clean and reliable sources
for recycled textiles to create a
circular textile industry
Textile Today Report
A joint large-scale study by H&M Group and
IKEA highlights the importance of clean and
reliable sources for recycled textiles to enable the
transformation to a circular textile industry.
To reach both companies’ goals to only use 100%
recycled or other sustainably sourced materials
by 2030, a key step is to find clean and reliable
sources of recyclable materials.
Mirjam Luc, Project leader for Recycled Textiles at
IKEA of Sweden said, “With industry collaboration,
we can overcome common challenges on our way
to transform to a circular business. This study
has enabled us to share data through a digital
platform, creating transparency and knowledge

Figure: Mirjam Luc (Left), Project leader for Recycled
Textiles at IKEA of Sweden and Linn Farhadi, Project
Manager for Recycled Textiles at H&M Group.

sharing, as well as creating facts to support us in taking
our next steps on our journey to only use recycled and
renewable materials.
Linn Farhadi, Project Manager for Recycled Textiles at
H&M Group said, “To achieve fully circular and futureproof products, legacy chemicals must be avoided
from start. Only through industry collaboration
and a transparent, harmonized hazard assessment
methodology for all chemicals and materials – can we be
proactive and secure safe and sustainable products for a
toxic-free textile future.”
An Innovation Hub
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Light Fastness
Improver & UV-Ultra
Violet Ray Protector

We Are Offering More Special Agents
• Anti-Pilling Agent
• Water, Oil & Soil Repellency
• Wet Rubbing Improver
• Antibacterial & Odor Finish
• Lycra Protector
• Fire Proof Coating
• Fragrances Finish/Flavour Finish Jasmine, Rose, Mint
• Oil Spot Remover
• Anti Ozone Softener to Solve
Yellowing Problem

O ZDHC

Zero Discharge of
Hazardous Chemicals

H&M Positive List

Corporate Ofﬁce
House-01 (1st ﬂoor), Road-12
Sector-13, Uttara, Dhaka-1230.
 +880 1716 585 700, +880 1913 171 959
 salahuddin@colourchemistrybd.com
info@colourchemistrybd.com


www.colourchemistrybd.com

STB is an unique model to set Transformation Blueprint for

textile & apparel industry. Through this initiative an industry can identify
its areas/scopes of transformation, can learn systematic
problem based approach, can build own experts to drive the
sector/company forward and can be an example by showcasing its
positive achievements from piloting/testing projects.

Following factories already join hands with this
initiative to transform & lead themselves-

Knowledge
Partner

Technology
Partner

A good no. of renowned experts pool is associated with such novel initiative. Let’s join to
contribute in the biggest ever effort to design the next decade T&A industry.

Not just the biggest industry platform

 : 01775 999 748, 01734 211 085
 : info@textiletoday.com.bd
: House-25A (2nd Floor), Lake Drive Road,
Sector 7, Uttara, Dhaka 1230, Bangladesh

...transforming into an

Profitable & Effective Organization through People Leadership & Excellence

Transforming Human Capital

Innovation
Hub!
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Fiber insecurity and the
way out strategies in future
textile business of
Bangladesh

World Cotton
Day 2021:
‘Cotton for
good’

Cotton USA technical
seminar shows the ways to
maximize profits engaging
technology

October 2021

The Trust Protocol provides,
for the first time, annual and
verified data to brands and
retailers for seven areas of
sustainability aligned with the
U.N. Sustainability Goals.

Through third-party
verification, robust data inputs
and bale-to-mill trackability,
the Trust Protocol gives
brands and retailers the critical
assurances they need to prove
the cotton fiber element of
their supply chain is more
sustainably grown with lower
environmental and social risk.
The more sustainable cotton
choice, today and tomorrow.
To learn more contact:
Ali Arsalan
aarsalan@cotton.org
+88 02 5503 5410

Opinion

Fiber insecurity and the way
out strategies in future textile
business of Bangladesh
Md. Rashedul Hoque, DGM (Marketing & Planning)
Al-Haj Karim Textiles Ltd., Coordinator, Karim Textile Ltd (New Spinning Unit)

•	Regenerated Fiber (Viscose,
Modal, Tencel)
• Synthetic fiber (Polyester)
Regenerated fiber
For fashionable and comfortable
garments, day by day, the use
of viscose and modal fiber is
increasing in the export market.
Our local fabric industry is also
using viscose yarn vastly for
women’s wear (Lawn, three
pieces) and now it is very popular

Leading cotton producing countries worldwide in 2020/2021
(In 1,000 metric tons) Source: statista.com
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In parallel, there are numerous
current global uncertainties in
this business-like supply chain
disruption, unstable market of
fiber and yarn due to high raw
material price creating a bottle
neck for us to place our garments
business in next level.

• Cotton

To ensure raw materials like fiber,
yarn and fabric, we need to take
a strategic plan for future raw
material safeguard to strengthen

USA

As the backward linkage industry
is the backbone of RMG business
– as yarn cost contributes 70~75%
of total garments cost, the new
investments in Spinning sector
will add 20 lac new spindle within
2023 and hopefully another
10~15 lac spindle will be added
within 2024.This will be a good
foundation for marginable growth
of garments business in the
coming years and it will place
Bangladesh’s RMG in next level of
this business.

our textile and garments business.
Generally, we use the below fiber
to produce yarn in a spinning mill
in Bangladesh for our required garments.

Whereas, China and India are
always in an advanced position
against us and we are not getting
results as per our effort and target.

India

Coming out of the situation,
beside growth in export the textile
and garment sector is witnessing
a huge investment. For instance,
investors, especially the textile
millers are investing for big
projects instead of a medium or
small project, which indicates the
change of mentality or the current
strength in this business.

Although we are in a good
position in the garments business
compared to other countries
due to skilled manpower and
competitive price but due to
higher price of cotton and freight
charge put us in a risky position. .
We do not have any raw material
or fibre source of our own which
contributes 70% costs of a
garment.

China

Bangladesh textile industry leaders
and other stakeholders believe
that the textile and garments
business is going on the right way
considering the business growth
and upcoming opportunity despite
the COVID-19 pandemic situation
rattled the sector for more than a year.
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Countrywise Bangladesh's cotton import % in FY21

Cotton price trend in US$ per Lbs
Source: tradingeconomics

Cotton USA technical seminar
shows the ways to maximize
profits engaging technology
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Year wise Bangladesh's cotton import
(In million bales) Source: BTMA

in Bangladesh.
Currently, we are sourcing
regenerated fiber from Indonesia,
China, India. Major brands are
APR, Lenzing (Austria), Birla
(India), etc.
Regenerated fiber is mainly
produced from wood pulp,
bamboo or cellulose-based
raw material. We can check the
possibility to produce regenerated
fiber in Bangladesh from jute,
bamboo or other cellulose-based
sources. We can take steps for
mutual investment for regenerated
fiber with brands like Lenzing or
Birla to secure our fiber source for
the future.
Polyester fiber
To minimize pressure on cotton
fiber, now all retailers are focusing
on synthetic fiber blend garments,
especially blended with recycled
polyester fiber. Polyester fiber is
cheap and reasonable compared
to cotton or regenerated fiber.
Currently, we are sourcing
polyester fiber from Indonesia,
Thailand and China.
It is good news that already
2/3 recycled Polyester fiber
manufacturing unit has started
production in Bangladesh and
we are getting benefit from that.
Now we need to focus to develop
few virgin polyester fiber plants
in Bangladesh to secure our
polyester fiber source.
Till now polyester fiber sourcing
from others country is more
reasonable and cheap compared
to manufacturing cost in our
country but we have to find out
the way-how we can make it
feasible to take our textile industry
in next steps and we need to
focus on increasing the export
volume of synthetic fibre based
garments product to minimize the
dependency on cotton fiber based
garments product.

Cotton import
7.4
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Cotton fiber
Cotton is the prime raw material
in our textile or garments industry.
At this moment Bangladesh
spinning industry imports 100%
of the total consumption of cotton
fibre from abroad. In Bangladesh,
we are cultivating cotton but our
environment is not suitable for
cotton production and we do not
have enough land to cultivate
cotton commercially to meet the
demand of our textile industry.
Our major cotton sourcing county
is West Africa, India, the USA,
Australia, CIS countries and Brazil.
CIS
In the recent 10 years our
major source for cotton were
CIS countries (Commonwealth
Independent state- Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, etc.) and
the quality of this fiber was special
compared to other region. But due
to the child labor issue maximum
retailers banned to use of CIS
fiber in their garments product.
At present, the use of CIS fiber in
our spinning industry is near about
zero. China already invested in
the spinning and fabric industry in
Uzbekistan and we are not getting
cotton from those countries on
regular basis.
India
Considering volume, we import
a major portion of cotton from

6

8

9
10

India. Our local spinning industry
(for local garments) depends on
Indian cotton but Indian fiber
is not suitable for 100% cotton
yarn in the export sector as the
renowned retailers do not prefer
it. Our spinning factory setup
does not match with Indian cotton
properties for 100% Cotton yarn,
but we are using Indian cotton to
produce different blended yarn
and rotor yarn for export.
In India, the set-up of the spinning
industry was planned considering
the properties of Indian cotton and
they are producing good quality
100% cotton yarn using Indian
cotton. So, we can’t consider India
as a good source for our cotton
fiber. In addition, they always take
benefit as a cotton producing
country by changing their policy
very frequently with our demands
(fiber/yarn) which is not suitable
for BD Spinning Industry.
China
China is the largest cotton
producing country in terms of
volume and it consume the total
amount of cotton produced in
China. Besides that, they purchase
the highest quantity of cotton
fiber from other countries of the
world as well. BD spinning Industry
does not Import cotton from
China. Recently maximum retailers
banned cotton fiber of Xinjian
region (main cotton cultivation
area in China) which led China to
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Opinion

We can consider few
steps to secure our
future textile business:
•	We can take steps
gradually to increase
our blended and
regenerated fibre
based garments order
instead of 100% cotton
fibre based garments.
•T
 he government & the
entrepreneurs of the
Textile Industry should
sit together and come
to a decision to make a
long term plan to build
up big fiber plants
for synthetic and
regenerated fiber for
future consumption.
•	Need long term
business deal with
few fiber producing
countries to ensure the
availability of cotton in
a sustainable way.
•	Need to involve
brands/retailers to
ensure cotton fiber
source.
•	Government should
come forward with a
sustainable plan for
bonded warehouse
facility of cotton fiber
to support spinners to
ensure the security
of cotton fibre and
maintain the price for
a specific season to
keep our garments
business sustainable.
•	Need more recycling
plants to use our fabric
and fiber wastage as a
raw material of yarn.

Figure: For fashionable and comfortable garments, day by day, the use of viscose and
modal fiber is increasing in the export market. Courtesy: Asia Pacific Rayon (APR)

purchase more cotton from other
cotton producing countries to
fill up the gap and it has directly
created crisis in world cotton
market.
USA/Australia
We also import cotton fiber from
the USA, Australia and this is a
big source of import. But we are
using the USA and Australian fiber
for white Yarn or special purposes
as per fiber properties. The
properties of USA cotton is not
similar & good in all states and the
quality of yarn produced from USA
cotton is not good for regular
knit yarn . Due to the higher price
of the USA and Australian fiber,
this is not suitable for all retailers'
requirements. So, this is a good
source, but not the main source
to fulfill the fiber requirements of
Bangladesh Spinning Industry.

countries like Benin, Senegal,
Borkeno-Faso, Mali, Cameroon etc
are also increasing their capacity
for Cotton fiber cultivation.
Now we need to focus to secure
this source to run our business
smoothly in near future.
In recent times many countries
(Turkey, Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Iran,
Egypt, etc.) are increasing their
spinning production capacity. So,
the demand for cotton fiber will
grow more. As a result, we need
to make sure the availability of
the raw material for our spinning
industry as well as for the garments
industry in the upcoming days.

Author

West Africa
BD Spinning Industry has been
purchasing the maximum amount
of cotton in terms of volume for
more than 10 years from West
Africa and this is now the main
fiber source for the spinning
industry. The fiber quality is good
and the price is competitive. So
that dependency on African fiber
is increasing day by day and the

Md. Rashedul Hoque,
DGM (Marketing & Planning)
Al-Haj Karim Textiles Ltd.,
Coordinator, Karim Textile
Ltd (New Spinning Unit)
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Right fiber, right
fabric – automatically
Uster offers a combined solution for nonwovens quality control.
Uster Story
Nonwovens producers need their products to be
flawless – but they know this objective takes some
doing in practice. ‘Ordinary’ fabric inspection
routines simply can’t deliver: only automated
systems using high-performance spectroscopes are
able to achieve the required standards, ensuring that
quality is always significantly better. So, nonwovens
manufacturers might be interested to hear first hand
at the upcoming INDEX from the only provider of an
effective fiber and fabric quality monitoring solution.
EDANA and INDA, the leading global nonwovens
associations, recently issued the 2021 edition of their
‘Standard Procedures’ guidance for nonwovens and
related industries. These authoritative documents
aim to define, in technical terms, relevant products
– including 107 individual test regimes. This special
article covers a range of intermediate measures and
test processes for spunlace and other nonwoven
technologies – leading ultimately to products with
top class designations.
Pure fibers only
Nonwoven materials can’t really be better than
the fibers they are made of. But there is a real
threat to the quality of nonwovens caused by

contamination. Fiber cleaning is the solution and
bundle size is the key detail: small contaminant
particles can hide inside bigger bundles, making
them especially difficult to locate when the material is
more compressed. Uster Jossi Vision Shield N is ideally
positioned in the line to overcome this, directly behind
the fine opener. This ensures that the fiber bundles
pass the spectroscopes in their most open state.
Uster Jossi Vision Shield N is the result of surveys,
close collaboration with international nonwovens
companies and countless hours of field tests.
Installation is easy, since the fiber cleaner’s slim
design fits perfectly into existing lines – and readily
copes with the high output of standard production
lines. For best detection results, the fiber cleaner is
tuned to identify the typical contamination types in
nonwovens, including colored fibers.
Growing demand, growing needs
In Europe last year, medical applications recorded an
increase in demand of 118% and wipes personal care
plus 22%. These are the top two growing segments
according to EDANA – and they are also the ones
showing a trend towards zero tolerance levels for
defects larger than 1 mm. While other technologies
use conventional color cameras, the built-in
spectroscopes of Uster Jossi Vision Shield N operate
on a much greater wavelength range.
This enables detection of contamination within the
‘invisible’ range of infrared and ultraviolet light,
and even contamination fragments of the same or
similar shade as the fibers themselves – down to the
fineness of a human hair.
For the record: Uster Jossi Vision Shield N is made
in Uster, Switzerland. So is Uster EVS Fabriq Vision
N, the nonwovens quality assurance system which
ensures a consistently high rate of fault detection using
automated inspection during the production process.

Figure 1: Uster Jossi Vision Shield N. Courtesy: Uster

“Our customers aim for confidence in delivering
the right quality to strengthen their own customer
relationships. With Uster EVS Fabriq Vision N, they
can guarantee quality compliance and protect their
business,” says Grégory Winiger, Area Sales Manager
at Uster Technologies.
An Innovation Hub
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The right quality on the roll
The Uster nonwovens systems lead to total fabric
quality assurance by using automated control

Figure 2: Uster EVS Fabriq Vision N. Courtesy: Uster

during intermediate inspection. Uster EVS Fabriq
Vision N locates any visible faults objectively and
consistently. Defects in every roll are located and
recorded in a defect map, at full line running speeds.
Uster EVS Fabriq Vision N enables seamless
integration of an inspection system into any
production process – and ideally into nonwovens
manufacturing lines – detecting contamination,
holes, irregularities and any other defect. Installation
is simple and flexible: a fixture bar bridges the
full width of the process line, holding as many
spectroscopes as required for the application.
“With improved quality, as well as improved firstquality efficiency, Uster EVS Fabriq Vision N offers
an additional advantage for all applications,” says
Winiger. The combination of a full map of fabric
defects and the cut optimization module means
more first-quality rolls can be produced and bad
quality taken out.
Complete quality solution
The combination of Uster automated
contamination removal and quality assurance is
the best solution today for nonwovens producers
to protect quality, avoid material waste and
take full advantage of the potential for process
optimization. “The combination of Uster Jossi
Vision Shield N and Uster EVS Fabriq Vision N
means that Uster can offer a complete and unique
quality monitoring solution for the nonwoven
industry,” says Winiger.
Uster will present this solution at INDEX 2020, in
Geneva, Switzerland from October, 19th to 22nd
2021. Uster experts are ready to welcome visitors,
pass on information and answer visitors’ questions
at Booth 1402 in Hall 1.

USTER QUANTUM 4.0
®

The best of both worlds

USTER ® QUANTUM 4 . 0 combines capacitive and
optical clearing in one – so spinners don’t have
to decide which sensor technology they need. The
Smart Duo brings flexibility, along with many extra
advantages spinners have always wished for.

Yarn density is under constant control by the dual
sensors. Monitoring is continuous, and after each
splice. Information from both sensors is intelligently
analyzed, pinpointing issues with twist variations
or compact yarns.
Uncovered and eliminated! Cross Clearing reliably
removes hidden defects with a double-check of the
main signal by the assistance sensor.
USTER ® QUANTUM 4 . 0 embraces the digital era,
integrating instrument data to deliver security,
prevention and flexibility.

www.uster.com/quantum
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Figure: World cotton day is an opportunity to show the whole
world the role cotton is playing in jobs and economic market.

World Cotton Day
2021: ‘Cotton for good’

cotton is important
to least develop,
developing,
and developed
economies
worldwide. The
cotton day will serve
to shed light on the
challenges faced
by cotton growers
across the world.

Habiba Akter Baly
World cotton day is an opportunity to show
the whole world the role cotton is playing
in jobs and the economic market. Cotton
has been grown for fiber and even fuel for
over 6,000 years. However, because of the
industrial revolution in England, cotton was
first spun by machinery there around 1730.
On the other hand, the invention of the
cotton gin in the U.S.A. shown the way for
the important place cotton holds in the
world today.
Basically, world cotton day shows the vital
role of cotton acting by giving livelihoods
for millions of people and social impact
around the world.
The theme for
Cotton is a global commodity grown
World Cotton Day
in over 75 countries across five
2021 is ‘Cotton for
Good’.
continents worldwide. Celebrations

marking the day aim to foster
sustainable trade policies and to
enable developing countries to
benefit from every step of the cotton
value chain.

Cotton is a global
commodity
grown in over 75
countries across
five continents
worldwide.
Celebrations
marking the day
aim to foster
sustainable trade policies and to enable
developing countries to benefit from every
step of the cotton value chain.
This day started about 2 years ago in
2019. And the first anniversary of World
Cotton day was celebrated in 2020. When

first-time event launch on 7 October
2019, WHO Secretariat had organized
with collaboration with the secretariats of
the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), the ITC and the International
Cotton Advisory Committee (ICAC).
The launch was attended by over 800
participants at the WTO headquarters,
including ministers, heads of international
organizations, high-level officials. So, it
served as a key opportunity for participants
to share knowledge and showcase cottonrelated activities and products.
There is a reason behind the importance of
cotton and make a special to spread about
this. Because we used a lot of cotton made
products. Our clothes, sheets, and towels,
etc are made from cotton.
But cotton is also used to make things like
rope, U.S. currency, paper, cooking oil, animal
feed, packaging, and biofuels. Cotton is soft,
absorbent, and breathable and it keeps cool
human body while doing works.
Cotton breathes, keeping you cooler during
even the hottest days. It is easier to wash
and care for than other fabrics. And also
Cotton breathes and absorbs moisture, keeps
dry and lowers the risk of yeast infection.
So, cotton is important to least develop,
developing, and developed economies
worldwide. The cotton day will serve to
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shed light on the challenges faced
by cotton growers across the world.
When cotton production
is environmentally harmful
discovered, people started
thinking about alternatives. The
issue of creating a cost-effective
recycling technology for cotton to
be sustainable is now becoming
increasingly important.
The production of cotton fibers
involves a huge volume and
maintain the stability of natural
resource. Conventionally-grown
cotton is bad for the environment
because of its high water
consumption and pollution, soil
degradation, greenhouse gas
emissions, and use of harmful
pesticides and fertilizers.
Organic cotton is grown using
materials and methods that lower
its impact on the environment.
So organic cotton is a fantastic
sustainable alternative to
commonly-grown crops. These
eco-friendly production systems
focus on maintaining soil fertility
and don’t involve any toxic
pesticides, synthetic fertilizers
and harmful chemicals. This also
removes the risk of allergies.

Cotton is also eco-friendly as it
biodegrades quickly compared
to other synthetic alternatives,
decreasing the number of plastics
entering our waterways and
helping to keep our oceans clean.
So, the celebrations of the cotton
day aim is to promote sustainable
trade policies marking and to
enable developing countries to
benefit from every step of the
cotton value chain.

spare parts
suitable for

AUTOCORO

The national cotton producers,
textile associations, cottonprocessing industries, universities
and research institutions organize
events at the local level to
promote their work and activities.
The day is also a chance for the
cotton community to arrange field
visits, organize award ceremonies,
share knowledge on cotton
through social media campaigns
and participate in media events.

AUTOCONER

And World Cotton day also
gives recognition and exposure
to cotton and all related
stakeholders in production
and trade and coordinates
with donors & beneficiaries
and strengthens development
assistance for cotton.

VF Corporation
appoints Allegra Perry
as Vice President,
Investor Relations

AUTODOFFING

Amena Kamal Khan
VF Corporation recently announced the appointment of
Allegra Perry to the position of Vice President, Investor
Relations, effective January 2022. She will report to VF’s
Chief Financial Officer, Matt Puckett.
Perry will be responsible for leading all aspects of VF’s
Investor Relations program. She will work closely with
VF’s Executive Leadership Team and leaders across the
company’s 12 brands to establish strategic priorities and
goals and design a financial communications program that
effectively articulates the company’s financial story and
drives engagement with key stakeholders internally and
across the broader capital markets community.

GERMANY
Mail: info@samatex.de
Phone: +49 (0)9203 9731 0

www.samatex.de
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In the welcome
remarks, Ali Arsalan,
Managing Director
of Atiya Consulting
and CCI Consultants
and Representative in
Bangladesh thanked the
Cotton USA Licensees
and US Trust Protocol
Members to remind
them that Cotton USA
Solutions Team is
available to visit factory
free of charge, for any
issues at their mills like
from Bale Management
to Processing.

Figure 1: Ali Arsalan, Managing Director of Atiya Consulting and CCI Consultants
and Representative in Bangladesh giving the welcome speech.

Cotton USA technical seminar
shows the ways to maximize
profits engaging technology

Rahbar Hossain
Cotton USA, leading U.S. cotton
fiber promoter and manufacturer
of cotton products, arranged a
technical seminar on ‘Engaging
Technology to Maximize Profits’ on
6th October 2021 at Radisson Blu
Water Garden Hotel in the Capital.
This program was aimed to show
the technology implementation
from fiber selection to processing
uphold the next level of business
transformation for greater
profitability, improved yarn
quality, productivity and the latest
techniques by Cotton USA.
In the seminar, around 175
representatives from 70 top
spinning mills in Bangladesh were
present and another 200 joined
in online. Bangladesh Textile Mills
Association (BTMA) President
Mohammad Ali Khokon also joined
the program virtually and shared
his remarks in the seminar.
Roger Gilmartin, Cotton Council
International (CCI) Special
Advisor and Managing Director of
Triblends Consultants Ltd. shared
the environmental footprints
and cost difference of US Cotton
with cottons from Brazil and
West Africa. Roger showed
that final cost per pound of the
garments made from US Cotton
is significantly lower than that
the other cottons. Also, carbon
emission is much lower for US

Cotton processing from fiber to
final garment.
Thavasi Vijayakumar,
CCI Technical Consultant
depicted fiber selection
insights from Cotton USA
Mill MasteryR Course for a
spinning mill. He showed
how to perform proper fiber
selection to avoid advance
problems and losses.
Vijayakumar also showed
the cotton bale inventory
management system for a
mill. It has been designed
in such way if anyone gives
details about what kind of
product he/she would like
to manufacture, he/she
will get all details on fiber
he/she needs to select.
Mill MasteryR Course has
17 modules covering 24
different subjects.

Neeraj Bhardwaj, CCI Technical
Consultant described the
importance of Bale Management
for cotton bale laydowns. As raw
material represents 60-70% of
the input costs at a spinning mill,
proper Bale Management can give
substantial ease to the spinners in
the process.
Giuseppe Lombardo, Head of
Technology OG Graf Card Clothing
shared their latest innovation new
card clothing sets for highest nep
reduction efficiency. Graf and
Bräcker was the industry partner
of the seminar.
Later on, Vijay Annanth, CCI Sr.
Technologist showed presentation
on ring traveller combinations
for highest spinning output.
Finally, Dr. Tausif Mohammad, CCI
Technical Consultant also showed
presentation on technical and
financial comparison of machine
and hand harvested cotton.

Figure 2: Thavasi Vijayakumar, CCI Technical Consultant depicted fiber selection
insights from Cotton USA Mill MasteryR Course.
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Tra d e & B i z

Neeraj Bhardwaj, CCI
Technical Consultant
described the importance
of Bale Management for
cotton bale laydowns. As raw
material represents 60-70% of
the input costs at a spinning
mill, proper Bale Management
can give substantial ease to
the spinners in the process.

The closing remarks of the a
knowledge-sharing session were
delivered by CCI Bangladesh
representative Ali Arsalan.
Figure 3: Neeraj Bhardwaj, CCI Technical Consultant describing the importance of Bale
Management for cotton bale laydowns.

Next, Levi’s, Tesco, GAP and PVH
are the brand members of USCTP.

Alif group to acquire C&A Textiles
Ibrahim Khalil
C&A Textiles, a 100% exportoriented knit composite company,
was involved in the weaving,
dyeing, printing, and production of
a variety of garments for export to
Italy, America, Germany, Canada,
the United Kingdom, and other
parts of Europe.
But it has been obsolete for more
than four years. It will currently be
acquired by business organization
Alif Group.
Recently, the Bangladesh
Securities and Exchange
Commission (BSEC) has accepted
the acquisition proposal in this
regard, which has a strong presence
in the textile, clothing, financial
services and real estate sectors.
In the same vein, while issuing seven
guidelines for Alif Group, it was
said that necessary steps should be
taken to bring C&A back to textile

production after the acquisition.
To this end, Alif Group’s two
companies, Alif Manufacturing
Company Limited (formerly known
as CMC Kamal Textile Mill Limited)
and Alif Industries, listed on the
local stock exchange, will also
cover and meet the bank liabilities,
gas and utility bills of C&A textiles.
C&A Textiles was incorporated
in 2001 and started commercial
operations in 2003.
However, in June 2017, it
announced a sudden shutdown of
production for renovation work,
and its offices have remained
closed since then even as in
February 2021.
The BSEC has restructured the
underperforming company’s
board, appointing seven Directors
while in March 2021, police,
reportedly, arrested C&A Textiles’

• C
 &A Textiles upraised
Tk450 million in 2015
• A
 lif Group obtains C&A
Textile on 7 conditions
• Never paid cash dividend
• A
 lif Group has two listed
companies
• F
 irm is not in operation
for over 4 years
• It will regularize gas lines
and other utilities
• A
 ll liabilities will go to
the group
• C
 &A Textiles bringing
back to production

Managing Director Rukshana
Morshed, in a case filed related to
money laundering.
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Trützschler celebrating 20 years of success
and making big plans for our future
Yu Zhenzhen
2021 marks the 20-year
anniversary of Trützschler’s first
subsidiary in China, the world’s
largest textile market. For two
decades, our colleagues at the
42,500-square-meter facility in
Qingpu, near Shanghai, have been
building customer relationships
– and building business success
for Trützschler Textile Machinery
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd. It’s a story of
great people, amazing innovations
and outstanding service. And we’ve
got big plans for the years ahead…

machines that could meet their
shifting requirements.
The TC 05, which was launched
in 2008, in particularly, was an
incredibly popular innovation that
opened up the Chinese market
for Trützschler. It was followed by
further successful models like the
TC 8 and TC 10 up to our latest
card generation, the 1.28-meterwide TC 15, which already set new
benchmarks. With the delivery of
the 8.000th card to the Chinese
market in 2021, we have reached a

Figure 1: A milestone in the history of TTMS: The delivery of the 8000th card to the
Chinese market.

Deep roots and steady growth

big milestone in the history of TTMS.

Today, Trützschler has a strong
presence in China – but we had
to earn that position by listening
to customers and building our
knowledge of this fast-paced and
constantly changing market. Our
learning process began in 1988,
when we started exporting our
DK 714 carding machines from
Germany to China.

This passion for customer-focused
research and development is at the
heart of our success in China – and
it will be at the heart of our future
success too. Our teams continue
to upgrade and reimagine our
products and services to maximize
the value we create for our
Chinese customers.

As demand for our machines grew,
we collected regular feedback
from our customers in China
to understand their needs and
offer value-adding innovations.
By founding Trützchler Textile
Machinery Shanghai (TTMS)
in 2001, we committed to our
customers in this country and
began developing next-generation

Trützschler’s mission is to lead the
development of the textile industry
by constantly exploring new
technologies, and we are only able
to do this because our customers
trust us and collaborate with our
expert teams.
Embracing Chinese culture and
empowering Chinese customers
Harald Schoepp has first-hand

experience of our company’s
progress in China. He is General
Manager of Trützschler Textile
Machinery China, and has worked
for Trützschler Group for more
than 40 years.
“When I came to China in 2003, I
faced the same challenges in my
own life that Trützschler faced in
this market,” he said.
A success story supported by
strong service
Trützschler’s achievements in China
are a direct result of our unwavering
commitment to dedicated and
expert customer service.
Our Customer Relationship and
Technical Marketing Manager
for China, Yuan Dezhu, echoed
this sentiment. “Trützschler
Textile Machinery (Shanghai) Co.,
Ltd.’s presence in this market
is a powerful example of how a
foreign-owned enterprise can
succeed in China, especially in
the textile machinery industry,”
he said. “Our market share is
still growing as we continue to
introduce advanced technologies
for our customers here.”
Looking back on our success and
looking forward to more
The 20-year anniversary of our
factory near Shanghai is an
important moment to reflect on
our experiences in the Chinese
textile market – and to reinforce
our ambitions for the future. These
ambitions include a strong focus
on our nonwoven business, which
has constantly expanded during
our time in China.
In fact, Trützschler established a
second wholly-owned subsidiary in
China in 2019 to produce and sell
nonwoven equipment, and to provide
a range of spare parts and service
options. A new site for this business
is now under construction and will be
completed in November this year.
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Saurer Spinning: Efficiency
in spinning recycled fibres
Saurer Spinning Solutions
Recycling has a long history in spinning mills. It
has gone from utilising rotor-spinning machines to
making yarn out of ring-spinning mill waste. With
the growing importance of the circular economy
and recycling, being able to spin even the shortest
fibres has become more essential than ever.

the quality of end products and fibres cannot be
used unlimited times. In future, manufacturers will
therefore also depend on “chemical” recycling to
create regenerated fibres, also for natural fibres.
Majority of today’s mechanically recycled fibres are
rotor-spun
Saurer’s rotor-spinning portfolio offers excellent
features for processing a high short fibre content.
This along with the highest raw material utilisation
has made Saurer a market leader in this field.

Figure 1: Saurer Autocoro 10.

In the past, ring mills often invested in a few rotorspinning machines to utilize comber noils and
other short fibres resulting from the ring-spinning
process. Although this was maybe not originally
called recycling, it was the first development step.
Mechanical recycling has already been around a
while as i.e., integrated mills have used cutting waste
etc. Today mechanical recycling of pre- and postconsumer waste is growing.
Here the challenge lies in managing the high short
fibre content in the spinning process. This influences

Figure 3: Potential recycling material.

Autocoro 10 offers excellent features for recycled
fibres. SynchroPiecing 36 helps to ensure that
yarn breaks are not an issue anymore. The spinbox is developed to allow exchange of relevant
components in order to adapt to spinning short,
recycled fibres and to maximises the fibre utilisation.
Autocoro 10 now offers up to 25% more doffing
capacity – useful for spinning coarser yarn. With a
higher number of package doffing units that prevent
fluff in the area of the spin box combined with the
new Vacuum Trash Cleaner, Autocoro 10 offers
excellent cleaning options.
Autocoro has been a star in the recycling fibre
production for quite some time already. However,
the Saurer textile laboratory is always pushing
boundaries in yarn creation, i.e. with 100%
mechanically recycled cotton fibres (60% preand 40% post-consumer waste), the company’s
technologists managed to produce encouraging yarn
results for knitting.

Figure 2: Sazrer Z 72XL ring-spinning machine.

For 50 years, the semi-automatic BD series has
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Giving old textiles
new life.
From recycled fibres to sustainable yarn
Our machinery for preparation and spinning give you the flexibility to process
regenerated fibres effectively into yarns or even into twisted yarn. You can also
test recycled fibres and the resulting yarns with our laboratory instruments.

saurer.com
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enabled sustainable spinning. It adapts perfectly
to changing raw material trends in semi-automatic
market – from virgin to recycled fibres.
Ring spinning and recycled fibres
Processing recycled fibres in ring spinning is
challenge, as the drafting zone requires a certain
minimum fibre length in order draft properly.
Although ring frames can process almost all fibre
types, higher short fibre content tends to result in
a higher number of yarn breaks and higher waste,
resulting in the share of recycled fibres being
considerably lower than in rotor spinning..
Saurer Z 72XL offer features offering flexibility and
efficiency in processing recycled fibres – from fine
counts to coarse counts with 54 mm ring & 260 mm
tube length. This includes the automatic control and
adjustment of spindle speed depending on the number
of yarn breaks (OptiSpeed) for higher efficiency.
The flexibility- and quality-determining features of
Texparts drafting components (i.e. weighting arm PK
2630 with numerous adjustment settings combined
with top apron cradle) show that components and
settings have a high impact on yarn quality.
Currently the demand for ring-spun recycled yarn

Figure 4: Rear view of young woman, dressed in light gray
T-shirt and blue jeans, standing for light background with his
hand in back pocket of jeans. Courtesy: AdobeStock

is increasing and the Saurer textile laboratory is
running tests for customers in order to optimise their
processes In trials for several customers, Saurer has
spun different combination of waste and virgin fibres
and in some cases was able to increase speed with
up to >10%, resulting in a measurable productivity gain.
The circular economy is a new megatrend and textile
industry will adapt. Saurer is focusing its innovation
and technology on enabling this in its part of the
textile value chain. Through its machine portfolio
and its textile laboratories, the company is looking
forward to supporting customers on their quest for
efficiency and quality in recycled yarn spinning.

Turkish yarn exports rise
87% in Jan-Aug 2021
Akik Ahmed
In the January-August period of 2021, Turkey saw an
87% increase in yarn exports. As European countries
turned to Turkey to buy yarn due to rising freight
prices, Turkish yarn export has increased significantly.
Yarn exports increased by 81.3% only in August.
When the yarn exports in the January-August period
of 2021 are examined on the basis of sub-product groups,
it is observed that the most important sub-product group
is yarns made of synthetic-artificial filament fibers with an
export value of 635 million dollars.
In January-August 2021, yarn exports from syntheticartificial filament fibers increased by 73.7%. Cotton
yarn became the second largest sub-product group
with a share of 33.8% in total yarn exports. Exports
of the cotton yarn product group increased by 119.2%
amounted to 578 million dollars.
In the January-August period of 2021, with an
export value of 192 million dollars Italy imported the
biggest amount of yarn from Turkey. In this period,

Figure: In the January-August period of 2021, Turkey saw an 87%
increase in yarn exports.

yarn exports to Italy increased by 86.9% followed
by England, Portugal and the Netherlands. In the
January-August period of 2021, exports to the
European Union countries increased by 49.2%.
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Cotton price hits all-time high
Textile Today Analysis
The main raw material for
garments, the cotton price hit an
all-time high in the international
markets. According to the New
York futures market, the cotton
price was $1.06 per pound.
The price has more than doubled
over the past 12 months especially
since the beginning of 2021. As
prices registered a 35% hike over
that period.
Substantial rains in India and
flooding in Australia and Pakistan
have overstretched global cotton
supplies this harvest season,
pushing up prices.
Recently, a panel recommended
the Indian government – the
world's second-largest cotton
grower – to keep its export cap
at the current 5.5 million bales,
further fueling the rally.
Present world demand may
continue to lift prices, more so
than supply problems.
On top of it, the recent cotton
price hike is mainly fueled by
China. The largest global cotton
consumer increased its imports.
China is now stocking up on a
large amount of cotton to meet
their future needs, forecasting any
possible crisis.
Down the textile supply chain
this will have a domino effect
on the price of yarn and fabric.
And ultimately unsettling apparel
shipments.
Impact in the local textile and
apparel industry
Recently, Mohammad Ali Khokon,
President at Bangladesh Textile
Mills Association (BTMA), said to a
local media that proforma invoices
that they will issue for November
to sell yarns might see a 15% hike
in prices.

Countrywise Bangladesh's cotton import % in FY21

Cotton price trend in US$ per Lbs
Source: tradingeconomics
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A proforma invoice is an initial
bill or invoice used to request
payment from the committed
buyer for goods or services before
they are supplied.
Khokon urged garment exporters
to add the extra cost on
yarn purchases in mind while
negotiating prices with buyers.
While Shahidullah Azim, VicePresident at Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA), however,
told to a local media that if global
cotton prices increase, yarn prices
in the local market should grow at
least after three months.
It will not be logical to hike prices
before that, otherwise, RMG
makers will have to go for imports
instead of sourcing domestically,
Azim added.
"If RMG makers cannot survive,
they [spinners] will not too," Azim
said.
Khorshed Alam, chairman at the
Little Star Group, said a rise in
global consumption of cotton
following the reopening of
economic activities globally has
led to a rise in its prices.
Earlier the RMG entrepreneurs
have been scrutinizing the local
spinning mills that they have been
charging much higher than in the
global market.

Africa

26
Sales

Although spinners have constantly
clarified that they hiked prices in
parallel with cotton prices.
In FY21, Bangladesh imported over
8 million bales of cotton. Making
the country as the second biggest
cotton importing nation.
Will consumers pay for higher
cotton prices?
Some leading fashion brands like
Group Inc. and Polo Ralph Lauren
Corp. are passing on the higher
fiber costs with price increases for
consumers this year.
Consumers might have to buy
garments with higher price tags in
the coming months as the cotton
in garments currently in shops was
harvested six months ago, when
the fiber price less than half the
present price.
However, U.S. shoppers are likely
to be unwilling to pay sharply
higher prices.
Terry Townsend, executive
director of the International
Cotton Advisory Committee, a
Washington-based association
that advises the governments
of cotton-growing nations said
to WSJ, "Clothing prices will
not double because of doubling
cotton prices. Marketing margins
are going to have to be squeezed,
somewhat."
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How customers cut
energy costs with
VARIOline ECOrized
Rieter’s customers Damodar (India) and Karteks Tekstil
(Turkey) integrated the intelligent solution VARIOline ECOrized
into their blowroom lines and now benefit from lower energy
consumption, smooth operations, and improved indoor air
quality. The ECOrized option controls all fans dynamically and
ensures that the fibers pass through each of the blowroom
machines with excellent energy efficiency.

Damodar was the first customer
in India to utilize Rieter’s high
production blowroom VARIOline
with the new pre-cleaner UNlclean
B 15. In another first for India, the
intelligent solution VARIOline
ECOrized which is managed via
the control system UNlcontrol was
integrated into the blowroom.
Figure 2: Aditya Arunkumar Biyani,
Managing Director, is pleased with the
energy-efficient blowroom at Damodar.

Biyani, Managing Director at
Damodar Mills Ltd. (Fig. 2).
Furthermore, no operator is
needed to adjust the air balance
manually. The system also facilitates
predictive maintenance and helps to
avoid interruptions in production.
Cleaner air improves working
conditions

Figure 1: VARIOline ECOrized controls
all fans needed for the pneumatic fiber
transport in the blowroom dynamically.

Maximum production at a
blowroom line in India
Damodar’s new blowroom
VARIOline ECOrized is one of
the most productive blowrooms
in India. “If the Rieter blowroom
is producing at 1 500 kg/h, it
only requires one UNIfloc A 12
and one UNIclean B 15. In addition
to this, the constantly measured
and automatically adjusted airflow
makes it the most energy-efficient
blowroom”, states Aditya Arunkumar

Energy savings of USD 19 600 per
year
VARIOline ECOrized also greatly
reduced energy consumption
at Karteks Tekstil in Turkey.
The customer invested in three
new blowroom lines VARIOline,
including the intelligent solution
VARIOline ECOrized. To determine
the energy savings made thanks to
the ECOrized system, Karteks Tekstil
operated the three blowroom lines in
the standard pneumatic fiber transport
mode for the first three weeks.

Rieter Story

VARIOline ECOrized automatically
adjusts the air speed to the
material quantity (Fig. 1), the process
sequence, and when changing
assortments. As a result, Damodar’s
energy consumption has decreased
by 4.5 kW/h in the pneumatic fiber
transport and an additional 4.5 kW/h
in the filter house.

Figure 3: Karteks Tekstil saves USD 19
600 per year in energy costs thanks to
VARIOline ECOrized.

VARIOline ECOrized has
considerably reduced the dust
in the blowroom thanks to the
closed exhaust air pipes to the
filter station. This improves
the working conditions in the
mill significantly. Damodar
also benefits from improved
yarn quality: Compared to
competitor’s spinning mills,
the Rieter blowroom provides
excellent cleaning performance
with a much-less lint loss which
is also evident in the yarn results.
Based on test results, Damodar is
confident that the blowroom will
produce just as reliably at a much
higher production rate.

After collecting enough data,
the lines were switched to the
VARIOline ECOrized mode and
have been operating in this mode
ever since. The blowroom generated
22% energy savings, with 27% less
energy for fans and 16% less energy
required for the filter.
This translates to savings of USD
19 600 per year for all three
blowroom lines (Fig. 3).
Optimum interaction of the machines
Karteks Tekstil operates a
complete Rieter ring spinning
system from bale to yarn. “The
advantage of Rieter as a system
supplier lies in the optimum
interaction of the machines. An
example for this is the solution
VARIOline ECOrized, which –
along with many other benefits –
saves 22% energy in the blowroom.
Rieter developed a solution with
great added value by addressing
customer’s needs,” says Hüseyin
Kadi, Mill Manager at Karteks Tekstil.
Like Damodar, Karteks Tekstil also
benefits from better indoor air quality
in the blowroom and a smoother
operation thanks to predictive
information and a permanent
monitoring of the filter installation.
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Textile machinery for a
sustainable textile industry
VDMA Story
The matter at hand
Discussions surrounding the
clothing and textile industries are
heating up. Textile consumption
around the world is increasing
due to the growth in the global
population and purchasing
power. Up to now, this has been
accompanied by high and growing
resource consumption on the one
hand, and overproduction as well
as leftover stocks and waste on
the other. The VDMA companies
are committed to reducing the
consumption of resources in the
textile value chain with highly
efficient technologies!
The goal is to utilize potential
for saving resources such as
water, energy and chemicals,
to reduce CO2 emissions and
promote recycling. To this end,
the mechanical engineering
industry provides the technical
prerequisites for the efficient
further use and re-use of textile
raw materials, be they natural or
man-made fibers. This issue will
become ever more important
over the coming years. We are
committed to promoting the
responsible use of resources!

a functioning circular economy,
the textile machinery industry is
an indispensable partner in this
transition.
The EU’s sector-specific textile
and clothing strategy
The VDMA and its members
welcome the ambitions of the EU
to promote climate protection
and, in particular, the approach
of combining the goals for the
EU textile and clothing industry
into a sector-specific strategy.
Independent of this, value chainspecific raw material cycles should
also be observed.

The VDMA and its members

The new framework and market
conditions must be practicable,
facilitating progress in the
transition towards sustainability
of the textile producing and
processing industry, as well as
supporting the competitiveness of
the sector in the EU.

•	Welcome the ambitious plans
of the EU with regard to
sustainability and climate policy,
as well as the bundling of goals
for the EU textile and clothing
industry into a sector-specific
strategy.

The circular economy must
result in sustainable economic
growth in the EU, with careful and
realistic targets and clear planning
horizons a requirement here,
alongside support for investments,
research and innovation.

•	Declare their support for the UN
Sustainable Development Goals
as well as eco-logically and
socially responsible company
management.

The textile producing and
processing industry is a global
and highly competitive market
that comprises diversified and
multi-stage value chains around
the world, as well as an almost

•	Support the transformation to

infinite product range. The EU
must strike the right balance
between necessary, yet also
minimal, legislative regulation. A
successful transition requires a
level playing field which sets out
fair rules for sustainability, thereby
enabling European companies
to nonetheless increase their
international competitiveness.
Textile machinery focusses on
sustainable components, machines
and plants
The VDMA textile machinery
manufacturers declare its
support for the UN Sustainable
Development Goals as well
as ecologically and socially
responsible company
management. The companies
align themselves with the 12
Sustainability Guidelines of the
Mechanical and Plant Engineering
Industry regarding the use
and production of sustainable
components, plants and
machinery, also in their supply
chains.
The textile machinery companies
in the VDMA create efficient and
durable products and take into
account their recyclability – from
development to production and
retrofitting to end-of-use.
Textile machinery as a partner for
sustainable solutions
The VDMA textile machinery
companies orient themselves
towards a functioning circular
economy and are an indispensable
partner for this transition. The
basic global needs for clothing,
protection and hygiene must
be met sustainably, while the
availability of textile products
must be guaranteed for more
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sustainable technical applications
ranging from lightweight construction
to medical textile products!
The technology providers
organized in the VDMA Textile
Machinery Association work
together to develop the changes
that are needed. Important topics
include the following:
•	For many years, textile
machinery companies organized
in the VDMA have been
improving the energy and
resource efficiency of their
customers’ textile processes
using new machinery and
technologies. The Blue
Competence sustainability
initiative clearly highlights
this throughout the whole
of the mechanical and plant
engineering industry. In
addition, the textile machinery
manufacturers are redoubling
their efforts to illustrate
implementation solutions
and technology offerings
for sustainable production
and business models for all
interested parties along the
textile chain.
•	As part of the “Textile Machinery
Webtalk” events that started in
May 2021, various technology
webinars have been held on
the topic of recycling and
sustainability in the textile value
chain. From the second half of
2021, these webtalks have been
focusing on the challenges of
a circular economy under the
title “Sustainable Technologies
fora Circular Economy”
(https://en.indus-tryarena.
com/vdma-textile-machinery/
webinar).
•	The VDMA textile machinery
companies strongly support
the textile industry’s demands
on policymakers to implement
practicable, technologically
open and com-petition-neutral
guidelines for the introduction
of a functioning circular
economy.
•	The textile machinery

Exclusively Promoting
in Bangladesh

manufacturers organized
in the VDMA provide their
customers with cross-sector
and cross-company support.
Textile designers and engineers
alike are to develop new,
sustainable solutions with
recyclable designs. At the
end of the product life cycle,
textile materials should remain
in the cycle with the lowest
possible energy input and
high quality. The mechanical
engineering companies have
decided to focus on this and
accelerate progress with prize
competitions for young talent,
with the aim to generate new
stimuli for the entire textile
chain!
•	The VDMA textile machinery
manufacturers support
collaborative textile research
both financially and with
their expertise. The member
companies closely monitor
projects and results regarding
the challenges of recycling,
before announcing them in
the industry and incorporating
them in company-specific
development programs.
•	The VDMA mechanical
engineering companies invite to
actively tackle the challenges
of the textile circular economy
in expert forums and working
groups across all stages of the
value chain.
•	In VDMA, the sector will
increase its efforts to strengthen
exchange on existing and
upcoming regulations for the
textile circular economy in the
sales markets. In doing so, it
aims to devise suitable technical
solutions for the respective
markets quickly and efficiently.
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Assessment of effectivity of
‘Bio-quart and bit- guard finish’
with very low concentration
of cross-linking agent for
surgical gown application
Abdullah Al Mansur (Transformation Leader), Dept. of Fabric Engineering, NTEC
Eng. Md Solaiman Bari (Academic Supervisor), Principal, Pabna Textile Engineering College
Eng. Hasan Mahmud (Academic Supervisor), Lecturer, Textile Engineering College, Noakhali
Abstract
The objective of this study was to investigate the
effectivity of Bio-Quart and Bit-Guard with very low
concentration of cross-linking agent. Commercially
available cotton plain woven fabric with 105 GSM,
twill woven with 190 GSM and polyester-cotton with
95 GSM was used. Water repellent, antibacterial and
cross-linking agent was used in a single bath using
pad-dry-cure method. Liquid barrier properties of
samples were analyzed by water impact penetration
and hydrostatic pressure test. The physical properties
of samples were analyzed by tensile and tearing
strength. Water vapor transmission of samples was
also analyzed to measure comforts.
It was observed that for impact penetration test
cotton sample with 105 GSM and cotton-polyester
sample with 95 GSM showed protection level II
according to Association for the Advancement of
Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) but in hydrostatic
pressure test, level was I. It is confirmed that the
used finishing concentration was not sufficient to
improve barrier effectivity. Concentration of water
repellent and cross-linking agent are need to be
increased to get highest level of protection.
Keywords: Bio-Quart; Bit Guard; Cross linker; Water
repellency; Air permeability.
Introduction
Surgical gown used by frontline medical staff as
protective clothing in the operation theater to
prevent the spread of bacteria or any other microorganism from patients to surgical staff or vice versa.
All human blood and other body fluids are treated
as infection to human health, act as a carrier and
transport the bacteria through the fabric (Huang
W and Leonas K.). Surgical gown does a dual
function of preventing transfer of microorganism
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and body fluids to prevent cross infection (CDC
1998; Huang & Leonas 2000; Laufman et al. 1979;
Slater 1998). Association for The Advancement
of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) have made
recommendations on how to protect surgical
staff as well as patients from exposure to blood
borne pathogens and bacteria (AAMI 2003; Slater
1998). AAMI standard, PB70:2003 provides four
classification levels for barrier performance of
surgical gowns established four levels of protection
on the basis of four tests, i.e. spray impact
penetration, hydrostatic head, blood repellency, and
antibacterial activity tests.
The parameters in below table were developed
based on the WHO (World Health Organization)
specifications on the basis of AAMI standard.
The reusable surgical gown provides more comfort
than disposable surgical gown because of larger
pore size of the fabric provides better water vapor
transmission. They lose durability and barrier
protection after repeated washing (Laufman et
al. 1975). Several researchers showed that water
repellency and antibacterial resistance can be
improved by applying water repellent and antibacterial
finishes to the fabric sample (Brock et al. 1994;
Garibaldi et al. 1986; Gupta 1998; Laufman et al. 1975).
The optimum concentration of the fluorochemical for
synthetic blood repellency is 5% owf. (Jeong-sook
cho, Gilsoo-cho 1997). 4% of fluorochemicals and
2% antibacterial finish creates level II protection for
woven surgical gown (Midha et al, 2014). Spunbond/
meltblown/spunbond fabric samples with 4% and 7%
fluorochemical finish and 1.5% antibacterial finish can
provide level 4 protection. Spunbond fabrics require
4% and spunbond/meltblown/ spunbond fabrics
require 1% fluorochemical finish to achieve level 2
protection (Vinay Kumar Midha, Arjun Dakuri and
Implemented by
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Minimum/Maximum Requirement (as per AAMI Standards)
Test Parameter

Unit

Level 1 (minimal)

Level 2 (low)

Level 3

(moderate)

Remarks

Level 4 (high)

1.

Tensile Strength (ASTM
D5034, ASTM D1682)

N

>30

>60

>100

>250

a For isolation gown
Levels (1,2,3,4) ≥30N

2.

Tear resistance (ASTM
D5587(woven), ASTM D5587
(nonwoven), ASTM D1424)

N

>5

>10

>50

>100

a For isolation gown
Levels (1,2,3,4) ≥10N

3.

Seam Strength (ASTM D751
(stretch woven or knit))

N

≥30

≥30

≥30

≥30

ASTM F3352-19

4.

Water vapor transmission
(breathability) (ISO
11092:2014(EN); ASTM
F1868 Part B, ASTM D6701
(nonwoven), ASTM D737-75;
or equivalent (ASTM E96/
E96M-16*))

m2Pa/W

-

-

<30 (for
coveralls)

<30 (for coveralls)

ISO11092:2014(EN)

AP≤5

-

Water Resistance:
Hydrostatic Test (AATCC
127; BS EN 13795:2019)

cm H2O

6.

Water Resistance: Impact
Penetration Test (AATCC 42 or
equivalent (e.g., AATCC 35*))

g

<=4.5

7.

Synthetic Blood Penetration
Test (ASTM F1670 or
equivalent) *

Pass at
Psi/Kpa

8.

Viral Penetration Test (ASTM
F1671 or equivalent) *

Pass at
Psi/Kpa

5.

mm/s

AP>100

5<AP<100

ASTM D737-75
Re: EN14058:2017(E)

N/A

>20

>50 (sterile)

>100 (sterile)

>57.3 (fluid
resistant)

>91 (fluid
resistant)

<=1

<=1

<=1

No data available for
Level 4. Emphasis given
on breathability test

N/A

N/A

N/A

No penetration at
2 psi up to 1 hour

N/A

N/A

N/A

No penetration at
2 psi up to 1 hour

* PPE importers
must present relevant
documents and
certification

Varsha Midha 2012). Fluorocarbon-based finishes are
most effective water repellent agent to reducing the
surface energy of the fabric sufficiently to repel both
water and oil-based liquids.
In this study justification of effectiveness of the
chemicals (Bio-Quart and Bit-Guard and crosslinking agent) was done with very low concentration.
With minimum concentration level we could minimize
the cost and develop an effective fabric to reduce
microbe as well as get higher repellence to get blood
resistance for surgical gown application.
Experiment:
a) Materials

No data available for
Level 1

The antibacterial and water repellent finish were
mixed in a same bath at add on levels of 2%, 5%
and 0.3% of weight of fabric. All the chemicals were
added slowly in hot water bath. The fabric samples
were immersed in the solution for approximately 4 to
5 sec and padded through squeezed roller to ensure
85% pic-up. Each sample were padded twice to
ensure better pic-up. After padding the fabrics were
dried in laboratory woven at 100°C for 3 to 4 min
and then cured at 150°C for 2 min.
After finishing fabric samples were tested for water
repellency, Water vapor transmission (breathability),
tensile and tearing strength.
Impact penetration test is performed according to

Characteristics of fabric samples

A

Ref: ASTM D1683/
D1683M

Fibre
composition

Fabric weight
(g/m2)

Weave

Warp density
(ends/cm)

Weft density
(picks/cm)

Warp linear
density (Ne)

Weft linear
density (Ne)

65/35 PC*

90

Plain

110

76

45

45

B

100% cotton

105

Plain

108

76

40

40

C

100% cotton

190

2/1 twill

122

72

30

20

*Note: PC- Polyester cotton blend.

In this study fluoropolymer ‘Bit Guard FC-3000N’
as water repellent agent, ‘Bio-Qaurt 200’ is used as
antibacterial agent, and SU-268A as a cross linking
agent is used. All chemicals are sourced form DysinChem Limited, Bangladesh.

AATCC test method 42. Hydrostatic pressure was
performed according to AATCC 127. Tensile strength
was performed according to ASTM D5034. Tear
resistance was performed according to ASTM D5587.
Water vapor transmission was performed according
to ASTM D737-75. All testing was performed three
times and the mean value was taken.

c) Methods

Results

To finish the fabric samples pad-dry-cure method
was used. All three types samples were pre-treated.

Water Resistance Testing:

b) Chemicals
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(I) Impact Penetration Test
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(I) Impact Penetration Test
Sample

Resistant value (g)

A

0.20

B

0.98

C

1.65

Water impact penetration was measured according
to AATCC 42. In this test sample A (P/C 90 GSM) and
sample B (cotton 105 GSM) passed AAMI protection Level II.

Tear resistance was measured according to ASTM
D5587. Tear resistance was also measured in both
machine direction (MD) and cross-direction (CD).
The tensile strength of the samples in MD direction
is greater than CD direction. Here, sample A and
C have required strength to be used up to level III
gown and B to be used in level II gown according to
WHO’s specification.

Samples

Resistant value (g)

A

17.44

B

18.73

Here sample A and C shows greater tear resistance
than B. Sample A having 65% PET, shows higher
resistance and sample C having higher GSM (190)
and twill structure shows height resistance and
sample B having low GSM (105) shows lowest
resistance. Further increase in flucochemicls
concentration will increase the resistance too.

C

6.73

(V) Water Vapor Transmission (breathability)

(II) Hydrostatic Pressure Test

Water resistance was measured according to AATCC
127. In this test all samples show AAMI level I. It is
clear that the used concentration is not enough to
make level II protection.

Samples

Values (mm/s)

A
B
C

1186
944.8
1304

In impact penetration taste, sample A and B proofs
that, the chemicals are improving water repellency
for Cotton and PET. Although, Sample C (100%
cotton, 190 GSM) has the most compact structure
than two other samples, hence resistance value
should be higher but chemicals did not distributed
evenly on the fabric surface and pores. Again,
the poorest resistant value of C in Hydrostatic
pressure proofs insufficient chemical distribution,
Therefore, increasing immersing time and chemical
concentration will increase required water repellency.

Water vapor transmission rate was measured by
ASTM D737-75. It is observed that the transmission
rate shows higher comfort than usual requirements.
Here sample C is has more compact and high
GSM but shows maximum vapor transmission that
indicates the insufficient and irregular finishing.

(III) Tensile Strength Test
Samples

MD value

CD value

A

451.37 N

253.7 N

B

405.6 N

192.07 N		

C

564.27 N

254.53 N

The tensile strength was measured according to
ASTM D5034 method. Tensile strength of the samples
was measured in both machine direction (MD) and
cross-direction (CD). The tensile strength of the
samples in MD direction is greater than CD direction.
All three samples have required strength to be used up
to level III gown according to WHO’s specification.
It is imperative that surgical textile fabric is required
to be strong enough to withstand stress during
usage. Specifically, certain areas of the body are
subject to stress and pressure, resulting in peel-off.
(IV)Tear Resistance Test

Conclusion
In this study pretreated 100% cotton and cotton/
poly blend samples were used to apply antibacterial
and water repellent finish with very little amount
of cross-linking agents and the finish fabric were
tested for evaluation of water repellency and
physical properties to be used in surgical gown.
Most importantly the materials were immersed
for approximately 4 to 5 sec and padded twice. It is
observed that all the samples provide the required
physical property for level III surgical gown according
to WHO’s suggestion. Sample A and B provides AAMI
level 2 protection at impact penetration but did not
provide hydrostatic resistance to this level. The 190
GSM cotton twill sample has the compact structure
than two others, hence should provide better water
repellency but the hydrostatic pressure was two times
lower than two other (100% cotton and cotton/PET)
samples. So, it is confirmed that the use concentration
of chemicals and padding process was not effective
to create AAMI level II protective gown. It is advised
to increase material immersing time and cross-linking
agent’s concentration to 1 to 1.5% to get AAMI level II
protection by this chemicals and fabric construction.

Samples

MD value

CD value

Acknowledgement
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Implementation of IoT
with RFID based tracking
system in the garment
production process
Md. Sadman Sakib (Transformation Leader), Bangladesh University of Textiles
Md. Hasib Uddin (Industry Supervisor), Chairman, APS Group
Md. Eousup Novee (Industry Supervisor), GM-HR & Strategy, Textile Today
Anis Ansari (Industry Expert), General Manager, Vertex RMG Division
Mustafijur Rahman (Academic Supervisor), PhD Researcher, RMIT University (Australia);
Asst. Prof., Dept. of Dyes & Chemical Engineering, BUTEX
Abstract
The application of the internet of things (IoT) with
radio frequency identification (RFID) has a rising
trend day by day. In this project, a roadmap of radio
frequency identification with the implementation of
IoT and its design, specification, configuration and
deployment are presented in the field of the garment
industry. An application is accomplished to validate
and support the proposed RFID implementation
roadmap, architectural framework, and economic
feasibility. The radiofrequency application has
been implemented in the garment sewing line to
support the tracing and tracking work in the process.
Efficiency, production progress and non-productive
time can be monitored in real-time with this IoT
Implementation with RFID.
Keywords
RMG Industry, IoT, RFID, Productivity, Efficiency
Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), one of
the Automatic Identification and Data Capture
(AIDC) technologies (Wamba and Boeck, 2008),
has attracted significant attention in the fields of
supply chain and manufacturing, and more recently,
in various service sectors. As the name implies,
RFID transmits information through radio waves
between RFID tags (or transponders) and readers
(interrogators) (Hunt et al., 2007). The collected
information is passed on to RFID middleware for
processing and uses in business applications. Each
tag consists of unique identification information
about the item to which it is attached, e.g. item ID,
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date of production, shipping detail, expiry date, etc.,
depending on the intended uses.
In the simplest terms, radio frequency identification
(RFID)-based systems have been applied in many
different areas but have been primarily utilized in
logistics and supply chain management systems
for identification, tracing and tracking [1]. These
services provide monitoring of the system with
more detailed and real-time data in various fields.
RFID adopting systems offer increased capacity
and labor productivity with reduced operational
mistakes [2]. This study presents a comprehensive
and integrated roadmap for RFID implementation,
including three phases using the existing literature
[3]: RFID design, configuration and deployment.
The project is implemented in the RMG industry
to trace and track work in process (WIP) items
throughout manufacturing to validate the proposed
methodology. This is where studies about RFID
applications have not been performed vastly
because of the installation cost. By utilizing an RFID
implementation roadmap, RFID-based applications
could be adopted practically and efficiently for
real-time tracking of malfunctions and problems in
production processes.
Additionally, incorrectness in records and order
deliveries that result in complexity in planning
activities and penalty costs incurred by customers
is significantly prevented. This circumstance ensures
significant advantages for global competition. A
typical conventional method for tracking and tracing
a WIP product in the industry is the barcode system
or, more primitively, manual counting. During the
production process, errors caused by either barcode
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systems or manual counting lead to unreliable and
inconsistent records whose counts are very different
from the actual level of the WIP inventory. In general,
monitoring the complicated processes and the
inconsistency of records cause high labor costs and
low productivity.
Moreover, the inability to prevent theft, unexplained
product loss and incorrect product delivery are
indirect causes of insufficient tracking and tracing
ability. As a result, dissatisfaction with the system's
efficiency and the quality of processes is a feature of
this industry. RFID technology has been utilized to
solve similar problems in many different industries;
however, due to complex production processes [4], it
is essential to develop RFID-based applications in the
garment production industry. RFID implementation
has attracted research due to the rapid changes
in this technology and its invaluable advantages
in real-life applications, such as Wal-Mart and the
US Department of Defence [1]. Additionally, RFIDimplementation-based studies are necessary for
the executive planning of organizations [5]. Tan
and Chang [6] represented an RFID-based mobile
restaurant system using a wireless local area network
(WLAN) and database technologies to enhance
quick responses. Amaral et al. [7] proposed a mobile
software framework for RFID-based applications to
facilitate RFID integration into business operations.
Hinkka [8] investigated material handling and
tracing perception in the construction supply chain
by applying a survey and face-to-face interviews.
Besides these studies, some of the studies
emphasized building information management
systems, as realized by Zhang et al. [9], Choy [10]
and Chu and Li (2008).
1 Methodology
1.1 Traditional System vs RFID based system:

TTH-STB Projects

all the barcode tickets. Then the barcode is scanned
and reports are generated.
However, in the barcode system, real-time production
process monitoring is not possible. Most of the
manual entries can be escaped and new automated
production monitoring can be possible through the
RFID-based system. In the RFID-based system, the
processes have been narrowed.

Figure 2 : Workflow of the RFID System

Process flow involves a cut panel with the RFID tag
in the cutting input. After the input, each sewing
station has an RFID terminal and when a worker
finishes his/her operation, they scan the tag. Each
kind of workstation
has an RFID terminal for better process monitoring.
Automatically the data is processed and the reports
are generated.
1.2 Material Selection:
Customer requirement is essential while planning
to design a product. By having the customer
requirement, some technical features should be
fixed. Customer requirements were taken through a
survey. The strong relationship is given 10 points, the
medium relationship is given 5 points, and the poor
relationship is given 2 points. Weighted total scores

Figure 1: Workflow of the Barcode System

In industry, manual input or barcode-based system
is involved. In the barcode-based system, firstly,
the cutting information is inserted and then the
barcode is being printed. Then the printed barcode
is attached to the fabric bundle and then moved to
the sewing line. The operators manually write their
names and other information on a piece of paper.
After all the work is finished, the operator submits

All projects are supported by-

Figure 3 : Quality Function Deployment between Customer
requirement and technical requirements

and percentage scores are considered for ranking
the technical properties. Technical Properties were
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selected based on the features of the system to be
run on the selected environment.

an automated traffic light system, which will indicate
the worker's performance and efficiency.

1.3 The Architecture of the System:

2 Results and Discussion

The Main architectural framework is divided into two
main groups – The architecture of quality and the
Architecture of the RFID terminal. The architecture
of quality is divided into two subgroups- QC Box and
automated traffic light system.

A. Efficiency Analysis:

12:21-12:40

12:01-12:20

11:41-12.00

Worker 1

74%

73%

71%

73%

79%

77%

68%

76%

77%

73%

74%

Worker 2

71%

73%

81%

74%

74%

79%

73%

76%

74%

71%

75%

Total

9:21-9:40

11:21-11:40

11:01-11:20

10:41-11.00

10:21-10:40

10:01-10:20

Time

9:41-10.00

The efficiency of the worker with an interval of 20
minutes is shown below:

Worker 3

69%

73%

74%

69%

68%

71%

74%

69%

71%

75%

71%

Worker 4

73%

79%

76%

82%

85%

72%

76%

82%

86%

79%

79%

B. Production progress

9:41-10.00

10:01-10:20

10:21-10:40

10:41-11.00

11:01-11:20

11:21-11:40

11:41-12.00

12:01-12:20

12:21-12:40

Total

Front and
back part
match

49

48

47

48

52

51

45

50

51

48

489

Shoulder
Join

61

63

70

64

64

68

63

65

64

61

643

The Architecture of Quality System:

Sleeve
Hem

55

58

59

55

54

57

59

55

57

60

569

a. QC defect box:

Sleeve join 52

56

54

58

60

51

54

58

61

56

560

Time

9:21-9:40

The production progress with an interval of 20
minutes has been calculated and shown below:

Figure 4 : Architectural Framework of the IoT System

C. Conclusion
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Business Strategies

Tempering risk by diversifying
products and export destinatons
Md. Eousup Novee, Bablu
An over-riding issue on the table of RMG is to
diversify the market and products to elevate the
industry forward. Diversity of products with value
addition, should be added to the traditional few
basic items. Putting manmade fiber in place is
immensely required to explore promising new
market. Diversification of both the product and
market is the agenda for Bangladesh to evade from
business risks. Industry requires to fatten its capacity
for producing high quality garment products for
attaining higher price. Exporting basic T-shirts or
shirts cannot hold the country to remain competitive
at the end of the day.

products we export are also quite a handful in
number. Global consumers’ attitude of attire has
been experiencing a versatile fashion regime
stretching from the input materials to output looks.
On the contrary, most of the export earnings we
receive only from the five to six basic products. In
the four decades of industry, we could grow in the
new product development by dint of having support
from the textile factories. But we still lag behind
the product diversity and value addition to attire
comparing to the competing countries in retrospect.
Manufacturing high value products stipulates
a package of human resources, quality fabrics,
infrastructure, marketing capacity and product
diversification in a box.

Bangladesh's Apparel Export to World

Non-Traditional

16.16
3.16

Canada
18.9
61.77

EU

Figure 1: Diversifications of Products and Markets.

Industry - from penetration to diversification
Once the industry kicked off its journey, the strategy
of marketing was – ‘product penetration’ into the
export market. It was plainly perceived as relevant
as a propeller for those days. From the beginning,
we export in three destinations in particular – USA,
Canada and the EU markets (traditional market). Putting
the penetration first should not be taken as only strategy
in the current matured stage of the industry.
Evidently, strategy of market diversification can
normally safeguard export oriented industry from
uncertainty in the long run. It is important to
deepen relationships with the existing markets for
export growth, horizontal diversification is of a great
significance as well. The effort was seen insufficient
to explore newer export destinations. In addition, the
pace of market exploration is apparently higher for
knitwear items in comparison with woven wear items.
International trade regime for tariff and non-tariff
components put down a challenge for us in the drive of
testing more market share in the non-traditional markets.
Product diversification
Likely the handful destinations of exports, the

USA

2020-21
Figure 2: RMG Export Destinations of Bangladesh.

Company as a diversification propeller
It is ultimately a factory/company decision to
diversify their product ranges and markets. To seek
profitability, a company can foster through greater
sales volume by existing products from new markets
and, or by new products from the existing market. To
further the industry, the diversification of the market
along with the product is a significant driver to travel
with. It normally increases the number of export
destinations and volume of selling new products to
existing markets together.
Based on the global economic forecasting, the
T&A industry can move for the number of potential
countries to export more products. Australia, Brazil,
China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, Russia,
South Africa and Turkey are the untapped countries
(non-traditional markets) we can concentrate on.
Numerous studies have shown that diversification
correlates with a rapid growth and sustainability having
a spillover effect into the economy as a whole.
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Diversification can make
the industry competitive
in global market
TexTIMe Team
Everyone in the textile and apparel industry of
Bangladesh will agree on the diversification of
products for a better future of the business. But very
few businesses have started working on diversifying
their products. Why diversification isn’t is being
adopted by all the stakeholders of the industry?
What are the scopes and obstacles of diversification?
Why most businesses are focusing on traditional
products? To dive deep into the answer to such
questions Textile Today organized its 17th episode
of Textile Today Innovation Meets (TexTIMe) titled
“Diversification Scopes” on September 19, 2021. The
webinar was moderated by Tareq Amin, Founder &
CEO, Textile Today.
The panelists of the session were A.S.M. Hafizur
Rahman Nixon, Executive Director, RH Corporation; Md.
Alauddin, Marketing & Merchandising, Square Fashions
Ltd.; Usama Maqsood, Director, Experience Group.
Bangladesh is now globally renowned for a source
of basic and cheap items as the strength of the
textile and apparel industry of the country is in basic
products such as a basic T-shirts. This strength,
according to a panelist has become a major obstacle
towards diversification of the industry as there are
always orders for the basic items though these are
cheap. And, most of the industry owners hardly think
about making value-added products as they have
an uninterrupted business with the basic items. But
as Md. Alauddin said this tendency has made the
market stagnant and the business is very reluctant
towards diversification.
Md. Alauddin also clarified that diversification
means shifting production towards new and modern
products rather than merely depending on the
traditional ones.
Stagnation in a market is not a good sign at all.
Diversification is a must to accelerate business
growth. And starting with some merely basic
T-shirts, Bangladesh today can manufacture
advanced polo shirts. That means if this clothing

Figure 1 (Clockwise) Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today;
Md. Alauddin, Marketing & Merchandising, Square Fashions
Ltd.; A.S.M. Hafizur Rahman Nixon, Executive Director, RH
Corporation; Usama Maqsood, Director, Experience Group.

industry in Bangladesh wills, it can diversify the
range of products as we have witnessed during
the Covid 19 pandemic that high-quality masks
are being produced in the country, A.S.M. Hafizur
Rahman Nixon said while addressing the scopes
of diversification in the industry. He also added
that basic items are important for the survival of
new business at the beginning but to advance,
diversification is a must.
Though diversification is necessary to foster in the
textile and apparel business, it is associated with
a significant amount of cost and risk. To deal with
these disadvantages there should be a close look
at how the consumers' needs are transforming in
the modern world and ways to proper utilization of
resources should be found out. As Usama Maqsood
said diversification should not just take place in
terms of product but also in the way the products
are made and the materials are used.
Square Fashions Ltd. has made a paradigm shift
towards diversification in the last 15 years as they
manufacture very few basic items nowadays. And
most of their products are value-added fancy
products and they focus on making products
of expensive brands rather than cheap ones.
A concerted effort of production, product
development, and merchandising departments have
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Figure 2 Md. Alauddin, Marketing & Merchandising,
Square Fashions Ltd.

Figure 4: A.S.M. Hafizur Rahman Nixon, Executive
Director, RH Corporation

made it possible for them to manufacture fancy
and value-added products which mostly come in
short quantity, Md. Alauddin said while sharing their
diversification strategy at the webinar.

initially, in the long run, it is going to help sustain
the business.

A similar kind of move is seen in Experience Group’s
business as they are also investing in manufacturing
value-added fancy products such as lingerie, denim,
etc. Their focus is not on a short-term return rather
they are investing in a way that the business will
run sustainably in the long run after 10-20 years, as
Usama Maqsood said.
The business owners are now very concerned over
the decreasing price of the basic products which
are shrinking their profit margin day by day. BGMEA
has listed 51 market-dominating textile products
responsible for the lion-share of revenue of the
global textile and apparel market. But the problem
is that the infrastructure to manufacture these
market-dominating products like lingerie, socks,
overcoat, etc. the necessary infrastructure is yet
to be developed. To develop such infrastructure,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, the government of Bangladesh
should come forward because accomplishing such
huge work is not possible by the industry owners
alone, A.S.M. Hafizur Rahman Nixon said.
To bear the burden of cost generated to ensure
social and environmental sustainability in the
factories, it is very important to diversify products
to increase the profit margin, the panelists said.
And for this, as A.S.M. Hafizur Rahman Nixon said
efficient and innovative advanced technologies is to
be adopted though it may cause a big investment

Designing and marketing our products can also
be a way that can help the diversification of
the industry. Focusing on this Usama Maqsood
said, “Bangladeshi manufacturers should start
developing products made from our local raw
materials rather than depending on suppliers from
other countries and present more competitive
products to the customers.”

QUICK LOOKS
Q. What are the challenges
faced by the industry to
work on man-made fiberbased garments?
Md. Alauddin: The lack of
availability of raw materials
and high initial investments.

Q. Why don’t we go for
product diversification with the
available raw materials in our
country, like jute and leather?
A.S.M. Hafizur Rahman Nixon:
There is a good prospect of
using our available raw materials
but to stay competitive in the market there is no
alternative to develop in man-made fibers.

Q: As there is a risk in
diversification, how the new
entrepreneurs should start
diversifying their business?

Figure 3: Usama Maqsood, Director, Experience Group.

Usama Maqsood: To diversify,
one need to select right
product by extensive market
research, use proper resources
and apply knowledge.
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Sustainability Implementation

Implementing 'sustainability'
by ways it merits
Md. Eousup Novee, Bablu
Agreed benefits, yet it poses challenges of
implementing sustainability to put in action you
intended. Justification for investment requires to
show for a long run business outcome along with the
costs and processes viability in short term. Meeting
the present needs without compromising the future
needs of natural, social and economic resources –
is sustainability. To stay sustainable, management
can apply the BAT (Best Available Techniques) to
institute positive impacts on social, economic and
environmental resources.
Sustainability itself has a dilemma of both the
costs and savings. Factories can get motivated
either by direct savings from the costs of
sustainability initiatives or return in product prices
out of the investment made. The responsibility
for sustainability lies to all stakeholders including,
buyers, manufactures, raw material suppliers and
government. There should be business cases of
sustainability along with the environmental and
social dimensions.
Management Strategies to implement
Sustainability:
•	Defining Some Clear Goals - is an initial and
essential part if you have desire to drive

Environmental
Considera�ons

Figure 1: Sustainability Management System (SMS)

sustainable culture. To get finance/business and
operation teams aligned, measuring progress for
sustainability is required.
•	Consistent & Continuous Improvements - It is a
journey rather than a destination. A consistent
look on incremental improvements will help move
forward on the journey.

Economic
Impacts

Global Impacts

Externali�es

CO2 emission, ozone deple�on

Regional Impacts

Societal
Considera�ons
Health and Wellness

ecosystem, resources

nutri�onal value, food costs

Pollu�on, biodiversity protec�on

goodwill, stakeholders

Rela�onships

Accidents and Injuries

Local Impacts

Con�ngent Costs

Illness and Disease

recyclability, local streams

Energy Use

power of opera�on

injury, warranty

Hidden Costs

recycling, product disposi�on

Material Consump�on

packaging, hazardous materials

Direct Costs

materials, labor, capital

lost �me, incidents
morality reduc�on

Peace of Mind

perceived risk, complaints

Quality of Life

availability, skill enhancement

Figure 2: Connected components of sustainability
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Sustainability Implementation

•	Sustainability in Your Supply Chain - No matter
how good your internal performance, supply chain
(external factors) shortcomings can damage the
total outcome.

•	Employees Engagement - When people get
involved, they will come up with lots of fruitful
ideas those can build morale and team spirit,
especially amongst the people who would live with
the consequences next on.
Institutional Guides & Internal Efforts to
Sustainability:
A systematic management approach can help
sustainable application of materials and methods
to foster environmental, economic and social
compliances in the textile industry. Sustainability
can be minutely brought by installing material
substitution, better process control, new process
technology, equipment modification, reuse/recycling,
and product modification. Textile chemical suppliers
require to collaborate with partners in their total
chains. This will simply trigger investing time and
resources to evaluate and improve present practices.
The transparency in the supply chain can benefit
compliance at all tiers. The institutional arrangements
like the TFS (Together for Sustainability) or ZDHC joint program of chemical companies – acting upon
sustainable supply chains.

Live Episode

SUST. POLICY & PROGRAM

RAW MATERIALS
AND AUXILIARIES

SPECIFICATION

INVESTMENT
ORIGIN

Implemen�ng Sustainability

•	Resources Allocation - Sustainable initiatives
practically require resources, the CEO or someone
from the top in the organisation should own the
responsibility.

TOP/BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT

HANDLING
RATIO
ELECTRICITY

ENERGY

GAS
RENEWABLE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

WATER

REUSE RATE
OEE

PRODUCTION
PROCESS

REJECTION RATE
PROCESS LENGTH
SPECIFICATION
INPUTS

PRODUCT

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE
WASTE MANAGEMENT

WASTE & EMISSION
MANAGEMENT

WASTE REDUCTION

Figure 3: Combined approaches to implementing sustainability

Global institutional arrangement towards
sustainability plays benign roles to address chemical
management and sustainability. It observes that too
many requirements from several bodies create a
heavy burden on the total initiative of management
of manufacturers. It now obviously requires a single
platform or authority with uniformed guidelines to
accept by buyers and to abide by manufacturers for
ensuring sustainability in textile industry.
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Subscribe Textile Today
Channel

for each week episode updates
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Single platform with
uniformed guidelines can
foster sustainability more
TexTIMe Team
The panelists were Mahbubul Alam Milton, Executive
Director, Masco Group; Mohammed Zahidullah, Chief
Sustainability Officer, DBL Group; Rejaul Hasan,
Global Sustainability Manager, VF Corporation

Figure 1 (Clockwise) Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today;
Rejaul Hasan, Global Sustainability Manager, VF Corporation;
Mahbubul Alam Milton, Executive Director, Masco Group;
Mohammed Zahidullah, Chief Sustainability Officer, DBL
Groupsssss

Sustainability, a buzzword across the world,
is prompting a huge transformation in the
manufacturing industries as people are more
aware of the preservation of natural resources and
keeping the world livable for the future generation.
The textile and apparel manufacturing industry is
not an exception at all. There is immense pressure
from the brands for sustainable manufacturing of
fashion wear as consumer awareness grows. In the
context of Bangladesh, many textile and apparel
manufacturers have taken the implementation of
sustainability at the core of their business, though
getting the right rewards for such initiatives is still
questioned. To discuss the challenges and real issues
of implementing sustainability in the textile industry
of Bangladesh, Textile Today arranged the 18th
episode of Textile Today Innovation Meet (TexTIMe)
titled “Implementing Sustainability” on September
26, 2021. The session was moderated by Tareq Amin,
Founder & CEO, Textile Today.
A group of panelists, with immense knowledge and
experience in implementing sustainability in the textile
industry, made the discussion practical and vivid.

The fashion industry has become more stakeholderdriven nowadays, including the consumers and
regulatory authorities. Even, the consumers are
carefully monitoring the brands’ ethical behavior
in the supply chain with the help of various
information sources including social media. And
the growing awareness about sustainability among
the stakeholders impelling the brands to make their
value chain more and more sustainable to achieve
brand loyalty from the customers. According to
Rejaul Hasan “The sustainability is not just a nice
to have thing, it’s a must-have thing now, it brings
competitive advantage for a business and not
meeting the sustainability requirements can be a
threat to businesses.”
To meet the goals of the UN declared Sustainable
Development Goal (SDG), for Bangladesh textile
industry, is a very important economic sector. On top
of that, as there is pressure from the brands and the
consumers, the textile and apparel manufacturers
of the country have to align with various short-term
and long-term sustainability action plans of the
brands. Besides aligning with the brands or other
regulatory requirements the many manufacturers like

Figure 2 Rejaul Hasan, Global Sustainability Manager, VF Corporation
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Figure 3: Mohammed Zahidullah, Chief Sustainability Officer, DBL Group

the DBL and Masco group are enjoying the benefits
of including sustainability in their core business.
As Mohammed Zahidullah said, “We not just end
up with our sustainability efforts by participating in
various development projects till the end, we own
later on and keep them expanding to our other units.”
It is very hectic for the manufacturers to cope
up with the various social and environmental
sustainability requirements from brands instead of
aligning with a common platform. As a repercussion,
they are becoming more and more brand-oriented
rather than adopting the true sense of global
sustainability which hinders them from being
proactive to implementing sustainability in their
businesses. As a result, the factories are making
signatory improvements in terms of the brands'
requirements but not in the global aspect of
sustainability, Mahbubul Alam Milton said.
Though implementing environmental sustainability is
more expensive compared to social sustainability, the
return of implementing environmental sustainability
is really impressive. In many cases, these initiatives
showed an overwhelming return period and
savings in utility consumption. As Mohammed
Zahidullah said, “Starting from a small project of
environmental sustainability, DBL group moved
towards bigger projects that included adopting
new technology and management processes which
ultimately resulted in huge savings of resources and

Figure 4 Mahbubul Alam Milton, Executive Director, Masco Group

increased their profitability.” After all, implementing
sustainability really can be a successful business
case for the manufacturers though, for many small
businesses, it is much struggling to finance such
initiatives at the beginning.
Within a few years, around 25-30% of the
textile and apparel manufacturing factories in
Bangladesh are going to be green certified. The
factories in Bangladesh are eagerly moving with
sustainability approaches with a huge potential
to set a global benchmark but the appropriate
reward or appreciation from the buyers or brands
is not sufficient. “We want a unified system
of sustainability standards, we want rewards,
appreciation, and right price to meet the global
sustainability goal.” Mahbubul Alam Milton
demanded. A slight increase in the price of
sustainability manufactured products can make a
huge profit for the manufacturers which can motivate
them to be more sustainable and the life of the living
standards of the workers can be much better.
An important thought-provoking comment came
from an audience, he said that the evolving human
behavior or lifestyle which is creating the need for
more and more new products is prompting rapid
deterioration of the environment. And ways need
to be found out to resolve this issue by creating
awareness among the people.

QUICK LOOKS
Q. Why don’t we have our

Q. As a sustainability manager can

standards of sustainability?

you push brands for raising the price?

Mahbubul Alam Milton: Apart from
brand’s requirement we should have
our own standard to minimize costs.

Rejaul Hasan: Yes. Aligning sourcing
team and adjusting sustainability
costs in price we can do it.

Q. What is the importance of sustainability reporting or communicating
sustainability approaches?
Mohammed Zahidullah: Even after being better we are in back foot because
of our shortcomings in communication. We need to focus on it.

Q. Are you getting proper feedback from brands in terms of recognition
and prices for your product after maintaining global standards of practices
and compliances?
Mohammed Zahidullah: No we are not getting it.

Accessories Heights

On tap accessories
hightens RMG exports
Md. Eousup Novee, Bablu
Growth of the accessories and trims factories have
been wondering the sector of RMG to move it
forward. With the pace of garment export, it requires
a strong and convenient backward linkage. Almost
40 types of trims and accessories are locally being
produced in Bangladesh. It was the time while most
of the trims and accessories items for garment had
to import from the foreign sources. Now the Trims &
Accessories sub-sector glare with good outlook.
Export value (in bn) of RMG & Packaging-accessories
Backward/deemed export of packaging & accessories
RMG Export Earning
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The BGAPMEA claims that they are now indirectly
exporting as they meet the local demand up to
95% of the RMG. They are also giving emphasis
to directly export the trims and accessories more
from Bangladesh in the near future. The body now
represents about 1800 export oriented garments
accessories and packaging factories in the country.
The sector is going to be an independent sector as
an identity and capacity; not as a part of the RMG
sector only.

4.1

2012-13

5.6

2014-15

7.5

6.7

2016-17

2018-19

There has been invested over Tk. 40,000 crore
from the inception of this sub-sector. New comers,
with good investment, are continuously entering
into the sector every year. This sub-sector has
been contributing the RMG sector a lot in case of
availability, proximity, costs (comparatively low)
and shorter lead time. RMG supply chain got a
tremendous benefit due to the enhanced capacity of
the local accessory factories.
In accordance with Bangladesh Garments
Accessories & Packaging Manufacturers & Exporters
Association (BGAPMEA), indirect contributions could
make up close to 15 to 18 per cent of the net export
earnings of the total RMG sector. The contribution
of accessory items to the RMG, Pharmaceutical
and Leather goods export is over USD 7 billion
currently. Among the total value, USD 1.2 billion
gets earned from the direct export to Vietnam, Sri
Lanka, Cambodia, Europe, Middle East, Laos, South
Africa and Malaysia. The contribution of Garments
Accessories and Packaging (GAP) sector has been
increasing day by day.

2011-12

20360.05

3075.00

15.1%
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21515.73

4100.00

19.1%

2013-14

24491.88

4750.00

19.4%

2014-15

25491.40

5600.00

22.0%

2015-16

28094.16

6120.00

21.8%

2016-17

28149.84

6700.00

23.8%

2017-18

30614.76

7100.00

23.2%

2018-19

34133.27

7500.00

22.0%

2019-20

27949.19

5030.82

18.0%

The factories are now well equipped of the
technology, capacity, compliance and expertise.
Though there are non-compliant factories, but many
compliant factories are running in this sub-sector.
They now deliver their produced goods within a day
(subject to availability) after receiving the orders
with their own vehicle to garment factories.
Challenges the sector faces
Though there are opportunities to grow more at
home and abroad, lack of policy support as well
as infrastructure (factories have to pay forty five
per cent tax on import of coal) and tax burdens
hinder the influx of new investments and disturb the
existing factories. Currently 35 per cent corporate
tax is levied on the garment accessories sector while
it is 12 percent on the readymade garments. Higher
import duty on the raw material of accessories items
push the finished product price higher. It decrease the
competiveness of the local players while the way Chinese
products get easy access to the Bangladesh market.
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Accessories industry fueled a
lot to aggregated rmg exports
TexTIMe Team
Will anyone like wearing a shirt without a button or
a pant without a zipper? Absolutely no. Here comes
the need for trims and accessories. Button, zipper,
label, etc. are the trims that stay with the garment
till its life cycle, and polybag, clip, price tag, etc. are
the accessories which stay with the garment for a
short period before discarding. As a big apparel
supplier, Bangladesh had always a need for these
trims and accessories. For a long time, only some
foreign companies were the only suppliers of these
trims and accessories to the apparel manufacturers.
But the situation started to change since some
Bangladeshi businesses started to manufacture trims
and accessories in Bangladesh.
The 19th episode of Textile Today Innovation Meets
(TexTIMe) titled ‘Strategies for Accessories Industry’
arranged by Textile Today discussed the prospects
and drawbacks of the growing trims & accessories
industry of Bangladesh. The session was moderated
by Tareq Asmin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today.
The panelist were Abdul Kader Khan, President,
BGAPMEA & Managing Director, KAPCO; Md Abdur
Rouf, Executive Director, Dekko Legacy Group;
Shahriar Ahmed, General Secretary, BAYLA &
Managing Director, Indet Group.
The trims and accessories industry of Bangladesh
is growing so rapidly that the export value of this
industry was 7.5 billion USD where the total RMG
export was 34.1 billion USD in 2018-2019. As the trims
are very important for value addition in garments,
designers focus very carefully on selecting these to
make products more valuable. In the beginning, the
garments industry of Bangladesh was so dependent
on China for trims and accessories. Recently the
dependency on China has reduced significantly
as the Bangladeshi trims and accessories industry
has become capable of producing a good quality
product. “Now the industry needs to be more
innovative to meet the future demands as
the industry has the potential to be a robust
independent sector that can exceed the RMG
industry in export.” Md Abdur Rouf thinks.
The RMG industry of the country is responsible
for most of the country’s export and trims and
accessories add about 7 to 20% value to the RMG
products. A competitive trims and accessories

Figure 1 (Clockwise) Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today; Abd
Kader Khan, President, BGAPMEA & Managing Director, KAPCO;
Shahriar Ahmed, General Secretary, BAYLA & Managing Director, Inde
Group; Md Abdur Rouf, Executive Director, Dekko Legacy Group

industry in Bangladesh can help the RMG
manufacturers reduce the lead time in manufacturing
by sparing the need to import them from other
countries. But there is a lacking of the right
infrastructure to develop skilled human resources
needed for the industry which should be resolved,
according to Shahriar Ahmed.
The industry also needs govt support to foster its
growth that is not sufficient right now according
to Abdul Kader Khan. During the pandemic, the
industry suffered a lot like the RMG industry but they
did not receive any cash incentive from the govt and
even the banks came forward in support of them.
“The govt has considered us as SME industries
but a 500 line RMG factory can be built with the
money required to build an accessories factory.” Md
Abdur Rouf said disappointedly. There is also some
complexity faced by the industry during importing
raw materials which should be resolved. The govt
should come forward with reduced corporate tax for
the industry and required technical institutions to
develop human resources with the required skills for
this industry, the panelist demanded in the session.
In many cases, the industry is dependent on foreign
professionals as it has to import new technologies
and also foreign professionals. But the scenario is
changing day by day as more and more graduates
from reputed educational institutions are joining the
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Figure 2 Md Abdur Rouf, Executive Director, Dekko Legacy Group

Figure 3 Abdul Kader Khan, President, BGAPMEA & Managing Director, KAPCO

industry and the shortage of experts will be filled
soon according to the panelists.
The trims and accessories industry of Bangladesh
is now capable of meeting the 100% demand of the
RMG industry. But due to some buyer nomination
issues, it can not fulfill all the demands of the RMG
industry. In the lockdown, we have seen that no
order has been canceled due to a shortage of trims
or accessories. “This proves that we are sufficient
in supporting the RMG industry of Bangladesh.”
Shahriar Ahmed said.
To represent the country's capability to produce
high-quality trims and accessories, initiatives should
be taken by the associations and govt. Though
some industries are trying to brand their products
by attending international expositions, it is not
sufficient. More effective branding initiatives can help
the industry grow rapidly and increase Bangladesh’s
export.
The trims and accessories industries of Bangladesh
are also facing problems with the availability of raw
materials. As the industry grows, getting the right
amount of raw materials is becoming difficult. “To
solve the raw material problem of the industry, new
startups should come forward with a solution to this
problem in Bangladesh.” Abdul Kader Khan evoked.

QUICK LOOKS
Q. Is the industry too
much dependent on foreign
professionals?
Abdul Kader Khan: No.
In case of implementing
new technologies, we
need support from foreign
professionals initially.

Q.

In which products new
investments should be
made?
Md Abdur Rouf: Investment
in making recycled products
should be done to make a
profitable business.

Q. Should an accessories
factory be made as a part
textile business or it should
be an independent business?
Md Abdur Rouf: It’s better
to build accessories as an
individual business.

Q. How the associations can
help the industry to grow?
Shahriar Ahmed: They
should focus on developing
local raw material suppliers
and building necessary
institutions to develop skilled
human resources to support
the industry.
Figure 4 Shahriar Ahmed, General Secretary, BAYLA & Managing
Director, Indet Group
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Square Textiles to invest Tk 3.76bn
to boost yarn production
Rahbar Hossain
Square Textiles to invest Tk3.76 billion to boost yarn
production capacity to meet the growing demand
and increase its market shares. The new project will
complete in April 2023.
Square Textiles estimates that the new investment
will increase yarn production by 11,565 tons annually.
The company expects that this new investment will
enhance company's turnover by Tk3.71 billion.
A senior officer at Square Textile said to local media
that leading textile mills are investing in this sector
to meet the growing demand. And Square is also
investing to grab more market stake.
In fiscal 2020-21, its earnings per share jumped
11 times to Tk3.41 thanks to a reduction in the
corporate tax to 22.5%, from 25%, and an increase in
productivity by using modern technology.

Figure: Square Textiles to invest Tk3.76 billion to boost
yarn production capacity to meet the growing demand and
increase its market shares. Courtesy: Collected

Archroma receives EcoVadis Platinum
Medal for its CSR performance
Archroma Story
Archroma, a global
leader in specialty
chemicals towards
sustainable solutions,
today announced that
it has been awarded the EcoVadis “Platinum” rating
in corporate social responsibility (CSR), placing
the company within the top 1% of the best rated
companies in its industry.
Archroma was evaluated by EcoVadis, an
organization specialized in assessing the CSR
performance of companies on a global basis. The
assessment focuses on 21 criteria which are grouped
into 4 themes: Environment, Labor & Human Rights,
Ethics, and Sustainable Procurement. EcoVadis
assesses more than 75,000 companies in more than
160 countries and 200 industries.
Participating in the assessment for the fourth
consecutive year, Archroma had set itself the target
to reach the EcoVadis “Platinum” rating.
Archroma has built a strong reputation as a global
leader in developing innovations and systems that help
minimize resources, increase productivity and create
value for its customers. The company refers to this

Figure: Archroma recently announced that it has been
awarded the EcoVadis “Platinum” rating in CSR.

commitment as “The Archroma Way to a Sustainable
World: Safe, efficient, enhanced, it’s our nature.”
"Sustainability is a process”, comments Heike van de
Kerkhof, CEO at Archroma.
Kerkhof added, “We started our journey with
the EcoVadis assessments only 4 years ago. Our
progress all the way to the Platinum rating is
testament to our continuous efforts and hard work
to improve our societal, environmental and economic
performance, and that of our customers!"
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6 Ways the IoT is
improving retail today
Emily Newton, Manufacturing journalist and the Editor-in-Chief of Revolutionized
The Internet of Things (IoT) is
transforming many industries
thanks to the robust and
contextual data it collects, utilizes
and transmits. Manufacturing,
automotive and aerospace are
implementing innovative forms
of IoT. It’s also powering the next
generation of various experiences,
such as smart retail.
IoT retail solutions allow shop
owners, marketers and productmakers to better understand
consumer behaviors and
sentiment. More importantly,
IoT devices will serve as the
foundation for contextually driven
and personalized experiences.
To understand why IoT retail is so
impactful, you also have to look at
the many ways it’s being used and
how it’s improving the industry.
1. Smart inventory management
The implications of IoT
retail solutions for inventory
management stretch far
beyond simply tracking and
organizing stock. It empowers
true automation with next-level
intelligence to keep the supply
chain running more smoothly than
ever, at least when there are no
major shortages.
Things like RFID labels and
smart tags allow retailers to take
a hands-off approach to basic
inventory management. A central
system monitors how much of a
particular item is available, with
real-time alerts when stock is low.
More importantly, the system can
auto-order new products to keep
inventory replenished with very little
human input at a certain threshold.

Figure 1: IoT retail solutions allow retail to be impactful and in various ways improving the industry.

IoT also empowers smart
warehouse robots to improve
order processing for companies
like Amazon and Walmart.
When an SKU is out of stock or
getting close to it, the system can
identify alternatives and replenish
them. This lessens the impact of
shortages and helps the business
better prepare for supply chain
events, including unpredictable ones.
2. Contactless checkout
Contactless checkout solutions
existed before the pandemic,
but many people had a hard
time understanding their value.
That’s definitely not the case
these days, and contactless
solutions are appearing all over,
for good reason. At the heart of
the technology are smart, IoTenabled sensors that speed up
the checkout process, improve
accuracy and save money. It’s all
safer, too.

Stores can process customer
transactions much faster than
ever before, even with just a few
systems. Artificial intelligence (AI)
solutions can also aid in preventing
theft, fraud and other potential
issues that may arise. The point-ofsale systems utilize smart sensors
and machine learning to detect
anomalous and not-for-sale items,
such as bags, hooks and already
scanned merchandise.
3. Asset tracking
Asset tracking involves monitoring
tools, resources and other musthave items that make the operation
work. Shopping carts are a great
example. They’re an expensive but
necessary item for most major
department stores and are costly to
replace if damaged or stolen.
Installing IoT tracking on carts and
baskets can make tracking them
much simpler and keep them safer,
conserving money.
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checkout tailored to your interests
and purchase history. What
about a smart kiosk with a virtual
assistant that can recommend
product alternatives and similar
items based on your preferences?
6. Food safety
The cold supply chain has
challenges of its own, far beyond
what traditional retail may be
dealing with. Items must be stored
at the appropriate temperature
with little to no thaws. Otherwise,
foodborne illness and spoilage
may occur, causing further
damage and major expenses.

Figure 2: Installing IoT tracking on carts and baskets can make tracking them much
simpler and keep them safer, conserving money.

The same can be done for
expensive equipment and
hardware, like forklifts, tablets,
and pricing and tagging guns.
Asset tracking solutions can also
find items when they’re lost inside
a store or warehouse and help
locate who has them when they’re
in use. Instead of seeking a piece
of equipment, workers can do
something else in the meantime
until the item becomes available.
Even shipping containers have
limitations that must be met when
it comes to content and weight.
The storage and transportation of
materials and products, including
bulk solutions, must be handled
with care. IoT can ensure that
happens thanks to real-time
tracking and alerts.
4. Experiential marketing
An underutilized form of
advertising is location-based or
proximity marketing, which is
also a unique form of experiential
marketing. As customers move
about the store, they can receive
notifications and alerts based
on nearby merchandise and
promotions. This works particularly
well in large stores and multiple
locations, where customers might
be delivered a time-sensitive
coupon or deal.
Bluetooth and location-aware

beacons — a type of IoT device
— deliver proximity-triggered
alerts to nearby customers. The
beacons may send out reminders
about promotions and sales, offer
exclusive discounts or engage
with them through personalized
interactions.
“Remember adding this product
to your online shopping cart? We
have it in-store right now, so come
check it out!”
Macy’s has been using beacons
in stores nationwide to great
effect. It empowers personalized
recommendations and alerts
delivered through Macy’s official
app. Customers see product
recommendations based on where
they are in the store, their interests
and what’s on sale.

IoT allows for better food
safety by empowering real-time
monitoring, much better accuracy
and faster reaction times. Alerts
will make it known there’s a
problem, kickstarting a review
by maintenance or whoever is in
charge of the items.
On average, grocers lose $70
million annually to food and
product spoilage. It’s a serious
problem that IoT retail solutions
can help mitigate. Imagine
packaging, refrigerators and
storage systems outfitted with
IoT sensors to measure temps,
conditions and more. It’s not
where we’re headed — we’re
already there.
Shaping the future with IoT retail
solutions
It’s no stretch to claim that IoT is
completely reshaping the retail
industry. The future of retail is
looking very bright, indeed.

5. Digital and interactive signage
From standard digital displays to
intuitive touch-screen-enabled
kiosks, interactive signage can
increase customer engagement
within retail locations. Smart retail
is as much about the experiences
that customers are having as it is
about the useful data in play.
Digital signage that’s smarter and
more personalized can transform
customer service on many levels.
Imagine seeing relevant product
advertisements on display at

Author:

Emily Newton is a
manufacturing journalist
and the Editor-in-Chief of
Revolutionized.
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Fineotex products
receive ECO PASSPORT
certification by
OEKO-TEX®
Fineotex Products are now certified by OEKO-TEX® and
ZDHC level 3; audited by Hohenstein, Germany
FCL Story
Fineotex Chemical Limited
(FCL) has earned the prestigious
ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-TEX®
certification, the highest rating
in the globally renowned audit
that measures standards of
sustainability. The green rating has
been awarded by Hohenstein, an
independent and neutral renowned
testing system that is globally
recognized.

ECO PASSPORT comprises a
comprehensive approach for the
handling of chemicals and is thus a
pioneer for “Green Chemistry”.
It is with immense pride that
we receive this certificate.
The ECO PASSPORT
certification by Hohenstein
Institute, Germany, is
a validation of FCL’s
strong belief system that
responsible manufacturing
is not a priority, but the core
DNA of all our formulations
and products. FCL’s products
lend trust and confidence that
every product is hallmarked
for safety and free from
harmful substances.”

Arindam
Choudhuri,
CEO of Fineotex
Chemical Limited

ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-TEX®
is an independent certification
system for chemicals, colorants
and auxiliaries used in the textile
and leather industry. During a
multistep process, the international
agency analyses whether each
individual ingredient in the
chemical product meets the
statutory requirements.

The tests also check for any
element that may be harmful to
human health. The certificates
instill confidence and help
consumers make informed
purchasing decisions. Products
that are awarded OEKO-TEX®
reflect that on the one hand
textiles and leather products
have been tested for harmful
substances, and on the other

With this
independent
certification,
FCL’s products
demonstrate
the sustainable
approach they
have adopted,
thus instilling
confidence in
procurement and
encouraging trust
in our products
and practices
Aarti Jhunjhunwala
Executive Director
Fineotex Chemical Limited.

ensure that textile products
have been manufactured in an
environmentally-friendly and
socially-responsible way. In
doing so, Hohenstein provides
effective consumer protection
and transparent information
about sustainable, responsible
production along the textile
supply chain.
Both brands and manufacturers
value the ECO PASSPORT
certification as a credible proof
of sustainable textile and leather
production. The label also gives
proof of which articles meet the
criteria for ecologically-responsible
textile and leather manufacturing.
The comprehensive audit
is a three-step process: the
product components declared
are checked against the list of
harmful chemicals, an analytical
laboratory test is carried out in
the second step. This ensures that
the certified chemicals can be
used in the sustainable production
of human-ecological optimized
textiles and leather articles. Later,
there is an on-site visit to check the
working conditions, environmental
management and safety standards.
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